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Ground-}~~tcr Fl01.1 SyE;tE~ms of Centr·al Ncv~:t.da 
G. W. F!ero, Jr. 
Unde-r the Supervision of Assist:J.nt: Professor David A. StE>phcnson. 
Tlu~ U. S. Atomic Energy Commission has been e-valuating a large 
area of central Nevada in order lo d~fine a suppJ.emcntal test site for 
the underground testing of h:ie:,h-yie1d nuclear devices. Safety 
considerations involving the radiocontaminatjon of the gro~nd water in 
the vicinity of the test site necessitated that research be conducted 
to determine the direction and rate of floH of the ground water. This 
investigation defines the ground~~~,~cttc:r flov..T systems in eighte+:'i'l. 
valleys comprising 12,000 square miles of central Nevada. 
The definition of the systems was made following a co~1pilaticn 
of existing hydrologic and ge.ologic. dat.01 for the area. Extensive f'.eld 
work was conducted to field check the data and to compile additional 
data. Fifteen deep test holes w~re drilled in the region by the 
A. E. C. and data from hydraulic tests in these exploratory holes 
were incorporated ir1 this study. 
The f I ovJ sys u::ms of the regj or1 t--,'C rc delineated by e.n ana] ys is c f 
the regional hyJrostratigrnphic units, water levels, verticaJ 
distribution of head, recharge-discharge relationships, hydrologic 
budgets, tberm3l springs, and ch0n:istry of the ground Hater. Exat:1ples 
of fJ OT.IJ systems in geologi~ unlts of varyi.t'lg pertt!c.:ablli ties are descLib~;d, 
and co~nparisons made with theoreticrtJ an,alyses of ground-VHJ ter £ lm·;r. 
lt is concluded that the flow systems of the valleys in tlJis area 
are generally coterminous with the topographic vo.Llcys. The high 
mount.ains separating the valleys re.ceive large volumes of precipitation 
and conse·quently develop recharge. mounds which gc.enerally prevent the 
interbasin transfer of ground water. These mountains are compose;d 
predominantly of Tertiary volcanics with some Paleozoic eugcosynclinal 
assemblage.s and are generally of low transnd ssivity. Some interbasJn 
movement has be.en quantified, particularly in the eastern part of tbc 
area, l?here divides are topographically lov and '"here Pal.~ozoic 
carbonates in the subsurface have high transmissivities. 
Thesis and abstract approved. Hay 10, 1968 
David A. Stephenson, Assistant Professor of G.eology 
Univ<·rsl ty of Hisconsin 
GROUND·-HATER FLOH SYSTEMS 
OF CENTRi\L NEVADA 
by 
G. William Fiero; Jr. 
INTRODUCTION 
The U. S. Atomic Energy Commission has been evaluating a large 
area of central. Nevada in order to define a supplemental test site 
for the underground testing of high-yield nuclear devices. Safety 
considerations involving the radiocontamination of the ground water 
in the vicinity of the te~t sit0 require research to determine the 
dire.ction and rate of flow of the ground water. This investigation 
affords an opportunity to evaluate, and apply, recent ground-water 
flow theories proposed by Toth (1962, 1963), Meyboom (1963), and 
Freeze and Witherspoon (1966, 1967). Also, previous reconnaissance 
studies of the water resources of central Nevada have generally assumed 
that the ground-lvater flow systems <Jere coterminous with topographically 
closed valleys (Eakin, 1966). Several recent studies in southern 
Nevada have indicated tha.t this assumption is not everyt·:rhere valid 
(Eakin, 1966; Winograd and Eakin, 1964). This central Nevada study 
defines the ground-·<Jater flow systems in eighteen valleys, and forms 
the essential frametvork for future detailed studies of the water 
resources of this region. 
1 
2 
0 The central Nevada area lies '"ithl.n latitude 38 00' and 
39° 50' North and longitude 115° 30 1 and 117° 20' West. The area 
e.ucompasses T01mships 1 to 21 North, and Ranges 41 to 57 East, Hount 
Diablo base line. It includes portions of Esmeralda, Nye, Lincoln, 
White Pine, Eureka, and Lander Counties and comprises 12,000 square 
miles (Figure 1). 
Pri.ncipal access is by U. S. Hightvay 6, which traverses the 
southerrr part of the area, and by U. S. Highway 50, which crosses 
the northern portion. State and county roads provide excellent 
access to much of the area. The Nevada Department of Economic 
Development estimates the population to be 3,000 in Dec.ember, 1966. 
Topography· 
Central Nevada exhibits typical Basin and Range topography with 
subparallel block-faulted mountain ranges separated by alluvial 
valleys. The ranges and vall£qs vary from less than a mile to 25 
miles in width and from about 20 to 100 miles in length. The domln::nt 
trend of the physiography varies from north-south to northeast·-
southwest. Figure 1 shows the principal valleys of the region. 
Valley elevations ranr;e from approximately 4,650 feet at the: 
playa in Railroad Valley, in the southeastern part of the area, to 
about 7,200 fe.et at the south end of Southern aonitor Valley, in the 
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Fi.gure 1. Index Map of 
Central Nevada 
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elevation in the State. The mountain ranges generally rj_se from 2,000 
to 4,000 feet above the valley floors. Peaks above 10,000 feet are 
found in most of the ranges, with Mount Jefferson, elevation 11,91>9, 
in the Toquima Range, between Northern Big Smoky and Southero Monitor 
Valleys, being the highest point in the area. 
Climate 
The climate is extremely variable depending upon the altitude. 
The valleys are generally semiarid, characterized by low precipitation 
and humidity and extreme diurnal variations in temperature. The 
mountains are sub humid, receiving most of their precipitation as 
snow during the winter. Table 1 illustrates the average annual 
precipitation at U. S. Weather Stations in the central Nevada area. 
Procedure 
The author is a member of the Atomic Energy Commission Hydro-
logic Task Force, consisting of personnel of the U. S. Geological 
Survey, Denver, Colorado; Isotopes, Inc., Palo Alto, California; 
and the Center for Water Resources Research, Desert Research Institute, 
Reno, Ne11ada. The responsibili t.y of this group is to insure public 
safpty in regard to ground-water contamination by radioactive 
nuclides, and to advise on the engineering aspects of mining chambers 
for the emplacement of nuclear devices belm1 the water table. 
The task force conducted hydraulic: tests in Atomic Energy 
Commission exploratory wells, collected regional hydrologic and 
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1Austin - Loc~ 
2 Belmont - Loc .. 
3 Charnac Basin - Loc. 
r;.Eureka - Loc. 
5Fish Creek Ranch- Lac. 
6 Potts - Loc. 
7Tonopah - Loc. 
8 Tonopah Airport - Lac. 
Table l. Average monthly and annual precipitation 
at stations in the central Nevada area 
(from published records of the U. S. Weather Bureau) 
Jan. Feb. March Apr. Mav June July Aug. Seot. Oct. 
1.51 1.14 1.46 1.64 1.43 0.80 0.60 0.53 0.48 0.93 
0.85 1.01 0.97 0.68 0.80 0.40 0.48 0.84 0.47 0.65 
0.92 1.46 1.12 1.24 2.02 0.66 0.41 0.66 0.63 0.62 
0.88 0.99 0.97 1. 34 1.22 0. 72 0.60 o. 71 0.61 0.88 
0.44 0.32 0.53 0.51 0.62 0.34 0.55 0.48 0.53 0.33 
0.56 0.66 0.74 0. 72 0.95 0.36 0.51 0.44 0.27 0.33 
0.43 0.42 0.54 0.59 0.38 0.21 0.38 0.44 0.37 0.49 
0.25 0.32 0.16 0.20 0.70 0.09 0.54 ·o.43 0.43 0.22 
19-19N/44. Alt. 6,594 ft. Record 30 years, 1911-1964. 
26- 9N/45. Alt. 7,600 ft. Record 1889-96, 1900-05,1915-1916. 
20-17N/49. Alt. 8,500 ft. Record 1955-61. 
Nov. Dec. Aimual 
0.85 1.06 12.06 
0.29 1.09 8.53 
1.04 0.83 11.61 
0.63 0.76 10.31 
0.59 0.50 5.74 
0.37 0.42 6.33 
0.34 0.39 4. 98 
0.28 0.16 3.78 
l3-19N/53. Alt. 6,550 ft. Record 1889, 1891, 1902-18, 1922-30, 1939-42, 1953-60. 
10-16N/53. Alt. 6,050 ft. Record 1944-1962. 
35-15N/47. Alt. 6,635 ft. Record 1892-1919. 
2- ZN/42. Alt. 6,093 ft. Record 1907-1953. 
31- 3N/44. Alt. 5,426 ft. Record 1954-1962. 
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ground ~;atcr in the central N~vaJn r(gion, Th0 author was active 
in data collection in each of these field studies, but assumed the 
responsibility of the assimilation and interpretation of the regional 
hydrologic and geologic data. Fjeld work \'as conducted at various 
times from June 1967 to January 1968. The examination of air 
photographs and compilation of geologic data was accompli.shed during 
the fal.1 of 1967. The author was assisted in the collection and 
compiling of the field data by other members of the task force, but 
the interpretation of the data is the responsibility of the author. 
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from the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission. The author is indebted to Dr. 
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G. A. Dim,iddie of the U. S. Geological Survey, Hydrologic Task 
Force leader, and A. Peckham of the Desert Research Institute, 
assistar.t Task Force leader, both gave valuable. advice and suggeslions 
for the study. A. McLane, J. R. lllian, and A. L. Mindling of the 
Desert Resoarch Institute assisted in the compilation of the hydrologic 
data. 
For advice and critical review throughout the investigation, the 
writer is lndebted to D. A. Stephenson, Professor of Geology at the 
University of Wisconsin. 
METHOD Of STUDY 
This analysis of ground-water flow systems has been approached 
by a study of: 
1. The hydrologic properties o[ the geologic units; to 
deterndne those areas which would be most conducive to the movement 
of large quantities of water, and those which would tend to act as 
barriers to large-scale flow and divide the flo\~ into separate systems. 
2. Water levels, as indicated on a contour map; to depict 
interpreted lateral direction of flow operative within flow systems. 
3. The vertical distributions of hydraulic head; to indicate 
vertical movements of ground water, as evidenced by changes i.n water 
level with depth and by hydraulic testing in Atomic Energy Commission 
exploratory holes. 
4. Topographically high are.as '1Hh large amounts of re.::harge; 
to determine hydraulic highs Hhich act as boundaries to the interbasin 
movement of ground water and result in separate flow systems. 
5. The distribution and balance of recharge-discharge relationships; 
to indicate intra- or interbasin locetl or regional flow syste.,s. 
6. The distribution and geologic occurrence of thermal springs; 
to relatE! these to discharge areas for water derived from depth, and 
associated with deep fl0\-7 systems. 
7. The chemical constituents of the ground water; hydrochemical 
facies reflect. the travel history in the geologic frame>mrk and aid 
in ascertaining the direction of flow. 
Flm; sys ccms for the enUre r<'gJ.on v7.Lll be defined and boundary 
conditions ;Jill be described following the above methods. Individual 
flow systems Hill then be analyzeu in as much detail as possible 
following the same method of study. 
HYDROGEOLOGY 
Introduction 
The hydrologic properties and the distributjon of the lithology 
and structural features of the rocks in central Nevada affect the 
occurrence, movement, and quality of ground water. Consequently, a 
review of the geologic literature has been completed and a map of the 
generalized geology has been compiled (Plate 1). Data for this map 
were derived front the following sources: Anderson and others (1967), 
Ball (1907), Cornwall (1967), Eakin and others (1965), Ekren and others 
(1966), Everett and Rush (1966), Geophoto Services (1967), Kleinharnpl 
and Ziony (1967), McJannet (1960), Montgomery (1965), and Roberts and 
others (1967). The writer has conducted fie.ld work in areas '"here 
data critl.cal to flow system bonnclaries were lacking, and has examined 
cuttings from Atomic Energy Commission exploratory test holes. 
Reference to regional gravity, m,agneti c, and infra-red photo-imagery 
maps compiled for the Commission has assisted in determining basin 
conftguration and faults. 
Precambrian Era 
Precambrian rocks are not exposed in the rnapped area. To the 
south, Ekren and others (1966) ha\'e described 5,300 feet of sedimentary 
rocks of Precambrian age. 
Paleozoic Er·a 
The rocks of central Nevada of Cambrian to Devonian age 1•ere 
depos'ited iu a broad asymmetric dowtmarp which extended along the 
western boundary of the continent. In the eastern two-thirds of the 
mapped area, the geosyncline was subsiding slowly and the sediments 
were deposited in relatively shallow-water mari.ne conditions. A 
carbonate assemblage, with some clastics, I>' as de.posited in this 
rniog<cosynclinal part of the trough. To the ~>Jest of the area, i.n the 
rapidly subsiding part of the geosyncline, siliceous clastics and 
volcanic rocks were deposited. Rock.s intermcdia te bet1;een or an 
admixture of the eastern carbonate assemblage and the western siliceous 
assemblage have been recognized in the western part of the area (Kay 
and Crmdord, 19611). 
The Devonian is absent along the north--south trending positive 
a·rea, the Antler orogenic belt, in the west-central part of the mapped 
area. Armstrong (1964) states that the Devonian rocks were deposited 
in t1;o separate seaways or in t~;o widely separated parts of a large 
basin. An alternative explanation for the absence of the Devonj.an 
in the central part of the area would be erosion of previously deposited 
Devonian sediments from the rising land mass. Unconformities have 
been noted in the section on a regional scale and probably relate to 
movements of the Antler positive. Devonian rocks deposited to the 
east of the orogenic belt are dominontly carbonates, and those to the 
west are eugeosynclinal slliceous clastics. Rocks of transitional 
litholO!',Y have not been identified, either because they were not 
deposl ted or wen' removed by eros ion. 
Fundamental changes occurred within the central part of the area 
at or near the close of the Devonian. The carbonate assemblage toas 
folded and overridden by the Roberts Honntains thrust plate that brought 
clastic and volcanic rocks of equiVi!lent or older age but of transitional 
and western assemblage lithologies from the west or nortln,est. Clastic 
rocks eroded from the upthrnstcd land mass in the west marked the end 
of the broad geosyncline J"n c"ntral l<cvada, and began a change from 
open sea1.;ays and basins to narro" straits and embayments in the area 
of the orogenic belt for most of the remainder of the Paleozoic. These 
clastic rocks are not associated '"ith geosynclinal assemblages and the 
terminology used to separate assemblages of the Lmver Paleozoic rocks 
is not applicable to the Upper Paleozoics. The Mississippim1, 
Pennsylvanian, and Permian units overlap the older formations and are 
termed the overlap sequence. To the west of the orogenic belt, 
overlapping clastic rocks rest with angular unconformity on rocks of 
the western and transitional earlier Paleozoic assemblages. To the 
east, the discordartce fades out and the overlapping rocks interfinger 
with the carbonate section. 
Carboniferous and Permian age rocks are conglomerates, sandstones, 
and some marine limestones. Rocks of these ages are most common in 
the extreme north-central and eastern one-third of the study area. 
Hesozoic Era 
Shallow-1-1ater synorogenic deposition of clastics occurred during 
the early part of the Hesozoic across much of the central Nevada area. 
The area 1-1as ultimately uplifted in entirety, and most of the Hesozoic 
sediments were removed by th<' intense diastrophism of the Jurassic 
and Cretaceous. Outcrops of Nesozotc sedi.me.ntary rocks are found in 
the south>vestern part of the area, and in the vicinity of Eureka, 
in the north-central region (Nolan and others, 1956). 
Granitic and granodioritic intrusions occurred in many parts of 
central Nevada. Within the Antler orogenic belt, the intrusives are 
generally Jurassic in age. To the eastward, most Nesozoic intrusives 
are of Early Cretaceous age. The intrusions are thought to be the 
result of release of magma from the subcrust due to the expansion and 
enlargement of the uplifted highland area (Osmond, 1960). 
Cenozoic Era 
Tertiary deposits cover a large portion of the mapped area, and 
second to Quaternary alluvium, are the most abundant outcropping rock. 
Cenozoic rocks may be subdivided into three major groups: the oldest, 
composed o£ Tertiary non-volcanic fluviatile and lacustrine sediments; 
the middle group, consisting of widespread Tertiary volcanics; and the 
youngest group, a heterogeneous collection of discontinuous clastic 
units, volcanic-rich sediment, volcanics (usually basalts) and 
lacustrine sediments deposited during the late Tertiary and Quaternary 
development of the Basin and Range structures. 
'l'he oldest group of the Cenozoic deposits lies unconformably on 
older rocks, and consists of conglomerates composed of Paleozoic 
pebbles or Eocene lacustrine beds. This unit is a pay zone in the 
Eagle Springs oil fie.ld in Railroad Valley, in the southeastern part 
of the area. In some areas, thick conglomerates separate the lake beds 
from the overlying mj.ddlc group volcanics. These coe1rse clastics 
suggest uplHt, perhaps due to normal faults or volcanic domal 
uplHts preceding volcanic eruptions. The elevation o.f the area dur.ing 
the deposition of the oldest group vras about ::,000 feet above sea 
level, based on spore and pollen analyses (Axelrod, 1955). 
The middle group of volcanics outcrop over thousands of square 
miles of central Nevada. Reeent studies by Cook (1965) indicate that 
the volcanic rocks comprise a sequence of ignimbrites which can be 
correlated on the basis of field relations and petrography. The 
horizontally deposited time-stratigraphic units permit precise correla-
tions to be made over widespread areas and, since they are geochemically 
datable with absolute age dates, their age can be determined with 
considerable accuracy. This volcanic. section consists of increasingly 
younger rocks to the south and east of Railroad Valley, indicating that 
volcanic activity which was initiated in central Nevada towa1~d the end 
of Eocene time, spread over the entire area during the Oligocene. In 
Miocene time, volcanic activity was restricted to the region south of 
the study area (Cook, 1965). 
The post-ig11imbrite group consists of conglomerates and other 
clastics related to the uplift a11d erosion of fault-block ranges. Some 
tuffaceous sedime11ts and basalt flows (as young as Pleistocene i11 the 
Pancake Range on the west side of Railroad Valley) indicate continuing 
igneous activity into the Quaternary. 
Ceuozoic deformation is ubiquitous throughout central Nevada. Some 
pre-volcanic normal faults have been unconformably overlain by the vol-
canics, but these are ge11erally not of large displacement (Armstrong, 
19611). The time of large-scale Basin and Range normal faulting, 
therefore, postdates the Oligocene. On the basis of the stratigraphy 
of the upper group of clastics, it appears that the most active period 
of faulting occurred since Middho Miocene time (Armstrong, 1964). 
Uplift of the ranges occurred by movement along a single range--
front fault or by a set of faults on both sides of the range. Many 
large gravity slides are interpreted in the eastern part of the area 
in the White Pine, Grant, and Quinn Canyon Ranges (Misch, 1960). 
'l'hese features are thought to be the result of the large relief imposed 
on the sediments by the uplift due to faulting and arching (Hisch, 
1960). Erosion and slumping of debris filled the subsiding valley 
areas due to the active deformation and up1vard movement of the mountatn 
blocks, and an internal drainage result<:od. 
Tectonic movement is still a contimdng process. Nost of the 
valleys in the area exhibit alluvium offset by recent faulting. 
Upper clastic group indurated fanglomerates have been observed by the 
author in canyons within the ranges several thousand feet above the 
valley floor. 
Farcy-two earthquake epicenters have bee.n located within the 
mapped area since 1852 {Slemmotes and others, 1965). Hot Creek Valley 
is the most active seismic area in the central Nevada study area. 
Tertiary intrusive activity is generally the same age as major 
volcanism but no direct connection between major intrusives and 
volcanics has been mapped in the area. The ages of intrusives 
generally trend from older to,ard younger out;;ard from the west-central 
port of the map, in a pattern comp11ruble to thnt: of the volcanics 
(Cook, 1965). 
During Pleistocene time, glaciation occurred on the northwest 
exposures of some of the highest ranges in the area. Glacial 
features have been reported in Toiyabe, Toquima, and Hot Creek 
Ranges with the most abundant and best preserved moraines assoc:Lated 
with valleys extending to the northwest from Mount Jefferson in the 
Toquima Range (MEdnzer, 1917; Muir, 1918). These references to 
glaciation in this region have apparently been overlooked by recent 
investigators, as glaciers are not indicated on glacial maps covering 
this region. 
Late Pleistocene lakes occupied many of the valleys. H. D. 
Hifflin, research associate at the Desert Research Institute, has 
CO!>ducted field work and air photo examination of the shorelines of 
these lakes. He reports (personal communication, 196 7) the follm;ing 
valleys to have contained Late Pleistocene lakes: Grass, Northern 
Big Smoky, St. evens Basin, Diamond, Newark, Northern Little Smoky 
(Fish Creek), Ralston, Railroad, and the north<Jestern and extreme 
southern parts of Southern Little Smoky. 
Regional Hydr<?_~_ratigraph:!c Units 
·Introduction 
Those geologic units which have a considerable lateral extent 
and which, because of their physical characteristics, represent a 
reasonably distinct hydrologic system are termed hydrostratigraphic 
units (Mnxey, 1961,), A compromise must be determined between the 
homogeneity of the units and the scale of the study. In a re.gional 
study, lithologic changes resulting from pinchouts, unconformjties, 
and facies changes of the geologic units complicate the concept of 
hydrostratigraphic units. Consequently, the author proposes the term 
regional hydrostratigraphic units to be utilized in broad hydrogeo-
logi.cal studies of areas of complicated stratigraphy to apply to those 
stratigraphic units which have reasonably similar hydrologic 
properties and which may represent distinct hydrologic systems. Tables 
2, 3 and 4 relate the regional hydrostratigraphic units outlined in 
this study with the geologic formations of central Nev<>da, and the 
outcrop area of these units is depicted by Plate 1. 
The transmissivity of ground water through the geologic framework 
is also controlled by the extent of fracturing, jointing, and faulting 
in the rock units, Consequently, movement of ,;a ter to areas of lot,Jer 
potential can and does occur in zones of intensive fracturing, 
regardless of rock type. 
Data on oil well drill stem tests was derived from open file 
scout tickets available at the offices of the Nevada Bureau of Hines, 
Reno, Nevada. A description of these tests is presented under the 
section, Hydraulic Testing. 
Lo,;er Paleozoic Clastics (LPcl) 
This hydrostratigraphic unit incorporates the Lower Cambrian 
clastic sequences. The siliceous cementation of the quartzites and 
the low effective porosity of the shales indicate a low capacity to 
Table 2. Geologic formations, northern central Nevada 
Name 
Quaternary Alluvium 
Late Tertiary or Quat. Andesites and basalts 
Oligocene & Mi.ocene Rhyolite. tuffs 
Eocene Andesi t:o flows and 
intrusives 
Late Cretaceous Porphyry and diorite 
Early Cretaceous Newark Canyon Formation 
Permian Carbon Ridge. Formation 
Late Mississippian Diamond Peak Formation 
Chainman Formation 
Devonian-Mississippian Pilot Shale 
Mid. and Late Devonian Devils Gate Limestone 
Early & Mid. Devonian Nevada Formation 
Late. Silurian Lone Hountain Dolomite 1 
Roberts Mountains Fm. 1 
Late Ordovician Hanson Creek Formation 
Mid. - Late Ordovician Eureka Qtzite. 
Early -Mid. Ord. Pogonip Group 
Late Cambrian Windfall Formation 
Dunderberg Shale 
Mid. and Late Cambrian Hamburg Dolomite 
Niddle Cambrian Secret Canyon Shale 
Geddes Li.mestone 
Eldorado Dolomite 

























Prospect Nountain Qtzite. LPcl 

























Table 3. Geologic formations, southern central Nevada 
Age Name Hydrostrat. Thi~kr;-;;-;;;;-
Qua ternary Alluvium 
Late Tertiary or Quat. Andesites and basalts 
Miocene or Pliocene Rhyolite flows and plugs 
Oligocene-Miocene Rhyolite tuffs 
Oligocene Andesite flows 
Eocene Sheep Pass Formation 
Early Cretaceous Granodiorite 
Newark Canyon Formation 
Permian Carbon Ridge Formation 
Early-Middle. Devonian Nevada Formation 
Silurian Lone Mountain Dolomite 
Late Ordovician Ely Springs Formation 
Hanson Creek Formation 
Mid. - Late Ordovician Eureka Qtzite. 
Early - Mid. Ord. Pogon1p Group 



















Early Cambrian Pioche Shale LPcl 

















Table 1,, Geologic formations, western and transitional facies, western 





Name llydrostrat. Thickness 
unit 
Cockalorum H~sh Fm. Pw 




Clipper Canyon Sequence 












1No time sequence, other than the System, is implied for these unHs. 
Table 5. Geologic formntions, eastern central Nevada 
Age 








Name llydrostrat. Thickness 
---~--'u-.:n:-i:..:t:.__ (feet) 
Same as in Table 3 
Carbon Ridge Formation 
Ely Limestone 








Ely Springs FormaUon 
Eureka Quartzite 
Pogonip Group 




























transmit water. In the Eureka minlng district, the Prospect Moui)Laln 
Quurt~ite has been described as "poorly permeable" (Stuart, 195::>). No 
hydraulic testing of Atomic Energy Commtssion exploratory holes or 
drill stem tests for oil w~lls have been conducted in this unit in 
central Nevad.~. 
Paleozoic Limestones (Pls) 
The miogeosynclinal limestones of Middl" Cambrian to Nississippian 
age occur principally in the eastern and central part of the mapped 
area. Individual shale formations are relatively tight, and perhaps 
may be subdivided into local hytlrostratigraphic units where suffid .. ent 
subsurface control is available. This regional hydrostratigraphic 
unit is among the most permeable in the area. 
Ground water occurs in Paleozc,ic limestone in large quanti tles 
at de.pth as indi.cated by reports from mines and oil exploratory holes. 
The transmissivity, or movem.cnt of water through the media 1n gallons 
per day per foot of aquifer thickness (gpd/ft.), has been determined 
i.n the Eureka mining district for the Hiddle Cambrian carbon:otes. A 
pump test of the Fad shaft indicated a transmissivity of 24,000 gpd/ft. 
(Stuart, 1955). The Upper Cambri.an limestones of the sam2 district 
are described as capable of reJ.easing larg€ quantities of \\Tater, and 
up to 300 gallons per minute (gpm) of l·mtet· inflo•,, occun·ed in the 
Fad shaft when penetrating these units. ThE' Texota Eagl<l Springs 
Unit 85-35, located in 9N/57-35da (se<:. Appendices for an explanation 
of location abbreviations), recovered 4,860 feet of mud-cut ;;,•ater on 
a drill sten1 test of Lotver Paleozoic limestones (see the section 
Hydraulic Testing for a description of drill stem tests and recoveries). 
This recovery carne to within 1,270 feet of the ground level within 
thirty minutes and indicates good permeability 1dthin the unit. 
Upper Paleozoic limestones are equally as pcrmcablto as the Lo~rer. 
The Sun tide Petroleum, Inc. Suntide-Sinclalr No. 1, Nevada-Federal 
"A" (18N/57-23c), in the northeastern part of the mapped area, had 
an average water entry of 18 barrels per hour from a drill stem test 
in the Hississippian limestones at a depth of 1,835-2,91•0 feet. 
Regional transmissivities have been computed for this unit in 
the White River area to the east. An approximation of 200,000 gpd/ft. 
was derived (Eakin, 1966, p. 266). He stresses that the actual movement 
is primarily along fractures or solution zones, and hence local 
transmissivities greatly in excess of this figure may be anticipated. 
Movement of ground water in the Paleozoic limestones is also 
indicated by the large number of springs associated with this unit. 
By superimposing the map of hydrostratigraph:Lc units (Plate l.) ,.,ilh 
the water-level contour map (Plat.: 2), it is readily apparent that 
there is a high degree of correlation between the Pls unit cud the 
concentration of springs. Field and air photo investigations relate 
most of these springs to faults transecting the limestones, placing 
them in contact ~Jith less permeable units. High lateral transmissiviti.es 
and low vertical transr.lissj.vities through the interbedded limestones 
are indicated in these areas. The three largest concentrations of 
springs in the central Nevada area are all :in the limestones: the 
Eureka. district (18-19N/53-·54), the Quinn Canyon Range (3-4N/56-57), 
and the Manhatte.n mining district (8N/ 43-44). 
Recent studies have shown that many intermontane valleys within 
the miogeosynclinal area of southE':m and eastern Nevada are connected 
hydraulically by the movement of ground water through the Paleozoic 
carbonates which underly and flank the valleys (Hunt and Robinson, 
1960; Winograd, 1962a and 1962b; Winograd and Eakin, 1964; and 
Eakin, 1966). Similar interbasin movement can and does occur in 
central Nevada. 
Paleozoic DolomHes (Pd) 
The Paleozoic dolomites, of miogeosynclinal environment, arc! 
primarily of Late Ordovician, Silurian and Devonian age. The hydro-
geologi.cal characteristics of this unit are approximately the same as 
those of the Paleozoic limestones, with the dolomites app~aring to be 
somewhat more capable of transmitting water, as evidencE!d by greeter 
porosity observed in hand spccirnlms on the outcrop and from the 
geophysical logs of oil wells drilled in the area. The Pal.eozoic: 
limestones and dolomites are separated in order to deteormin2 the 
source for the possible addition of magnesium ions to the ground water. 
The areal distribution of the dolomites relative to the distribution 
of magnesium ions in chemical analyses of selected springs and '"ells 
may help in defining flow path directions. 
Subsurface indications of high c;ffective porosity are de[,onstrat:ed 
by virtually all the oil tests drilled in central Nevada. Hany 
exploratory holes have either lost circulation duri.ng drilling or have 
recovered substantial quantitiea of fluid on drill •tern tests in this 
unit. In the Eagle Springs field, fractured dolomite breccia of 
Devonian age has yielded 4, 715 feet of muddy water on a drill stem test 
in the Shell Oil Company No. 3 Eagle Springs Unit (8N/57-27a). In 
this test water rose to within 600 feet of the ground level in two and 
one-half hours. The Shell No. 1 Coyote Unit (7N55-28c), drilled on the 
west side of Railroad Valley fourteen miles southwest of the Eagle 
Springs field, penetrated to 1,711 feet and contacted a flow of 140° F 
water at the rate of 4,000 barrels per day from Siluro-Devonian 
dolomites. The water surfaced around the outside of the casing, and 
the hole had to be abandoned. 
Surface indications of the transmissivity of the dolomit€s may 
be noted by the abundance of springs along faults and fractures in the 
Quinn Canyon and Grant Ranges. 
Western Assemblage Paleozoics (Pt<) 
The siliceous fine-grained clastics and volcanics of the 
western assemblage Paleozoics generally act as barriers to ground-
water movement. However, under sufficient hydraulic gradients or 
when heavily fractured, this unit can transmit water. 
Surface evidence of transmissivity is generally lacking, but in 
the subsurface there is one indication of locally high permeability. 
The Last Frontier Oil Company No. 1 Denally (26N/51-·6c), drilled 
thirty miles north of the mapped area, recovered 3,400 feet of mud-
cut water from a drill stE>m test of fractured Ordovician weste.rn 
assemblage rocks. The fluid level rose to within 100 feet of the 
ground surface in thirty minutes. 
Upper Paleozoic Clastics (UPcl) 
The clastic sequence of Upper Paleozoic age has good perme-
ability, although it is less transmissive to water than the Paleozoic 
limestones and dolomites. The Mi.ssissippl.an Chainman Shale, ho1-:ev<?.r, 
is an exception to this statement since it is a relatively impervious 
untt. 
In the subsurface, the Gulf No. 1 Ne1·1ark Valley Unit (19N/55-llb), 
drilled just to the east of the Diamond Range separating Diamond and 
Newark Valleys, recovered 1,000 feet of mud-cut water and 3,785 feet 
of clean fresh water from a drill stem test in the Hississippian-
Pennsylvanian Diamond Peak Formation. The fluid level rose to within 
115 feet of the ground surface. The Suntide Petroleum, Inc. No. 1 
Nevada Federal (15N/57-5a), at the extreme northern end of Railroad 
Valley, made 60-90 barrels of water per hour ·while drilling with air 
through the Pennsylvanian. 
Numerous springs, associated '"ith faults and joints, occur '"here 
the. Pennsylvanian and Permian clastics outcrop. In the Hhite Pine 
Range, an outcrop sample of the Diamond Peak Formation has a 
measured porosity of 28 percent (Humphrey, 1960, p. 111). 
Paleozoic Undivided (Pu) 
This unit has been mapped within the study area where suffident 
geological control is not available to define the age or the a.ssemblage 
to which the rocks belong. In the western part of the area, transitional 
assemblage Paleozoics are included i.n tM.s unit. 
Mesozoic Clastics (l1cl) 
This unit is composed of Cretaeeous conglomerates and sandstones 
in the Eureka area. Insuffic.ient surface or subsurface data are 
available from the few outcrops to give an accurate indication of the 
hydrogeologic cloaracteristics of tho unit, but the outcrop samples 
would indicate a lot? transmissivity for the unit due to the 
extensive siliceous ceme.ntation. 
Mesozoic Intrusives (Hi) 
Cretaceous Intrusives (Ki) 
Tertiary Intrusives (Ti) 
These igneous bodies ar<' generally impermeable and essentially 
constitute one regional hydrostratigraphic unit. Perched ground 
water does occur in fractu·ces in the unit. In the Austin area in the 
northwestern part of the region, local water supplies are derived fro;n 
water in the fractures of the granodiorite stock as well as from alluv-
ium jn Pony Canyon. Straddle packer tests in UCE-1 and 3, drilled by 
the Atomic Energy Commission, indicate a range of relative specific 
capacities f.rom 0.00015 to 0.032 gpm/ft. of drawdown (for the resulls 
of testi.ng in Atomic Energy Conmli.ss:!.on Hells, see the section Hydraulic 
Testing). 
Tertiary Clastics (Tel) 
The group of older consolidated TPrtiary clastics and lacustrine 
limestones are extremely varie.ble in their ability to transmit water 
in large quantities. In the Railroad Valley area, Vlhere this unit is 
most commonly found on the. surface and in the subsurface, wells drilled 
for oil have indicated large permeabiliteA. Porosities up to twelve 
percent, with an average of eight perce.nt, were measured in this unit 
from cores taken by the Trans \.Jestern Lands, Inc. No. 1 Pentex (9N/58-
30) and drill stem tests from 4,130-1>,410 and 1,,11,8-4,178 recovered 
3,834 feet of water and 2,13Y feet of water respectively, indicating 
good permeability. The Texota No. 13-35 Eagle Springs Unit (9N/57-
3Sa) swabbed 456 barrels of oH per day from perforations in this 
unit. The Shell No. 35-35 Eagle Springs Unit (9N/57-·35c) had an 
initial pumping potential of 549 banels of fluid per day, of which 
540 barrels were oil. The Eagle Springs field is reported to be 
a faulted stratigraphic trap with an updip pinchout of Tertiary 
volcanics, Tertiary clastics, and Paleozoic dolomites against a profound 
unconformity (Horton, personal communication, 1967). 
Hydraulic tests of tuffaceous sediments interbedded with tuff units 
in the Atomic Energy Commission test holes UCE-17 and HTH-1, located 
in the northern part of Hot Creek Valley, indicated relatively l01; 
transmissivities in this unit Hith a range of relative specific 
capacities from 0.001 to 0.06 gpm/ft. of drawdmm. 
Tertiary Volcanics (Tv) 
This unit is the most widespread of the consolidated hydro-
stratigraphic units, and its ability to transmit fluids is critical 
in an analysis of flow systems in cent1:al Nevada. The volcanic rocks 
generally have low relative specific capacities as indicated by tests 
in Atomic Energy Commission holes. These values ranged from 0.000015 
to 0.36 gpm/ft. of drawdown. 
The Tertl.ary volc:ani.c.s are genc:rally fine-grained, and often 
they are tightly Helded. The extent to which they can transmit water 
is dependent upon the amount of fracturing of the rock. The unit is 
generally brittle, and release to tectonic deformation is often in 
the form of faults or fractures. Hany of these fr11ctures have been 
healed by later deposition of calcite or silica, but where the fractures 
are open they can transmit significant quantities of water. An open 
fracture interval of several feet in UCE-20, northern Hot Creek Valley, 
produced approximately 155 gpm during several hours of pumping with a 
dynamic tracejector test. The Texota No. 73-35 Eagle Springs Unit 
(9N/57-·35a) recovered 7 57 feet of oil on a drill stem test of the 
Tertiary volcanics and swabbed 480 barrels of oil per day from this 
zone. The Shell No. 1 Lockes Unit (8N/56-3d), located in the central 
part of Railroad Valley six miles e.ast of the Lockes Springs, flo,ed 
water to a height of 40 feet above the derrick floor while drilling 
through the Tertiary volcanics at a depth of 5,405 feet. 
Springs associated with this unit generally result from the 
lateral movement of perched ground water within fractures or joints. 
A comparison of the hydrogeologic map (Plate 1) and the springs on 
the water-level contour map (Plate 2) '"i.ll indicate the number of such 
occurrences. Notable concentrations of springs are in the Toiyabe, 
Toquima, and northern Honitor Ranges. 
Quaternary-Tertiary Basalt (QTb) 
The hydrologic characteristics of this unit have not been 
determined in the surface or subsurface dtte to the general.iy smaLl 
outcrop areas and the paucity of water data associated with the unit. 
The lack of springs is suggestive of high vertical and horizontal 
penneabili.t.y. 
QuCtternary Alluvium (Qal) 
Continental clastics ovorli.e the Tertiary volcanics in the 
valley areas. The oldest of these clastics are late Tertiary, and 
the youngest are Recent fluvi.al deposits. This alluvial section is 
considered as one regional hydrostratigraphic unit. 
The unit is generally composed of fine-grained lacustrine or 
playa deposits in the central parts of the valleys, and grades 
laterally to coarser fractions to1vard the mountains >~hi.ch >~ere the 
source of the detritus. Intertonguing of coarse and fine clastics is 
common on the margins of the valleys, and the water yields from this 
unit are variable as the lithology varies. The unconsolidated sand and 
gravel of the younger valley fill commonly have the highest perme-
abili.ties of any of the hydrostratl.graphic units "'hich have not been 
intensely fractured. Most of the water wells in the area rely 
on this unit as the aquifer. 
Numerous hydraulic tests of Atomic Energy Commission exploratory 
holes have been made in this unit. Large variations of relative 
specific capacity have been determined, ranging from 0.00004 gpm/ft. 
of drawdown to very high. The intertonguing and facies relationships 
and proximity to the source areas are the primary reasonsfor these 
variations. 
A pump test was conducted at IITII-1 and HTH-2 in llot Creek 
Valley, and is described in detail in the next section. A 
transmissivity of 8,200 gpd/ft. was determined. The storage 
coefficient, a dimensionless number representing the volume of 
water released from the aqcdfer per unit of surface area per unit 
-3 
change in head, was calculated to be 3 x 10 . The field 
coefficie.nt of permeability, ox: abi.lity of the medium to transmit 
a fluid, lies within a range of 14 to 23 gpd/ft. 2 Velocities 
of ground-water movement range from 0.4 to 0.6 feet per day. 
Hydraulic Testin_g_ 
The hydraulic testing of lithologic zones in Atomic Energy 
Commission deep exploratory holes requires procedures more closely 
associated with petroleum industry testing techniques than those 
commonly associated with water well testing. 
Straddle Packer Tests 
Most water well hydraulic tests consider the hydraulic 
characterist~cs of the interval from the total depth of the well 
to the base of the unperforated casing or ground surface. The 
tests are usually dependent upon pumping or baHing to impart a 
drawdown from static water level conditions. In the deep-well tests, 
specific intervals between the total depth and unperforated casing 
are tested by using inflatable packers in the open hole. These 
packers, when operating correctly, effe.ctively isolate the t~sted 
interval from the r.emai.nder. of the borehole. The test intervals are 
selected on the basis of geophysical logs, which give indications of 
lithology, fractures, porosity, water entry or exit, and suitability 
for packer seats. 
The straddle packers are run into the hole on tubing and set at 
the desired interval. The tubing is then filled with water to the 
surface and rotated to open ports i.n the tubing be tHe en the packers, 
The rate of injection of this wat"r into the formation is me.asured by 
means of a downhole deep->•Tell measuring device ("iron horse"). Hhen 
possible, static water level conditions are attained. Figure 2 
illustrates an injection test curve. 
Relati.ve specific capacity i.s calculated from the injectl.on 
data as follows: 
1. Determine head loss for one minute of injection (feet/minute). 
2. Determine discharge (Q, in gpm) by multiplying the head loss 
by the volume of the tubing (gallons/linear foot). 
3. Determine drawdm;n (s, in feet) by subtracting the observed 
depth of water for the time interval selected from the static water 
level. 
4, Calculate relative specific capacity (Q/s, in gpm/ft. of 
drawd01m). 
A recovery test is then run on the same interval following the 
injection test. By using a swab, the water in the tubing is drawn 
down below the static leveL The rate of recovery, after swabbing 
stops, is measured by the "iron horse". Figure 3 illustrates the 
curve of a recovery test. Relatj.ve specific capacity is computed 
31 
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Qal UCE-17 785- 915 
1 '770-1 '840 
UCE-18 406- 598 
4,060-4,190 

















































































(gpm/ft of s) 
Ini ec!:_ion Recov.<:E.Y ____ _ 
Very high 1 Very high 1 
High 0.01 









0.001 e 2 
0. 21 e 
0.017 


















0.003 e 0.002 e 
0.002 e 
0. 0004 e 
1Water level droppe.d or recovered too fast for accurate determination 
2Estimated, usually because static water level had to be esti.mated. 
Table 6. Summary of hydraulic tests, central Nevada, continued 
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3Ports probably plugged Hith sand 
as in the inj ecti.on test. 
The hole conditions are critical in straddle packer tests. If 
excessive erosion of the walls of the borehole occurs, packer seats 
either can not be chosen or fluid may bypC~ss the packers and invalidate 
the test. The type of drilling fluid and lost circulation material 
used in drilling greatly affects the validity of the hydraulic testing. 
Quantitative hydraulic data is essentially unattainable on all the 
Atomic Energy Conunission exploratory holes drilled with high viscosity 
mud in the central Nevada area. The mud sufficiently penetrated the 
formation such that natural conditions could not be attained on the 
straddle packer tests. Most exploratory holes in Hot Creek Valley «ere 
drilled with air or air-water mixtures and hydraulic data are 
generally good. Future test holes will be drilled with air or clear 
water with an air assist utHizing a reverse circulation technique. 
A summary of the results of hydraulic testing in central Nevada 
is presented in Table 6. The data are listed according to the regional 
hydras tratigraphi.c units tested. 
Tracejector Tests 
Vertical potential differentials between the units in the 
cased borehole may be determit1ed by a tracejector test. In these 
open hole conditions, the formations are cleaned of drilling mud by 
swabbi.ng or jetting water to the surface and the hole is then 
allowed to stabilize to static conditions. A sonde, capable of 
ejecting Scandium46 , a radioactive isotope, into the borehole fluid 
and contajning a scintilladan meter to record radioactivity in the 
fluid, is lowered into the borehole. At: a selected int<,rval, chosen 
on the basis of an interpretation of geophysical logs, geological 




. d . h b h l samp as, an r~ :eng 1story, cane 1um is eJ ecte J.nto t e ore o e 
fluid. For a period of several minutes thereafter, the scintillation 
meter is moved through the fluid and the precise depth of the slug of 
radioactivity and time since ejection is recorded. By calculating the 
diameter and volume per linear foot of the borehole, a calculation of 
movement in gallons per minute. and the direction, in a vertical sense, 
can be made. By making a vertical. series of these measurements in the 
borehole, the variations in hydraulic head can be ascertained. 
A similar technique, but with a pulllp discharging a constant rate 
of water from the borehole, is utilized to determine those zones of 
greatest permeability which constitute major water contributing or 
receiving intervals. Such a pumping tracejector test is termed a 
dynamic tracejector test. 
Tracejector tests 1vere conducted on Atomic Energy Commissi.on 
exploration holes UCE-17, UCE-18, UCE-20, and HTH-1. These tests are 
all located in Hot Creek Valley. 
Drill Stem Tests 
The Atomic Energy Commission has not utilized drill stem tests 
in the hydraulic testing in central Nevada. Such tests, however, have 
been conducted by oil companies in e.xploration holes in the area. 
A drill stem test is run by lowering a valve, single packer, 
and a length of perforated tail pipe on the end of the drill pipe 
into the open borehole. The packer is set against the wall of the 
borehole so that it seals off the test interval from the mud column 
in the borehole above, and. the valve is then opened. This reduces the. 
pressure opposite the formation to atmospheric pressure, and the 
formation fluids beloH the single packer seat can enter the hole and 
the drill pipe. Pressures initiating the expulsion of fluids from 
the formation can be measured, and quantitative measurements regarding 
the producing capacity of the formation may be made. 
The recovery of fluid in the drill pipe. is recorded as the 
number of feet of fluid ahove the top of the tested interval. Oil 
field terminology, such as mud-cut ;mter n:1erring to formation 
water contaminated by some drilling mud, is usually self explanatory. 
A drill stem test differs from a straddle packer test in that 
it tests the interval from the packer to the bottom of the hole. An 
isolated interval in the upper part of the hole can not be tested. 
The biggest disadvantage to drill stern testing is that the tests must 
be run while the drilling of the hole is in progress. This is 
necessary to prevent the length of the tested interval from exceeding 
the practical limits for acquiring quantitative data. Consequently, 
the geologist does not have geophysical logs to help in determining the 
aquifer characteristics or in choosing packer seats prior to conducting 
the tests. The advantages of a drill stem test accrue to the use of 
only one packer. There are fewer packer failures and less chance for 
communication around packers. 
Pump Test 
A Ume-drawdown test 1cas conducted on test holes HT!I-1 and HTH-2, 
northern Hot Creek Valley, to determine transmissivity and the field 
coefficient of storage. The data were. amenable to analysis by a fit 
to a type curve for leaky artesian conditions (Figure 4). The 
equations applicable for leaky artesian aquifers (Walton, 1962) 
are: 
T • 114.6 QW (u, r/B)/s 
or S • Tut/2693 r 2 
where: 
s ~ drawdo'm in observation well, in feet 
r = distance from pumped vlell to observation well, in feet 
Q = discharge, in gpm 
t time after pumping started, fn minutes 
T coefficient of transmissivity, in gpd/ft 
S = coefficient of storage of aquifer 
W(u, r/B) = well function for leaky artesian aquifers 
where: 
r/B = r//T/(P';-r) 
P' = coefficient of permeabili.ty of confining bed, in gpd/ft 2 
m' thickness of confining bed through which leakage occurs, in 
feet 
The application of these formulas to the field data derived from 
the test of !:ITH-1 and !:ITH-2 results in a transmissivity of 8,200 
gpd/ft and a coefficient of storage of the aquifer of 3 x 10-3 . 
Converting the transmissivity to a field coefficient of perme-




Pf • field coefficient of permeability, in gpd/ft2 

T • coefficient of transmissivity, in gpd/ft 
m • aquifer thickness, in feet 
Water movement through a SE;qucmce of zones with varying 
permeability will result in varying velocities of movement. Conse-
quently, a range of permeabilities is derived depending upon whether 
one assumes the aquifer thickness to constitute the entlre Sottur-
ated thickness from the water table to the bottom of the pumped well 
or ~1hether the cumulative thickness of the most permeable zones 
(based on straddle packer test information) is used. This range In 
thicknesses from 350 to 597 feet in the HTH holes results in a 
2 
range of permeabiJ.ities from l/1 to 23 gpd/ft • 
Velocity of ground-water movement is computed by the following 
equation: 
where: 
v ; velocity, in ft/day 
2 p ; field coefficient of permeability, in gpd/ft f 
I = hydraulic gradient, in ft/f t 
e 
effective porosity (fractional), in e = percent 
The hydrauli.c gradient, derived from the water-le,·el contour 
map (Plate 2), ts about four feet/100 feet to the southeast. Assu"1ing 
an effective porosity of 20 percent, as determined by geophysical logs 
and core analyses, the rang12 of velocity of ground-water movement at 
the site of the HTH wells is from 0.4-0.6 feet/day. 
F'LOlV SYSTilH ANALYSES 
Hubbert (1940) and Toth (1962, 1963) have described the concepts 
of a flow system for certain geologic and physiographic conditions. 
The idealized flow system for a desert basin is shown diagrammati.cnlly 
in Figure 5. The limits of such a system are determined by the form 
of the flow net which is in turn dependent upon geologic, physiographic, 
and meteorologic controls. 
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Figure 5. The Hydrologic System 
(from Maxey and Farvolden, 1965) 
The idealized fl01., systc:m portrays water moving downward in the 
recharge area in the highland,,. A well drilled in such an area would 
have progressively lower water levels as the well is drilled deeper 
due to a decrease in potential wiLh depth. The water moves laterally 
toward the discharge part of the valley, and then upward to\olard 
the land snrfac~. A well drtlled in the discharge area would 
42 
encounter increasingly higher \-la t:er levels as the ucll j.s drilled 
deeper due to the increase in potential with depth. Consequently, 
an artesian \-loll could be drilled ln a discharge area, 1vhcre sufficient 
head increase crith depth is encountered. 
Ground water may leave the suJ.·face drainage basin when suf[icient 
potential differences exist between laterally adjacent flou systems 
(dashed flo1·1 line, Figure 5). This may occur when the floor of one 
valley is much higher than an adjacent valley, or uhen one.mountain 
range is much higher than another. The bottom of the flmc system 
is the louest flou line of the system, which is assumed to be controlled 
by permeability changes in the medium with increasing depth (Freeze 
and Hither spoon, 1966). 
One of the requisites for the idealized flow system is that the 
water table conforms in a general manner lolith the topography. 
Physiography is a boundary control lolhen highlands, acting as 
recharge areas, provide storage of ground water with sufficient 
potential to cause movement tm;ard the discharge zone in the valleys. 
The resulti.ng recharge mound delimits the flolol boundary. 
Another limiting factor is that the medium be isotropic and 
homogeneous. Variations within the media create deflections in the 
flo"' lines. On a regional scale, ho\>Tever, only regional hetero-
geneities affect the system. Heyboom (1966) has conducted a ground-
water flow system analysis in the prairie profile of south-·centra.l 
Saskatchewan. The profilD is composed of two regional layers of 
differing permeability, wl th the upp.er layer having the lower 
permeability. He doc\lments flow in the upper layer to be essentiRlly 
vertical and that in the underlying high perme.abili.ty layer to be 
lateral (Figure 6). The flow and equipotenti"l lines are warped 
to reflect these heterogeneities. 
., 
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Figure 6. The Prairie Profile (from Meyboom, 1966, p. 27) 
Freeze and Witherspoon (1966, 1967) have utilized a digital 
computer to approximate theoretical ground-tilater flow systems with 
variable basin factors. They considered variat.ions in the ratio 
of depth to lateral extent of the basin, water-table configurations, 
and subsurface variations in permeabil.ities. They isole.ted the 
following properties of regional flow systems: 
1. Ground-water discharge will tend to be concentrated in 
major valleys. 
2. Recharge areas are invariably larger than discharge areas. 
3. In hummocky terrain, numerous sub-basins are superposed on 
the regional syslem. 
4. Buriet! ,;quifers tend to concentrate flow to1mrd the 
principal discharge area, have a limiting effect 
on sub-basins, and need not outcrop to produce 
artesian flow conditions. 
5. Stratigraphic discontinuities can lead to distributions 
of recharge and discharge areas that are indepGndent 
of water-table configuration. 1 
The warping of equipotenti.al and flowlines due to variations 
in the permeabl.lities of the geologic media may also be observed 
in their effects in the arid ground-water flo"' systems in central 
Nevada. Field examples of the theoretical models presented by 
Freeze and Witherspoon are offered under the section, Description 
of Flow Systems. All of the properties of regional flow systems 
outlined by Freeze and WithersJ'oon are exemplified in the field 
in this study. 
Water Levels in the Valleys 
The detailed water-level contour mop (Plate 2) depicts all 
of the approximately 2,000 water-level points utilized in this study. 
The contours of the water level reflect the inter-relationships 
between the water table and bedrock and hydraulic barriers, geology, 
and recharge~discharge balance. In order to visualize the regi.onal 
water··table configuration without these effects, a generalized water-
level contour map utilizing selected Hater~·level points in the valleys 
has been prepared (Figure 7). This map is ideaHzed, but it indicates 
the general direction of Ll.ow imparted on the system by gravity alone. 
The central part of the area, Monitor Valley, has the highest water 
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levels and the gradient is do1w~;ard in all directions from this 
regional high. Were it not for the factors of bedrock anil hydraulic 
barriers, the regional flov1 system in central Nevada would approx-
imate this generalized map with the t>~o-ditnensional flow directions 
at right angles to the contours. A detailed evaluation of water 
levels in the valleys is presented under the heading, Description of 
Flow Systems. 
_!Ugh Recharge Areas 
Higher precipitaHon in the mountains, relative to the valleys, 
results in a greater potential for ground-water recharge in these topo-
graphically high areas. This large recharge volume results in a 
hydraulic high, or recharge mound, beneath the mountains which acts 
as a ground-water divide between the adjacent valleys. The hydraulic 
divide is pronounced if the mountainous region is composed of hydro-
stratigraphic units with relatively high transmissivity. In uplands 
composed of relatively impermeable rocks, a ground-water divide may 
be absent entirely, since a recharge mound does not develop. 
Consequently, in the central Nevada area, the mountain ranges '"ith 
significant elevation act as ground··water divides between flm·r systems 
and conversely, ranges wlth low elevation and regional hydrostratigraphic 
units of large transmissivity are readily amenable to interbasin flow. 
A reasonable approach for deriving an estimate of recharge in 
the arid basins of Nevada is the method which has been utilized in the 
Ground-Water Reconnaissance Series of the Nevada Department of 
Conservation and Natural Resources. This method, developed by 
Eakin and others (1951, p. 79-81)1 utilizes the assumption that 
zonal distribution of precipitation generally increases with altitude 
and does so more or le.ss regularly. They determined that the sum of 
fixed percentages of the average precipitation for different elevations 
represents the equivalent volume of water that is recharged to the 
ground-water reservoir during an average year. Additional factors, 
such as soil type and thi.ckness, exposure, vegetation, local 
variations in precipitation, and geology can materially affect the 
technique, but this approach has been used with reasonable success 
throughout Nevada. 
The relationship of precipitation to elevation is somewhat 
variable in the central Nevada region. A comparison has been made 
utilizing records from weather stations in the area (Figure 8). lt 
was found that many previous 1vorkers di.d not adjust their elevation·· 
precipitation-recharge figures to be in accordance wHh the regi..onal 
trends indicated by weather station records. Local orographic effects 
apparently alter the regional pattern. Consequently, the author has 
independently computed the recharge for all the valleys of central 
Nevada. 
In general, areas with an elevation less than 7,000 feet have 
negligible recharge. Utilizing this assumption, a generalized map 
sh01ving areas with an elevation in excess of 7, 000 feet has been 
prepared (Figure 9). Such areas are assumed to have sufficient 
recharge to develop a recharge mound in the interbasin uplands which 
could act as a barrier to ground-water flow. Control points from the 
detailed map (Plate 2) Hhich confirm the presence of a recharge mound 
1 Austin 
2 Belmont 
3 Charnac Basin 
4 Eureka 
5 Fish Creek Ranch 
6 Potts 
7 Tonopah 
8 Tonopah Airport 
9 Rattlesnake 
10 DJ ablo 
Figure 8. Relationsh:i.p of precipitation with elevation 
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Figure 9. RechP.rce Areas 
LEGEND 
o CONTROL POINT INDICATING RECHARGE MOUND 
oo:= =z"" FLOW SYSTEM BOU ~JDARI ES 
~ AREAS GREATER THAN 7000 FEET IN ELEVATION 
are marked on Figure 9. Sys tCP\ic boundaries are also outlined on 
this figure, conforming to the topoj:,raphi.c divides in those areas 
with elevations of greater than 7,000 feet. 
Superimposing these fl0\·1 system bound,~ries on the contour map 
of selected Hater points in each of the valleys (Figur<e 10) creates 
a modification of the original pattern Hhich closely simulates the 
water levels as depicted on the detailed map utiHzing all the 
control points of the region (Plate 2). 
Recharge-Discharg~ Relationshi~ 
Recharge of the ground-water reservoir in the study area is 
almost entirely from precipitation. The previous discussion of 
high recharge areas outlines the relationship between recharge, 
precipitation, and elevation. 
Discharge.-- Discharge of ground water from the region is by 
surface runoff, evapotranspiration, or underflow. 
The Reese River, in the northwestern part of the study area, is 
the only perennial surface runoff of water discharging from the region. 
The average streamflow at the gaging station near lone for the water-
year period 1952-1963 is 10.5 cfs (Eakin and others, 1965, p. 19). 
Throughout the remainder of the area, streamflow occurs for only 
short periods after heavy rainfall, from the melting of winter snows 
on the higher elevations, or from discharge of springs. Such flm1 
b usually small and is quickly dissipated by infiltration or evapo-
transpiration. 
Discharge by transpiration is predominantly by phreatophytes. 
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saltgrass are found in the areas of surface or near-surface 
occurrence of wateJ.'. Esti.mates of discharge utilize the rates of 
evapotranspiration of phreatophytic species derived by Lee (1912), 
White (1932), and Young and Blaney (1942) and assign these values 
to the area of growth wirhi.n the individual valleys ('l'aLle 7). Arens 
of significant discharge by evapotranspiration as outlined by previous 
workers and by field investigati.ons for this study, are outlined on 
Plate 2. 
Table 7. Discharge figures utilized for phreatophytic 
transpiration in central Nevada 
Saltgrass and wet meadowgrass 
Wet meado>~grass and pasture 
Meadowgrass, rabbitbrush, and saltgrass 
Meadowgrass 
Greasewood, rabbitbrush, and saltgrass 
Grease\•IOod and rabbitbrush 
Bare soil 
















Underflow estimates for some of the valleys have been made hy 
previous workers and the author (Table 8). These esti.mates are based 
on the follm.dng formula: 
Q = 0.00112 TIW 
where: 
Q underflow, in acre-ft. 
T • transmissivity, in gpd/ft 
I hydraulic gradient, in ft/mi 
W = width of underflow, in nliles 
Table 8. Estimated average annual underflOI·.r, central Nevada 







No. Little Smoky 






Northern Big Smoky 
Diamond 




1Rush and Everett, 1964, p. 16 
2 Rush and Everett, 1964, p. 16 
3Rush and Everett, 1966, p. 26 








































The author has revised estimates made by previous \;orkers \;here 
a more accurate determination of variables was possible. Most previous 
workers estimated the transmissivity of the units serving as media for 
the underflow, and then calculated the undGrflow as the unknown. In 
most casesofor this study, the figures from the recharge-discharge 
relationship outlined in the follmdng section of the report are used 
for the underflow, and the transmissivity has been calculated as the 
unknown. When the transmissivities are in a range considered feasible 
for the particular regional hydrostratigraphic unit, it then appears 
that underflow of the magnitude projected is possible. A detailed 
description is given under a later section of the report for each 
individual valley system. 
Relation~. Estimated Resparge to DiscEarg£.-- The relationship 
between ground-water recharge and discharge in each of the valleys in 
central Nevada is individually tabulated in Tables 9 aod 10. The 
Table 9. Estimated average annual precipitation and 
ground-water recharg(;, cenLra1 Nevadu 
--------Valley Ele:v. Prec. Ave. % Approx. Recharge 
(feet) Pre c. Area (ac:re-ft/ 
Northern Big Smoky 7-8,000 8-12 0.83 3 127,600 3,200 
8-9,000 12-·15 1.12 7 89,170 7,000 
9-10,000 15-20 1.46 15 41,400 9,100 
>10,000 >20 1. 75 25 22,000 yOO 
Total: 28,900 
Southern Monitor 7-8,000 8-12 0.83 3 136 '000 3,400 
8-9,000 12-15 1.12 7 80,000 6,300 
9-10,000 15-20 1.46 15 27,400 6,000 
>10,000 >20 l. 75 25 12,000 
.2 '300 
Total: 20,900 
Northern Monitor 7-8,000 8-12 0.83 3 131,000 3,300 
8-9,000 12-15 1.12 7 52,300 4,100 
9-10,000 15-20 1.46 15 11,000 2,400 
>10,000 >20 1. 75 25 300 100 
Total: 9,900 
Kobeh 6-7,000 8-12 0.83 3 1,70,000 11,700 
7-8,000 12-15 1.12 7 65,900 5,200 
8-9,000 15·-20 1,1,6 1.5 22,200 4,900 
>9,000 >20 1. 75 25 2,100 900 
Total: 22,700 
Antelope 7-8,000 8-12 0.83 3 86,500 2,200 
8-9,000 12-15 1.12 7 38,700 3,000 
9-10,000 15-20 1. 46 15 5,600 1,200 
>10,000 >20 l. 75 25 100 100 
--Total: 6,500 
Diamond 6-7,000 8-12 0.83 3 245,000 6,100 
7-8,000 12-15 1.12 7 63,000 4,900 
8-9,000 15-20 1.46 15 17 '000 3,700 
>9,000 >20 l. 75 25 3,000 1,300 
Total: 16,000 
Northern Little Smoky 7-8,000 8-12 0.83 3 91,330 2,300 
8-9,000 12-15 1.12 7 19,620 1,500 
9-10,000 15-20 1. 46 15 2,000 400 
---
Total: 4,200 
Table 9. Estimated average annual precipitation and 
ground-water recharge, central Nevada, continued. 
Ave. 
(feet) Range Ptec. Prec. Area (acre-ft 
(i.n, ~ (ft.) (acr_es) ___ .¥!..:)_ 
Newark 6-7,000 8-12 0.83 3 270,000 6, 700 
7-8,000 12-15 1.12 7 70,000 5,500 
8-9,000 15-20 1.46 15 19,000 4,200 
>9,000 >20 1. 75 25 3,000 1,300 
Total: 17 '700 
Little Fish Lake 7-8,000 8-12 0.83 3 119,000 3,000 
8-9,000 12-15 1.12 7 52,200 4,100 
9-10,000 15-20 1.46 15 13,450 3,000 
>10,000 >20 l. 75 25 2,400 1, O.QQ 
Total: 11,100 
Hot Creek 7-8,000 8-12 0.83 3 133,100 3,400 
8-9,000 12-15 1.12 7 32,000 2,500 
9-10,000 15-20 1.46 15 4,700 1,000 
Total: 6;""900 
Southern Little Smoky 7-8,000 8-12 0.83 3 43,500 1,100 
8-9,000 12-15 1.12 7 3,200 250 
Total: 1-;-4oo 
Railroad 6-7,000 8-12 0.83 3 477,900 11,900 
7-8,000 12-15 1.12 7 178,000 1<\ , 000 
8-9,000 15-20 1.46 15 65,200 14,300 
>9,000 >20 L 75 25 27,600 .12 ,.CJ..CJ_Q 
Total: 52,200 
Ralston 7-8,000 8-12 0.83 3 105,000 2,600 
8-9,000 12-15 1.12 7 26,600 2,100 
>9,000 15-20 1.46 15 1,400 300 
Total: -5-~000 
Stonecabin 7-8,000 8-12 0.83 3 89,000 2,200 
8-9,000 12-15 1.12 7 25,000 2,000 
>9,000 15-20 1. 46 15 3,000 600 
Total: 4,800 
Reese River 1 Total: 57,700 
Grass 2 Total: 12,600 
1Eakin, Moore, and Everett, 1965, p. 27-29 
2Everett and Rush, 1966, p. 1'• 
Table 10. Estimated averase annual dj scharge by 
phreatophytes, central Nevada 
Environment 
No. Big Smoky Meadowgrass and saltgrass 
Greasewood, rabbitbrush, saltgrass 
Grease~<ood and rabbitbrush 
Bare soil 
So. Monitor Greasewood, rabbitbrush, saltgrass 
Bare soil 
No. Monitor Wet meadO>Jgrass and saltgrass 
Grease1;ood and rabbitbrush 
Kobeh Meadowgrass and saltgrass 
Grease1vood, rabbitbrush, saltgrass 
Grease~<ood and rabbitbrush 
Antelope Meadowgrass and saltgrass 
Greasewood and rabbitbrush 
Diamond Meado~<grass and saltgrass 
Grease~<ood and rabbitbrush 
Bare soil 
No. Little Smoky Meadowgrass 
Greasewood and rabbi.tbrush 
Newark Wet meadOI·Jgrass and pasture 
Greasewood, rabbitbrush, saltgrass 
Grease~<ood and rabbitbrush 
Bare soil 
Little Fish Lake Wet meadowgrass and saltgrass 





































































Table 10. Estimatc'd average annual discharge by 
phreatophytes, c<:>ntral Nevada, continued. 
Valle.y Jo;nvironment 
Hot Creek Meadowgrass, rabbitbrush, saltgrass 
Greasewood and rabbitbrush 
So. Little Smoky 
Railroad Meadowgrass and saltgrass 
Greasewood, rabbHbr.ush, saltgrass 
Greasewood and rabbitbrush 
Bare soil 
Ralston Greasewood, rabbitbrush, saltgrass 
Stonecabin Grease~;ood, rabbitbrush, salt grass 
Reese River 1 
Grass 2 
1Eakin, Moore, and Everett, 1965, p. 27-29 































water budgets are depfcte.d in Table 11 and illustrated by Figur.e. 
11. The ground-water system boundaden are depleted in Figure 11 
as determined by areas of significant recharge and interpreted frmo the 
contoured map of all the compiled water points (Plate 2). 
Recharge-discharge values utilized in this study are significantly 
different from those used in previously published reconnaissance 
reports for central Nevada valleys. These differences are largely 
due to a more precise elevation-precipitation-recharge relationship 
used in this report (see Page ), and to a more detailed air photo 
and field study of discharge areas. 
It is readily apparent from the relatiotlships illustrated that 
the recharge-discharge. budget does not balance in most of the valleys. 
The methods utilized to derive these figures result in estimates 
which, because of the many variables unaccounted for by the techni']Lle., 
do not represent a high degree of accuracy. They are, however, the 
best estimates available and dJsc.repanci.ee in th<' budgets are 
believed to represent valid data. 
The recharge-discharge budgets of those flow system~ entirdy 
within the study area balance within 1,600 acre-feet, or a discrepancy 
of less than one percent of the total budget. On the basis of this 
study, the follmving valleys are considered recharge valleys: Southern 
Monitor, Northern Honitor, Kobeh, Antelope, Little Fish Lake, and Southern 
Little Smol:y, The following valleys a1:e discharging more ground 
water than they receive by recharge, from precipitation: Northern Big 
Smoky, Diamond, Northern Little Smoky, Ne•'ark, Hot Creek and Railroad. 
Interbasi.n ground-\Jater flow balances the budgets of the valleys. 
Table 11. Annual ground-·l?nter budgets, central Ne.vacla 
(in acre-feet) 
Est. recharge Est. discharg-;-B-a.la;:;-;;;--·-· 
·---- from _p.E_e_cip ·---~ev~_:>.::.I_ ______ _ 
Northern Big Smoky 28,900 40,500 -·11,600 
Southern Monitor 20,900 16,500 + 1,,400 
Northern Monitor 9,900 2,500 + 7,400 
Kobeh 22,700 17,500 + 5,200 
Antelope 6,500 4,500 + 2,000 
Di.amond 16,000 18,900 - 2 '900 
Northern Little Smoky 4,200 5,300 - 1,100 
Ne1~ark 17,700 18,300 600 
Little Fish Lake. 11,100 9,600 + 1,500 
Hot Creek 6,900 7,700 800 
Southern Little Smoky 1,400 0 + 1,400 
Railroad 52,200 55,500 -· 3,300 
---- -·--- -----
Totals: 198 ,1!00 196,800 - 1,600 
Budgets for valleys a.ssoci.ated with flow systems not entirely 
within central Nevada area 
Ralston 5,000 
Stone cabin 4,800 
Southern Big Smoky 
Reese River 1 37,000 
l3, 000 
1Eakin, Moore, and Everetl, 1965, p. 27-29 
2Everett and Rush, 1966, p. li>-17 
2,500 + 2,500 




















Figure 11. Hyd1:ologic Budgets 
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Any spring whose average temperature is above the mean annual 
temperature of the air at the same locality is, strictly speaking, 
referred to as a thermal spring. By general usage, hot,•ever, United 
States geologists refer to thermal springs as those discharges which 
have a temperature at least 15° F above the mean annual air temper-
ature at the spring (Waring, 1965). An average air temperature <IOuld 
be impossible to define with the present data since the elevation 
differentials within central Nevada are extreme, and mean annual 
temperature data are available only from scattered U. S. Weather 
Bureau stations. Consequently, for the purpose of this report, only 
those springs Hhose temperature is at least 70° F are included as 
thermal springs. 
Forty-four thermal springs have bee.n identified. The locations 
of these springs are depicted in Figure 12 and Table 12 tabulat"'s the 
pertinent data on these springs. 
The author believes that the thermal springs of central Nevada 
derive their water primarily from meteoric sources and that the heat is 
supplied to deeper floHing ground water primarily by residual heat 
from volcanism. This heat has increased the geothermal gradient such 
that ground Hater ascending from depth emerges as thermal springs at 
the surface. Consequently, the presence of thermal spri.ngs indicates 
an increase in hydraulic potential with depth and the return to the 
surface of Haters from a relatively deep flow media. 
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Figure 12. Thermal Springs 
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1Refer to Introduction to Appendices for explanation of the abbreviations 
used in thls table. 
The geothe.rmal gradient is generally hJgher in those wells 
drilled in discharge areas than in those located in recharge areas. 
This conclusion is indicated by the temperature logs of Atomic 
Energy·Commission exploratory holes in relation to the position in the 
hydrologic system as determined by the head distribution of straddle 
packer tests and the direction of vertical flow indicated by trac.ejfector 
tests (Figure 13). Water returning to the surface in a discharge 
area apparently retains heat from passage through the deeper rocks. 
It is of note that the water in the near-surface reflects the deep 
circulation pattern by its temperature relationship to other surface 
points, and a research tool is indicated whereby detailed temp€!rature 
analyses of surface control points would enable an investigator to 
determine the position within the flow system without the necessity 
of drilling. 
Additional research will be conducted in this area as more wells 
are drilled in the region and previously drilled holes are given rnor.e 
time to stabilize the borehole fluids with the rock environnent. 
Factors such as permeability and mean annual temperature will affect 
the temperature of the ground water, and will also be investigated. 
It is also of interest to note that the producing oil wells in 
the Eagle Springs field (9N/57) appear to have higher temperatures at 
comparable depths than the dry holes around the field. Abrupt changes 
in temperature across fault zones may also be detected. The field 
is primarily watc;r drive, and it i.s proposed that the accumulation 
of oil may be hydrodynamically trapped. Rising water, of relatively 
high temperature moving upward '"ithin the major fault block may 
h11ve trapped the oil against the overlying unconforr1ity, whereas the 
downward or lateral movement of relatively cooler water in adjacent 
blocks would flush the hydrocarbons. Further investigation is necessary 
to substantiate these concepts. 
Host of the thermal springs in central Nevada are associated with 
faults which allow flow to the surface where the hydraulic potential 
gradient is sufUcient at depth. The thermal springs are located 
primarily along the margins of the valleys, and it is apparent that 
many of the springs are related to range-front faults. Many of the 
thermal springs are situated Hhere interbasi.n flow occurs as indicated 
by recharge-discharge relaUonships und hydrogeology. 
~teE Chc;_rrlistr;t. 
The two principal types of water found in the central Nevada 
area are sodium-bicarbonat., and calcium-·magnesium bicarbonate. 
According to studies conducted immediately to the south (Eakin and 
others, 1963, p. 14; Schoff and Moore, 1964), the sodium-bicarbonate 
water appears to be related to a significant travel time through tuff 
or alluvium containing fragmental tuff. The calcium-magnesium 
bicarbonate water is thought to be related to a travel history in 
limestones and dolomite, or to alluvium containing detrital limestone 
and dolomite. An intermediate type of sodium-calcium-magnesium 
bicarbonate water may be related to a travel history in both tuff 
and carbonates or through alluvium derived from either or both. 
The chemistry of ground water is only partially understood. 
The ion-exchange relationships and solubilities of diffennt ions 
under differing conditions of Eh, pH, or concentrations is extremely 
complicated. The assumption utilized by Eakin and others (1963) 
appears to be valid and generally applicable to determine flow media 
in central Nevada. These assumptions are adopted in this flo;r 
system analysis with the clear understanding that the factors 
affecting the water chemistry j,n the geologic media are poorly understood 
and perhaps misleading. 
The U. S. Geological Survey in Denver is currently analyzing 
samples collec.ted from selected springs and ;1ells in central Nevada. 
A compilation of the chemical analyses in the published literature 
and in open-file documents of the Des~rt Research Institute, Ngvada 
Fish and Game Commission, and the Nevada State Department of Health 
has been sununarized in Figure 11,. These data indicate that the 
general relationship of "tuff" and "carbonate" water is applicable 
to central Nevada. Where pertinent, thi.s published data will be 
referred to in the next section under the individual valleys. 
Description of Flo1" Syste~ 
Introduction 
The preceding section on gE>neral considerations outlined the 
salient relationships of the flow system patterns in central Nevada. 
Plates 1 and 2 illustrate the detaiJ.ed relatior.ships of the flow 
systems. The fol101ving descri.ptions outHne only the most pertinent 
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Figure 14. Generali2ed W~ter Chemistry 
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Reese River Valley System 
This valley is located in the extreme northNestern part of 
the mapped area. Only the southern portion of the valley lies 
within the study area. 
The recharge-discharge relationship is in close balance and 
little water is apparently ente.ring or leaving the valley through 
the system boundaries (Eakin and others, 1965) 
Grass Valley System 
That portion of the Grass Valley System located in the north-
western part of the map area constitutes the southern quarter of 
the valley. 
The southern boundary of the system is tentative, but a water 
level of 6,760 feet in the «ell just to the north of the boundary 
(20N/45-2c) is considerably higher than those either to the north 
or south confirming a ground-water divide which approximates the 
topographic divide. 
The recharge-discharge budget is in balance (Everett and Rush, 
1966) and no inte>rbasin flow is inferred. 
Northern Big Smoky Valley System 
Big Smoky Valley is subdivided in this report into northern and 
southern segments on the basis of a lot< ground-water and topographic 
divide in 9-lON/43, which separates the valley into tHo fl01v systems. 
Northern Big Smoky Valley is a copograpM.cally closed basin in the> 
west-central part of the study area. 'fhe valley is bounded on the 
west by the Toiyabe Range, separac:lng Northern Big Smoky Valley from 
the Reese River Valley. This range rises to more than 11,000 feet, and 
is composed of structurally deformed and faulted Tertiary and Permian 
volcanics, Mesozoic clastics, metamorphosed Lower Paleozoic clastics 
and transitional units, and granitic intrusives. The range, by virtue 
of elevation and rock type, is considered to be effective as a barrier 
to interbasin ground-water flo,;. 
The valley is bounded on the east by the Toquima Range, which 
rises to a maximum elevation of 11,949 at Haunt Jefferson. The range 
is a large, west-dipping fault block composed of structurally deformed, 
faulted, and thrusted Tertiary volcanics, Cretaceous granite intrusions, 
Lower Paleozoic transitional assemblage (in part metamorphosed) and 
Paleozoic limestones in thrust sheets (in the vicinity ofT. 13 N.). 
The range is sufficiently high to be an effective barrier to interbasin 
flow throughout most of its extent. 
The northeastern extension of the Toquima Range, a low west-· 
dipping ridge of transitional assemblage Lower Paleozoics, separates 
Big Smoky Valley topographically from Northern Monitor Valley. This 
ridge, with an elevation of 6,400-6,500 feet, is too low to have 
significant precipi.tation and recharge. Hydraulic gradients bet\>•een 
water wells in Northern Monitor Valley and those in Northern Big 
Smoky Valley indicate a steep westward gradient of at least 66 feet 
per mile through this low rl.dge (Plate 2), This steep gradient 
i.ndicates a relatively lot,r permeability of the transitional Paleozoics. 
Assuming that all the 11,600 acre-feet excess discharge in Northern 
Big Smoky Valley ente.rs the valley by underflo\>7 through this low 
rl.dge, the regional transmissivity of the transitional Palcozoic:s is 
19,000 gpd/ft (Table 8). This figure is considered reasonable for 
this regional hydrostratigraphic. unit. 
The Spencer Hot Springs (J.7N/l•S-l3ddd) are located in the 
northeastern part of Bl.g Smoky Valley seven miles south1-1est of the 
tentative northeastern boundary. Water discharges at a number of 
small springs and along a mile-long seepage area. The maximum 
temperature is 11,4 • F and total discharge can not be accurately 
measured since much of the flow is in seeps. It is probable that 
these springs represent the discharge of the interbasin flow bet1-1een 
the topographically higher Northern Honitor Valley through the 
transitional siliceous clastics and limestones into Northern Big 
Smoky Valley. 
The Darrough Hot Spring (11N/1•3-7d) in the southwestern part of 
the valley, discharges approximately 600 gpm of 180-198° F water. 
This thermal spring is associated Hith a fault parallel to the range-
front fault t<>o miles to the west. This fault is probably the result 
of subsidence which occurs along a facies change from relatively coarse 
alluvium adjacent to the mountains to the fine debris in the more 
me.dial part of the valley. Similar faults have been observed in the 
Las Vegas Valley, where subsurface control is more abundant (Domanjco, 
Stephenson, and Maxey, 1964, p. 14--15). The coarser material acts as 
a substantially better aquifer than the fines. Computer simulations 
of the termination of such an aquifer against less permeable material 
result in an upward deflection of flowHnes and th.- occurrence of a. 
discharge area within the regional slope above the lowest part of the 
valley (Figure 15)(Freeze and Witherspoon, 1967, p. 629). The 
Darrough Hot Spring, the1:efore., is p1·obably the discharge point of 
waters from a relatively deep flow system, accounting for the high 
temperatures, and is a field example of a discharge area without 
topographic control as is predicted by the recent computer analysis 
mentioned above. 
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Figure 15. Terminating Deep Aquifer 
(from Freeze and Witherspoon, 1967, p. 629) 
To the north of the Darrough Hot Spring, tHo other thermal springs 
have been mapped. The Big Blue (A) Spring (13N/44-29db) discharges 
approximately 250 gpm of 79° F Hater, and the Hot Spring (14N/43-34ca) 
discharges a small amount of thermal water. These springs are both 
considered to be the result of upward directed flowlines due to the 
termination of an aquifer of coarse alluvium. 
Diamond Valley System 
This large flow system occupies the central part of the mapped 
area, and includes the local systems o£ Southern and Northern Monitor, 
Antelope, Kobeh, and Diamond Valleys. The ground-water f101; in each 
of the five valleys comprising this system constitute, in essence, 
one regional flow system, althoueh there are !CJrgc areas of discharge 
of local systems and interbasin flmo to other systems superimposed 
on the regional system, 
§guth~n Monitor Val~~~·-- The valley floor of this valley has 
the highest elevation, about 7,200 feet, of any valley in the State 
of Nevada. The valley is bounded on the west by the Toquima Range, 
discussed under the Northern llig Smoky Valley System, and on the east 
by the southern portion of the Honitor Range. 
The Monitor Range is a lofty \vest-dipping uplifted fault block 
composed principally of Tertiary volcanics. Paleozoic carbonates are 
exposed on the eastern side of the range. Western facies Paleozoics 
are in a thrust relationship to the eastern assemblage, and outcrop 
in several localities. Numet·ous faults ce>mplicat.e the geology of the 
range. Both the Toquima and Honitor Ranges attain elevations such 
that hydraulic highs would exist from the large recharge. 
The southern Loundary of the valley system is indefinite. Th'' 
divide is too low to attain significantly more recharge than the 
contiguous valleys, The divide is also composed of Paleozoic carbonateA 
with some interbedded clastics, which also would decrease any rechsrge 
mound due to the rather high transmissivity of the unit. A transr.li.ss-
ivity as low as 3,700 gpd/ft would enable an annual discharge of 1,250 
acre-feet of ground water through the divide (Table 8). 
Tertiary volcanic bedrock restricts the northern part of 
Southern Monit:or Valley resulting in the impoundi.ng of ground water 
in the valley. A large area of phreatophytic growth, and shallm" depth 
to water in wells in the central part of the valley, attest to the 
proximity of ground water to the valley floor. 
The Atomic Energy Commission drilled exploratory hole UCt:-16 just 
to the south of the bedrock constdct:ion at the north end of the valley. 
The test penetrated l,lOLt fee.t of alluvium underlain by 367 feet of 
tuff. The remainder of the hole to a depth of 4,353 feet was in 
rhyolite (Hoover, written communication, 1967). Water was first 
encountered at 48 feet. The hole was drilled '~ith mud to 1,688 
feet to control water :infla>l. After setting casing to that depth, 
the cement was drilled out and the hole cleaned up by circulating. 
Fresh water immediately began to flot<l to the surface. Four zones of 
:i.ucreased flow were reported at ,1.epths of k,706, 1,742, 1,773, and 1,835 
feet. Decreased flow was reported at depths of 3,726, 3,960, 4 ,065, 
and 4,322 feet, Static water levels were recorded as follows: 
Zone 1 (1,687-1,850), +19.29 feet; Zone 2 (3,536-3,734), -52 feet; 
Zone 3 (3,772-3,970), -8 feet; Zone 4 (4,144-4,353), between -81 and 
-138 feet. These data show an increased potential above 2,000 feet and 
a generally decreased potential belm;. The hole intersected upw·ard 
flowlines of the discharge ar<?a of tho! loce<l flow sys tern and, with 
greater depth, encountered lateral or dowtnvard flowHnes of the 
rechllrge area of the regi.onal system. This regional system carries 
water do~mHard and to the north from Southern Honitor Valley to the 
topographically low<'!r Northern HonHor Valley. Approximately 2,000 
acre-feet per year di.scharge to the north by this underflo~< (Table 8). 
The hydrologic budget indicates an annual deficit of recharge 
to discharge of 4,400 acre-feet (Table 11). The transmissivities 
necessary for thi.s interbasi.n movement of the ground water are all 
plausible for the regional hydrostrDtigraphic units through which 
the tnovement occurs. The 1,400 acre--feet of annual ground~t,ater move-
ment to Railroad Valley would be v:la a deep flat; system in the 
Paleozoic limestones and dolomites. A transmissivtty of only 1,200 
gpd/ft is necessary to account for this movement. 
Several thermal springs d:i.schargE' within Southern Monitor 
Valley. Both springs (11N/47~6ad, 12N/46~24dd) have small discharges 
with temperatures bet~;een 90 and 95° F. The southerly spring is 
associated ~;ith an alluvial fault which is probably a subsidence fault 
controlled by a facies boundary within the alluvium. The origin of 
this spring is probably similar to the Darrough Hot Spring in Northern 
Big Smoky Valley (Page ) • The northerly spring, in the central part 
of the valley, is located in the zone of up;Jard-·moving ground watE>r 
within the local valley flo~; system. 
Northern Monitor Val_~.--~ Several thermal springs are located 
i.n the southern part of Northern Noni tor Valley, Diana's Punch Bov7l 
(14N/1>7~22dcc) discharges a measured 202 gpm of 134° F water. Other 
hot springs are located at 14N/47-lbc, 14N/47~2add, and l4N/47~22ab, 
all within fi.ve miles of the Punch Bo~;L Discharges up to 200 gpm 
have been estimated for one of these associated springs, and water 
temperatures are somewhat lower. These springs are all located on a 
pronounced alluvial fractLtre systcem wi.th northeast-southwest scarps 
attesting to recent movement. This fault zone is on tre.nd with the 
major range-front fault on the east-facing scarp of the Toquima Range. 
Paleozoic eastern and tra.nsitional facies outcrop to the vest of this 
fault scarp. Consequently, it is probable that the thermal watecr is 
derived from recharge in the Toquima Range which flows dowm>'ard through 
the Paleozoic carbonates. The large hydraulic potential imposed upon 
this deep flow finds release in an u1mard dire.ction in the central 
part of the valley along tho fault zones. 
Antelope Valley.-- The hydrologic budget of Antelope Valley does 
not balance, with an annual exce.ss of 2, 000 acre-feet of recharge. 
This excess must leave the valley by ground-water under flo"', if the 
other factors computed in the budget are reasonably accurate. 
The systemic boundary on the east is poorly defined. The 
relatively low and discontinuous ridge of east-dippl.ng Hesozoic 
clastics and Paleozoic c~rbonates extending from the Antelope Range to 
the more northerly part of the Fish Creek Range. could be. transmissive 
to ground-·'>'ater flo'>'. A well to the west of the divide found '"ater 
at an elevation of 6,690 (lGN/52-19), Water levels in wells to the 
east i.n Antelope Valley and to the southeast in Northern Little Smoky 
Valley are about 500 to 600 feet loHer respectively, or a hyd-raulic 
gradient of about l.OO feet per mile. The Fish Creek Springs, in Northen1 
Little Smoky Valley, five miles to the east of the divide, di.r;charge 
2,000 acre-feet of 63° F water annually. This flow necessl.tates a 
larger source area for the springs than is present "ithin Northern 
Little Smoky Valley. Consequently, underfloH from Antelope Valley is 
required. Underflow calculations for transmissivit:ifOs and width of 
flow indicate the feasabiHty of such interbasin movement (Table 8). 
An upward potential exists in the centr·al part of the valley as 
indicated by the heavy phreatophytic g:co\ilth indicating the proximity 
of the water tab] e to the surface. Three water l>'ells drilled in lSN/50-51 
encountered sufU.cJ.ent increased potential '"ith depth to flaiL A 
possible cause for thi.s up1·1ard movement has been suggested by Rush 
and Everett (1961,, p. 16). They j.nterpret east-west faulting in 
18-19N/50·-51 which would move relatively impermeable bedrock on the 
north side into juxtaposition 1dth permeable on the south side. 
North of the area of suspected faulting, the ground water is at a 
greater depth and no evapotranspiration by phreatophytes occurs. 
An alternate hypothesis is possible. Two wells, 18N/Sl-18c 
and 1SN/51·-30d, penetrated 213 and 48 feet into Paleozoic(?) limestone. 
The more northerly well encountered limestone at an elevation of 
5,703 feet and the southmly well penetrated limestone at 5,500 feet. 
Project.i.ng this southerly dip to\;ard the land surface, the top of the 
limestone intersects the surface about four miles to the north of the 
northerly \<'ell. This intersection of the t1w planes occurs in the 
same area as the fault zone postulated by Rush and Everett. Consequently, 
an alternative explanation for the impounding of ~<'ater in Antelope 
Valley is possible. Antelope Valley lies between the west-dipping 
Monitor Range and the east-dipping Antelope Range. These ranges 
represent the west and east-dipping flanks of a large south-plunging 
anticline. The valley represents the dmmdropped keystone block of 
the crest of the anticline. Thus the southerly dip indicated by the 
logs of the two wells would confirm this hypothesis. The Paleozoic: (?) 
limestones would intersect the surface in T. 18-19N, R. 50-51 E., but 
are buried by a veneer of alluvium. Roberts and others (1967) shol<' a.n 
outcrop of Devonian Devils Gate Limestone within the valley four miles 
to the northeast. This outcrop could represent the on-strike intersection 
of the same limestone encountered in the l>'clls with the ground surface. 
The fault displacement of alluvhun state.d by Rush and Everett, but not 
indicated on their hydrogeologic map or on the geologic map of Eureka 
County by Roberts and others, could instead be the surface expression 
of a bedroc.k limestone cucsta only slightly covered by alluvium. 
Shales, interbedded with the limestone and indicated on the driller's 
log as clay zones, could ce aquitards preventing the northward flow 
of ground water through the south··dipping bedrock cuesta, and hence 
impound the ground water in Antelope Valley, The higher transmissivity 
in the downdip direction to the east into Northern Little Smoky 
Valley becomes the avenue for the migration of the ground water. 
Three thermal springs lie on a north-south linear trend IVith 
each other on the west flank of Antelope Valley. These springs are 
located at 18N/50-28dbd, 19N/50-33cc, and 19N/50-18ba. The Bartine Hot 
Spring is found even farther to the north along the same trend in 
19N/50-5aa. The cause for the rise of the thermal water along thi.s 
trend is not kno1m, but the linear relationship indicates the possib-
ility of a north-south fault nllol>'ing access of the deep water with 
high potential to rise to the surface. 
Kobeh Valley.-- The gro·.md water flo,, in Kobeh Valley ia primarily 
dowmvard toward the. basin axis where upward flo1v then discharges a large 
quantity of ground water by evapotranspiration. Water levels in '.ells 
are deep on the flanks of the valley indicating the decreased potential 
with depth, and deep <Jells in the central part of the valley flm,r, proving 
the increase in potential in the discharge area indicated by phreato-
phytic growth. 
Kobch Valley discharges a sm2.11 amount of water into Diamond Vcilley 
through undcrfloH at the Devils Gate, the narrow drainage for surface 
water outflow from Kobeh to Diamond Valley. Some surface runoff occurs 
through the Devils Gate during the spring months when the Hater table 
in Kobeh Valley is raised by the addition of the melt water from winter 
snows. 
In the discussion of this system, the small topographically closed 
Stevens Basin (18-19N/52) should be mentioned. A well drilled on the 
edge of the recharge playa in the central part of the basin encountered 
water at a depth of 461 feet. The discharge from this basin could be 
either to the southwest into Antelope Valley through the Paleozoic 
carbonates or to the northeast into Diamond Valley through the same 
geologi.c unit. Since the rocks dip in an easterly direction, it is more 
likely that the flow direction is to.card Diamond Valley since interbedded 
low--permeability shales would less likely impede flow in that di.rection. 
Diamond Valley.--- This basin is a discharge valley of the regional 
flow system, although the addition from other valleys is slight. The 
ground water of the valley has been extensively developed for irrigation. 
Water levels are generally within 50 feet of ground surface within the 
central part of the valley. Increased salinity o:E the water has been 
noted toward the phreatophyte area north of the map (Eakin, 1962a). 
Newark Valley System 
This flm.r system is in the northeastern part of the mapped area, 
and inciudes Northern Little Smoky (Fish Creek) and Newark V<Jlleys 
(Plate 2). The northern part of Northern Little Smoky Valley is 
referred to by local residents as Fish Creek Valley, but since there 
is no topographic differentiation betl;een the tv70 valleys, th2 name 
Northern Little Smoky Valley is used in this report for both valleys. 
Northern Little Smoky V':'L!.c':L·-·- The phreatic divides on t!te weGt, 
south and east are all difficult to defi.ne for this valley since the 
mountain ranges surrounding the basin are topographically lm;. Some 
interbasin flow enters the basin from Antelope Valley to the V?est, as 
was discussed under the title, Antelope Val.ley. The boundary to the 
south and east is drawn to conform 1dth the surface water divide. The 
only evidence to help substantiate the location of the ground water 
divide is the presence of two wells in lSN/54-55. These wells 
indicate a reversal in the gradient in the proximity of the postulated 
divide. 
Water levels in the southern part of Northern Ll.ttle Smoky Valley 
have been measured in excess of 200 feet below the land surface. Suffi-
cient control is available in this area to establi.sh a low northward 
gradient. Ground Hater is discharged in the north-central part of the 
valley as indicated by stands of phreatophytes. Hells drilled in this 
discharge area do not have sufficient hydraulic head to fl01v, but water 
levels approach to within six feet of the surface. Springs discharge 
near the Fish Creek Ranch, deriving their t-'ater from Antelope Valley. 
The hydrologic budget l.ndicates 1,100 acre-feet of annual discharge 
by evapotranspiration in excess of recharge by precipitation. This 
excess is accounted for by i.nfh>l; into the basin of approximately 
2,000 acre-feet per year from Antelope Valley. The 1,000 acre-feet 
excess inflow i.s discharged by grOLmil-water outflow to Newark Valley 
to the north (Tables 8 and 11, and Figure 11). 
N~o";irk,_Valle.y_. -- The l·cchm·~:,c··discharge relationship in<licates 
an excess· of 600 acre-feet of discharge by evapotranspiration 
annually in excess of recharge by precipitation. This inbalance 
is accounted for by about 1,000 acre-feet of annual ground-Hater 
infloYT from Northern Little Smoky Valley. 
Numerous spr:ings are aliened along a fault on the west side of 
the discharge area. This fault is probably a compaction feature, and 
the springs may be related to the facies change from the coarser 
alluvium to the fines of the c£!ntral part of the valley. 
Southern Big Smoky Valley System 
The system is located in the southeastern part of the area. 
Only the northeastern portion of the valley is within the mapped area. 
The general floH direction is to the west and south. 
Ralston-Stonecabin Valle.y System 
The local flow systems of Ralston and Stone.cabin Valleys, in 
the south11estern part of the area, combine in the southern part of the 
map and constitute one. major system. 
The only discharge in Ralston Valley is at 4-SN/43-44 where the 
ground ~<•ater is constricted by a bedrock barrier of Tertiary volcanics 
and the impounded water is ;Jith:ln a fe11 feet of the land surface. 
This shallow water js utilized to supply the to1m of Tonopah, twelve 
miles to the south<..rest. South of this barrier, water levels more than 
400 feet be.low ground surface have been measured. The only discharge 
in Stonecabin Valley is along the west side of a medl.al bedrock di.vl.de 
of Tertiary volcanics which restricts the flow from the western part 
of the valley toward the topographically lower east side. 
Atomic Energy Commission hole l'CE-2 was drilled on this medial 
divide. Relative specific capacities of the tuff units hydraulically 
tested were low (Table 6). The static l<'ater level in four tests 
from 812 to 1,608 feet was consistently 579 feet, indl.cating the hole 
to be in an area of lateral flow probably from the upper valley towards 
the east and south. 
Hot Creek Valley System 
This large system is located in the southeastern part of the 
area. Five valleys comprise the system: Little Fish Lake, Hot. Creek, 
Reveille, Southern Little Smoky, and Railroad. 
Little Fish Lake Val~.-- This valley is the farthest valley to 
the west within the system. The western side of the valley is bounded 
by the Honitor Range. The range is above 8,000 feet in elevation 
adjacent to the valley and attains a maximum height of 10,886 feet. 
This altitude is sufficient to allow large volumes of recharge., and 
the resultant recharge mound would effectively confine the ground 
water of Little Fish Lake Valley. The northern boundary of th~ valley 
is for,ned by the convergence of the Honitor and Antelope Ranges, and 
also represents a phreatic. boundary by virtue of elevation and large 
recharge. The Hot Creek Range forms the eastern boundary, and the 
c.onvergence of this range and the Honi.tor Range forms the southern 
limit. The Hot Creek Range reaches a maximum altitude at Horey 
Peak, elevation 10,209 feet, and also forms the phreatic boundary 
on the east side of Little Fish Lake Valley. 
Underflow from Little Fish Lake Valley to Hot Crceek Valley occurs 
through Hot Creek Canyon. The recharge-discharge relationsld.p for the 
valley indicates a deficit of 1,500 acre-feet per year of discharge 
by evapotranspiration to recharge from precipitation. This deficit 
is in part accounted for by 200 acre-feet per year of underflow through 
Hot Greek Canyon. A series of therma.l springs are also located in 
the Canyon. The total discharge of these springs is 817 gpm or 1,200 
acre-feet per year. Consequently, the underflow and the thermal 
discharge accounts for the total excess recharge in Little Fish Lake 
Valley. 
'· 
Hot Creek Valley.-- This valley is east and topographically 
lower than Little Fish Lake Valley. The Hot Greek Range separates 
the two valleys and serves as an effective barrier to interbasin flow 
except through the Hot Greek Canyon. Faulting on the east side of 
the range has displaced indurated valley fill at the mouths of Tybo, 
Keystone, and Hot Greek Canyons. Such faulting indicates recent 
tectonic uplift of the range. Numerous small displacement faults 
offse.tting Quaternary alluvium have been mapped by U. S. Geological 
Survey personnel, from infrared imagery, and by the author from aj.r 
photographs. 
The Pancake Range forms the eastern boundary of the valley, 
separating it from Southern Little Smoky Valley and Railroad Valley. 
The range exceeds 7,000 feet in elevati.on in only a few areas to the 
south of T. 10 N. Tertiary volcanics and Quaternary basalts are 
exposed in this part of the dominantly east-··dipping range. The 
Tertiary strata are extensively faulted and fractured and vertical 
jointing i.s common. The low topography "ould not indicate precipitation 
much i.n excess of that on the valley floor, and the development of a 
large recharge mound is not likely. The extensive. fracturing of the 
volcanics and the presence of Paleozoic carbonates at depth beneath the 
range could allow ground-water movement to the east through the range. 
The few springs in the range are perched water and are the result of 
bedding or fracture control. Insufficient well control on the east 
side of the valley prevents the detc.rmination of the water-level grad-
ients. The water levels measured i.n Southern Little Smoky Valley, to 
the east of the Pancake Range, indicate a considerable depth to water 
and an eastl?ard gradient through the range is possible. At the 
southE•rn line of 9N/52, gravity data depict pronounced minima, air 
photos intlicate the possibility of a northeast-trending fault upthro1m 
to the north, and the magnetic map also shows a northe;lSt aligmneut 
of high gravity response. Interbasin flm< between Hot Creek and 
Southern Little Smoky Valley could occur in thl.s area. The author bas 
proposed the drilling of several hydrologic test boles in this area, 
and the Atomic Energy Commission recently approved the proposal. 
North of T. 10 N., Hot Creek Valley is bounded on the east by a 
topographically high fault block of Tertiary volcanics with scattered 
outcrops of Paleozoic limestones, dolomites, and clastics. This 
highland area is believed to receive sufficient precipitation to act 
as an effective hydraulic barrier to ground-;;ater flo11. 
Ground water north of T. 9 N. moves dowm1ard and laterally from 
the alluvial fans toward the central part of the valley. A bedrock 
constriction of Tertiary volcanics near Hoores Station (lON/51) 
creates an impounding of the soutl:n.vard moving v1ater, and a discharee 
area with dense phreatophytes has been created. 
To the "West of Moores Station, and high on the alluvial fans 
of the Hot Creek Range, the Atomic Energy Commission drilled UCE-17 
to a total depth of 7,978 feet. The thickness of the alluvium was 
2,100 feet and the remainder of the section drilled consisted of tuffs 
with some interbedded tuffaceous sediments (Hoover, written communi-
cation, 1967). The static tracejector study shows definite potential 
for downward floH. Such flow of 20 to 27 gpm was recorded to a depth 
of 4 ,"/40 feet, where most of the water went into an intECrpreted fracture 
zone in the welded tuff. Some continued downHard flot;r was measured 
below this depth, and a continual loss of water to the formation "as 
noted. Below 6,420 feet, there was no apparent flow. Straddle packer 
tests confirmed the decrease in potential with depth since static 
water levels in tested intervals decreased as the d~pth increased. 
Test hole HTH-1 was drilled almost five mHes south of UCE-17, 
at an elevation about 530 feet lower, and closer tot<ard the medtal 
part of the valley. The hole penetrated 2,390 feet of alluvium before 
entering a tuff and tuffaceous sediment section until reaching a total 
depth of 3, 704 feet. The static tracejector study shm?s that the upper 
part of the tuff unit is a zone of lateral ground-t;ater floc/, and that 
there is slight vertical potential either upHard oc dm"lmard from this 
zone. Upt-rard flows in the borehole of about three gpm and dowm-rard 
of about four gprn t'ere measured. Variations in static water levels 
of only eleven f<?et were noted during hydraulic testing, confirming the 
tracejector results that the hule was drilled in an area with lHtle 
potential for flow either upHard or dotmVJard and that the primary 
direction of ground-water movement J.s laterally toward the axis of the 
valley. 
UCE-11 was drHled sevet·al miles south of H'fll-1 to a depth of 
4,206 feet and encountered 3,286 feet of alluvium overlying welded 
tuff to total depth (Hoover, 1;ritten communication, 1967). Hydraulic 
testing was not possible due to hole conditions, and no interpretations 
regarding ground-water floVT are possible. 
UCE-20, drilled about 2,000 feet south of UCE-11, had no 
measurable flow in the borehole during the static tracejector test. 
A major water contributing zone, probably fractured tuff, was i.dentifiecl 
at a depth of 5,440 feet. The temperature log of this hole indicates 
a high geothermal gradient, indicatl.ng the possibility of approachillg 
the discharge area with a potential for upward flow, Static water 
levels measured in straddle packer tests decreased with an increase in 
drilling depth. The highest static level, 215 feet, was rneasured at a 
depth of 5,420 feet. This increase in potential with depth confirms 
the location of UCE-20 in a discharge area. 
About two miles east and one mile to the south of UCE-11, the 
Atomic Energy Commission drilled hole UCE-18. This hole penetrated 
4,205 feet of alluvium, 173 feet of lake beds and gypsum, 2,070 feet 
of rhyolite, and 66 feet of tuff before reaching a total depth of 
6,514 feet (Hoover, written communicat).on, 1967). The static 
tracej ector study showed a potential for dowmvarcl flmv in the borehole 
in the uncased interval from 4,798 to 6,335 feet. Vertical flm; down-
ward was measured at a rate of six gpm with inflow at a depth of 5,020 
feet and total outflow at a depth of about 5,685 feet. No flow was 
measurable above or below thc>sc depths. Straddle packer tests of. the 
hole measured static water levels of 330 feet in Zone 11 (406-598 
feet), and a· range of levels frum 190 to 210 feet i.n the zones tested 
from 5,300 feet to total depth. This increase in static water lev,ls 
with depth indicate a general upward potential for ground-water move-
ment in the hole, and thus a position in the discharge area. 
A discharge area within the central part of the valley has been 
observed about nine miles to the southwest of UCE-18. An area of 
phreatophytic vegetation encompassing about five square miles surrounds 
the Blue Jay Spring (7N/50-24db). Air photo examination reveals a 
northeast-trending fault zone, upthrovm to the north, several miles 
to the southwest and on trend with the spring. Linear features noted 
in the alluvium continue this fault zone across the valley and throug;h 
the topographically low area to the north of the extension of the 
Pancake Range at the southern line of 9N/52. This suspected fault 
~one, and its relationship to geophysical anomalies, has previously 
been discussed (Page ) , Geomorphic evidence of the rec.ent uplift 
of the northern part of Hot Creek Valley by this fault may be 
interpreted from the well-develope.d stream terraces, on as many as 
three levels, in the northern part of the valley and their absence to 
the south of the fault zone. The increased gradient imposed on the 
drainage north of the fault by the uplifting of this b.lock would cause 
increased degradation of the channel and the development of terraces 
related to the periods of uplift. The presence o[ the Blue. Jay SprJ.ng 
on the north side of the fault zone is believed to be related to 
either the juxtaposition of permeable and impermeable materials across 
the fault in the alluvium thus term.!.natlng a deep aquifer and 
imparting up1;ard flowlinEls, or to upward movement of ground water 
along the fracture from the bedrock in response to the discharge of 
the flow system. An additional small area of phreatophytic growth 
and a spring have heen mapped several miles to the southeast of the 
Blue Jay Spring (6N/51-5ba). This arE>a is closely related to a 
bedrock exposure of Quaternary (?) basalt, and it is likely that 
this bedrock creates a constriction of the ground-water flow ;rith 
a less permeable medium. 
Ground-water movement f,lr the southern part of the valley, south 
of u. S. High;ray 6, is lateral and upward tm-rard the central part of 
the valley. A large discharge area has been outli.ned in this region 
;,here ground water is near the surface due to the upward potential 
imparted from depth. About 700 acre-feet of subsurface flow leaves Hot 
Creek Valley annually and moves to the east into Railroad Valley through 
the divide in the Pancake Range in the vicinity of the Twin Springs 
Ranch (4N/51). 
Reveille Vall~.-- This valley is the southern topographic 
extension of Hot Creek Valley and is not physically separated from 
it, Reveille V<tlley is bounded on the west by the Kawich Range, an 
uplifted block composed primarily of Terti.ary volcanics. The elevation 
of tM.s range would indicate suffi.dent recharge to create a hydraulic 
barrier between Reveille Valley and Stonecabin Valley to the west. The 
valley is bounded on the east by the Reveille Ranee, a south,~m:d 
conttnuation of the Pancakc:o Range but l>'ith higher elevations and 
outcrop exposures of Paleo"oic carbonates as well as the Terti.ary 
volcanics and Quaternary basalts 
The flow system boundary to the south is uncertain, due to a 
lack of well' control. Reveille Valley he~s a slight topographic 
divide in 1N/51E and the regional gravity map indicates a reversal 
in gradient in the same area t-lhich may reflect a de brock divide. 
Ground water flow is toward the north in the northern portion 
o£ Reveille Valley and the 1vater thus contributed joins that of Hot 
Creek Valley and discharges to the west by underflow in the vicinHy 
of Twin Springs Ranch (4N/51). 
The recharge-discharge relationship for Hot Creek and Reveille 
Valleys indicates an 800 acre-feet per year excess of discharge over 
recharge. This excess is accounted for by approximately 1,500 acre-
feet of subsurface inflo<> annually from Little Finh Lake Valley. 
Consequently, with 700 acre-feet per year discharging from Hot Creek 
and Reveille Valleys into Railroad Valley annually, the hydrologic 
budget is in balance. 
Thermal springs are found along the west side of Reveill~. and 
Hot Creek Valleys, with the most extensive area of thermal discharge 
located in Hot Creek Canyon, The location of these springs on an 
approximate linear trend suggests the possnility of their association 
with a range-front fault borderi.ng the east side of the Hot Creek and 
Kawich Ranges. The thermal springs south of Hot Creek canyon are 
thought to be derived from recharge in the mountains moving do'illl~<ard 
and laterally to<>ard the valley until they find access to the surface 
along the fault zone. The thermal water issuing in Hot Creek Canyon 
is derived from a deep f101v system originating in Little Fish Lake Valley. 
SouthcE_n l.it:_tle Smol2:_.Y._al:l<'.:L·--· This valley lies to the eaot 
and northeast of Hot Creek Valley. The portion of the Pancake Range 
which sep~rates Southern LHtlc Smoky Valley from Hot Creek Valley 
is probably not an effective phreatic divide, as was previously 
discussed under the heading, Hot Creek Valley. That portion of the 
Pancake Range which lies to the east of Southern Little Smoky Valley, 
and separates it from Railroad Valley, is also not a barrier to the 
lateral movement of ground water through the range to the east. 
The geology of this range, south of U. S. Higlmay 6, is mapped as 
Tert:lary volcanics and Quaternary basalts. Several small outcrops of 
Paleozoic dolomites have been mapped in 6-7N/54. This southern porlion 
of the range has been intensively fractured and abundant Quaternary 
volcanics have been extruded IJ.S b<salt flows and cinder cones. 
Explosive volcanism occurred at the Lunar Crater (6N/52-53). North 
of the high"1ay, Tertiary volcanics and some Quaternary basalts have 
been mapped as well as extensive ar,as of east-dipping Paleozoic 
limestones and dolomites and Upper Paleozoic clastics. 
Ground-water movement in the valley is interpreted to be 
southward and eastward toward Railroad Valley. Although the valley is 
topographically closed, the lack of discharge areas an~;here in the 
valley and the great depth to water (500-600 feet) indicates a deep 
lateral flow through the Paleozoic carbonates toward Railroad Valley 
beneath the Pancake Range. The playa located in 6N/53 is considered 
a rechaJ:ge playa due to the lack of salines on the surface and the · 
absence of phreatophytes or surface moisture. Thermal springs located 
seven miles east of the playa are thought to discharge ground water 
derived from this part of Southern Li.ttlc Smoky Valley. Extensive 
tufa. deposits near the thermal springs indicate either a long period 
of discharge· or discharge in great<:or quantities than at present. 
Shorelines surround the playa ln Southern Little Smoky Valley at an 
e.levation about 16 feet above the present playa surface attesting to 
the presence of a Late (?) Pleistocene lake at this site when surface 
water flow was greater than the discharge possible by underflow. 
Numerous thermal springs are located on the west side of Railroad 
Valley adjacent to the Pancake Range and the water in these springs is 
derived from Southern Little Smoky Valley. Chemical analyses of the 
water of these springs indicate a mixed "tuff" and "carbonate" ....,1ater. 
At Duckwater (13N/56) and at Lockes Springs (8N/55) extensive 
carbonatE! rocks are exposed e.t the surface to the west. Near the 
thermal springs in 6-?N/54-55, only small outcrops of carbonates 
have been mapped and the geology of the range is predominantly tuff. 
The mixed water ~<auld indicate travel in the subsurface through the 
range in Paleozoic limestones. The extent of thermal discharge into 
the alluvium from consolidated rocks below may be large as indi.cated 
by large volumes of thermal wateJ: under high head in several. wells 
drilled for oil in the area (see descri.ption under Hydrostratigraphic 
Units). 
Railroad Vallez.-- The farthest east and topographically lowest 
valley of the regional flo1-1 system, Railroad Valley, is the major 
discharge valley for the system. The valley is bounded on the west by 
the previously discussed Pancake Range and on the east by the Hhite 
Pine, Grant, and Quinn Canyon Rang<'.S. These ranges of complexely 
faulted Paleozoic limestones and dolomites, Lo\;er and Upper Pale-
ozoic clastics, and igneous intrusions have sufficient altitude to 
receive appreciable recharge which would effectively form an eastward 
barrier to the regional system. A ground-water divide has not been 
determined in the southern part: of the valley, but water levels in 
lN/53 indicate a northward gradient. 
The hydrologic budget fo·r Railroad Valley has been computed for 
this study. The estimated recharge from precipitation in 3,300 acre-
feet per year less than the discharge estimated from evapotranspiration 
(Table 11). This deficit is accounted for by subsurface inflow from 
Southern Little Smoky Valley and from surface and underflow from 
Hot Creek Valley. Some additional underflow may have its source as 
far west as Monitor Valley. Accounting for these inflm's, the 
hydrologic budget is almost in balance. 
Thermal springs along the west side of the valley have previously 
been discussed under the heading, Southern Little Smoky Valley. The 
thermal springs along the east side are associated with a compactlon 
fault in the Quaternary alluvium ~qhich probably extends to considerable 
depth. The juxtaposition of a pe.rmeable aquifer with relatively less 
permeable material results in the upward deflection of flolqlines and 
creates a discharge area ~<'hich lacks topographic control (Figure 15). 
RECONNENDED STUDIES 
The U. S. Geological Survey is analyzing samples of the water 
chemistry and radiochemistry of many springs and wells in central 
Nevada. Mr. H. A. Beet"m of the Survey and the author have agreed to 
co-author a paper on hydroc.heTr.ical facies in central Nevada upon the 
completion of the laboratory analyses. 
A more comprehensive study, including water chemistry and radio-
chemistry, of the thermal springs of the central Nevada region has 
been proposed by the author for funding from the Office of Hater 
Resources Research. This study will be part of a larger study of all 
the thermal springs in Nevada. 
Geothermal gradients and the relationship of the tempe.rature of 
surface waters with position in the flow system could be a fruitful 
line of additional research. Several Atomic Energy Commission drill 
holes are currently shut-in waiting stabilization with the rock 
environment for a more accurate determination of the geothermal gradient. 
The possible hydrodynamic entrapment of oil in the Railroad 
Valley field should be further investigated. If such an entrapMmt 
does jndeed occur, oil explorati.on in the Great Basin region JT,ay well 
entail detailed hydrogeologic studies of flow systems. 
Regional flow system analysis is to a large degree dependent upon 
the determination of hydrologic budgets for individual basins. These 
budgets are derived by a reconnaissance technique which does not yield 
a higr. degree of accuracy. New methods of obtaining hydrologic 
information in areas ,,lith few weut:hcr stations must be explored in an 
attempt to yield more accurate data. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The U. S. Atomic Energy Commission, through the Desert REesC'arch 
Institute, has sponsored this research. On the basis of the findings 
summarized in this thesis, the author and the Atomic Energy Commission 
have concluded that the northern parl of Hot Creek Valley, in the 
central Nevada area, is a suitable hydrogeological location for the 
underground tectlng of high-yield nuclear devices de:tonated within 
the Tertiary volcanics. The initial test, Project Faultless, was 
detonated in January, 1968, and a continued series of tests is 
anticipated. 
This site was chosen after a study of 12,000 square miles of 
central Nevada. Tl~ study utilized all tlte data available from 
published sources and from extensive field acd drill hole investigations 
by th" Hydrologic Task Force. UtLlizint~ the'~'" 0ata, the follo~oling 
are results of this investigati.on: 
1. Regional hydrostratigraphic units were defined and outcrop 
areas outlined. 
2. The first compilation of the geology of the central Nevada 
area, on a scale of 1:250,000, vas completed, 
3. Hydrologic budgets were calculate.d for the region, inclu.di ng 
two major discharge valleys not previously studied. 
4. Discharge arens ~;ere identified and mapped from aerial photos 
and field examination. 
5. All water-level points in the published literature and 
identified from field studies were compiled and tabulated. These 
points o;rere utilized ;ln the construction of a <-rater-level contour map. 
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6. Theoretical ground--water flow theories were evaluated in the 
ficl d study. 
7. Data on thermal springs were compiled, and interpretations 
of the origin of these springs and their relationship to re.gional 
flooJ systems were made. 
8. Hater chemistry data were usc:d to help determine flow paths 
of the ground water Hherever possible. 
It is concluded that the flow systems of the valleys in this area 
are generally coterminous with the topographic valleys, since the h:Lgh 
mountains inlcrvenl.ng betwE!en the valleys receive large volu:aes of 
precipitation and consequent] y develop recharge Dlounds which generally 
prevent the interbasin transfer of ground water. Some interhasin 
movement does occur, particularly in the eastern part of the area, 
where divides are topographically loH and v:here Paleozoic carbonates 
in the subsurface are M.ghly transmissive to ground-water flow. 
Anderson, R. E. and others, 
map of central Nevada: 
Central Nevada-1. 
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APPENDIC~;s 
Numbering System 
Wells and springs tabulated in the appendices are numbered and 
located by township, range, and section referenced to the Mount 
Diablo base line and meridian. Each number consists of four parts. 
The first number, followed by anN, designates the township north of 
the Mount Diablo base line. The next number, separated by a slash, 
is the range east of the Mount Diablo meridian. The third number, 
separated by a dash, is the section. The lower case letter following 
the number indicate.s the 1/4, 1/8, 1/16 and 1/32 of the section '"here 
the spring or well is located. Figure 16 illustrates the numbering 
system, In unsurveyed areas the number is followed by (P) and is 
based on the Bureau of Land Nanagement projection of the rectangular 
system of surveys as shown on the State of Nevada County Highway Maps. 
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Figure 16. Illustration of Numbering System for l~ells and Springs 
Locations of wells and sprine,s are also cross-referenced by 
latitude and logitude in order to aid in locating wells and springs 
where land lines are confusing. 
AltitudG! 
Altitudes are elevations above mean sea level taken from 
published material or from various maps. 
Dates 
Those dates following 9/1/66 identify data collected by the 
Hydrologic Task Force. Sources for data previous to the above date 
are given under Remarks and References. 
Aquifer and Hydrogeology 
Rock types included under the "Aquifer" column for wells and 
"Hydrogeology" column for springs were identified in part by field 
investigation and in part from the geologic map, Plate 1. Abbre-
viations for rock types are: 
Qal - Quaternay alluvium 
QTb - quaternary Tertiary basalt 
Tel - Tertiary clastics 
Tv - Tertiary volcanics 
Ti - Tertiary intrusives 
Ki - Cretaceous intrusives 
Mi - Hesozoic intrusives 
Use 
Mel - Mesozoic clastics 
UPcl- Upper Paleozoic clastics 
Pls - Paleozoic limestones 
Pd - Paleozoic dolomltes 
Pw - Paleozoic western facies 
LPcl- Lower Paleozoic clastics 
Pu - Paleozoic undivided 
Abbreviations for the use to Hhich the water is put are: 
D - Domestic 
Ind - Industrial 
S - Stock watering 
I - Irrigati.on 
M - Nunicipal 
U - Unused 
Analysis 
General chemical (C) and radiochemical (R) analyses of water 
samples which have bee11 or will be made by the Desert Research 
Institute., Isotopes, Inc., Nevada Fish and Game, Nevada State Health 
Department, and the U. S. Geological Survey are designated. 
Remarks and References 
References used include previously published reports, Nevada 
State Engine.er 1 s Office well logs (DL), and maps. Where the only 
available reference for a well is a map location, the type of map 
used is indicated by one of the following abbreviations: 
AMS - Army Map Service, scale 1:250,000 
USGS- u. S. Geological Survey 15-minute series, scale 1:62,500 
BLM - Bureatl of Land Management grazing district maps, scale 
1:62,500 
Limited space required the following additional abbreviations: 
fol - following NFG - Nevada Fish and Game 
hd - head p - page 
mi - mile Rch - Ranch 
ruth - mouth Sprs- Springs 
nr - near N, s, E, W North, South, East, West 
Explanation 
Basin.-- Drainage basins or valleys are abbreviated as follows: 
AN - Antelope 
BS - Big Smoky 
CL - Clayton 
DI - Diamond 
FC - No. Little Smoky (Hsh Creek) 
G - Garden 
GR - Grass 
HC - !lot Creek 
LFL - Little Fish Lake 
LS - Southern Little Smoky 
M - Monitor 
NE - Newark 
RA - Ralston 
RR - Railroad 
RE - Reese River 
REV - Reveille 
SW - Salsbury Hash 
SS - Sand Springs 
SC - Stonecabin 
Depth of Hell.-- Total depths below ground level are given to the 
nearest foot when determined from 11ell logs or locally reported. When 
measured either by Hydrologic Task Force personnel or previous wurkers, 
depths are given to the nearest tenth of a foot. 
Casing Diameter.-- Casing diameter is listed as an ai.d in 
identification. 
Water Level.-- Depth of static water level below land surface is 
given in feet. Hater levels measured by the Hydrologic Task Force or 
listed as me.asured in previously published reports are fol101;ed by "H". 
When reported on well logs or by local people, water levels are 
followed by "R". 
WELL NUMBER N. LATITUDE II. LONG ITUOE COUNTY BASIN DEPTH CASING ALT. \lATER LEVEL AQ. USE ANAL. REMARKS AND REFERENCES DIAM. 
deg min sec deg min sec tnchec; Feet Depth Date feet 
IN/" -26d Esmeralda CL 4002 8 4901 61M O_a I Meinzer, 1917 
IN/42-33d Esmer-alda CL 160 4970 148M Oal lnd Dug Well; Meinzer. 1917 
iN/42-35 Esmeralda Cl 4900 Klondike well 
IN/45-19ad 37 55 35 116 58 10 Nye RA 5200 South We 11 
IN/46-9c 37 57 15 116 49 51 Nye sc 184 6 5395 129.91'1 5/22/56 Oal s Eakin, 1962; DL 4-442; No. 3 ~~11. 
IN/46-25ca 37 54 15 116 46 25 Nye sc 250 8 5361 107. IM 6/19/62 0al lnd c Eakin, 1962 
IN/46-}Id 37 53 20 116 52 03 Nye sc 117 6 5295 ~OR 5/22/56 Oal s Eakin, 1962; Ol 4441 
1N/47-2ba 37 58 20 116 41 05 Nye sc 6 5470 114M 7/26/67 0al u Twin Mills Well? 
IN/47-3Dab 37 54 55 116 45 10 Nye sc 12 5399 102.1M ~/22/56 0a1 s c Eakin, 1962; on Reed Rch, WL 105.0M 4./2 
IN/'<8-32 37 58 "5 116 37 40 Nye sc 5820 Oal 1 Towers !.Jell 
IN/'<9-3'<c 37 53 1 B 116 29 06 Nye sc 127 8 6550 17R f'a 1 1 OL ROzq 
6/67 
I N/40-4aa 37 58 . 15 116 23 55 Nye REV 6 6390 II. 7M 10/17/65 nal {). s Eden f!and>; l<us.h and Everett, 1966 
9.1M 8!17/67 
IN/53-3c 37 58 25 116 00 20 ~ye RR 4870 nal s East Side Well 
IN/53-lad 37 57 50 116 OJ 00 Nye RR 110 48 4879 ROR 5/5/48 nal s R Freds Well (dug); Eakin. l95i 
1 N/53-2 lbb 37 55 30 116 00 29 Nye RR 1.00 6 4969 1 ROR Oat s last Stand Wel1; Dl 7q2; Eakin, 1951 
IN/53-31cd >7 54 03 116 03 06 Nye RR 272 5 5050 205R Pal s Pyramid Well, DL 1804 
IN/S3-32caa 37 54 15 116 02 18 ~ye RR 292 8 5025 225R Oal 0 OL J772 
mt42-35b 37 59 20 117 14 05 smeralda Cl 5960 
2N/43-2ad 38 03 30 117 06 50 Nye RA 565 8 5450 "07R 1966 Oal D R,C Tonooah Airoort 
2N/43-IB ye RA 65 DryR Tv u OL 1005 
2N/l,J-18 Nye RA 225 6050 OryR Tv u DL IOO'< 
2N/44-Bb 38 02 43 117 04 14 Nye RA 264 5384 DryM Qal Eakin, 1962 
2N/45-2lc 38 00 33 117 03 08 Wye RA 325 8 5300 Qal s Eakin, 1962; Pine Creek Well 
2N/46-15d 38 01 30 116 '<8 20 Nye SC 325 8 5490 Oal s Eakin, 1962; Salsbury Well 
2N/53-5db 38 03 55 116 02 00 ye RR 4950 Oal Possible Reservoir 
2N/53-22da I 38 01 12 115 59 24 Nye RR 180.5 6 4880 IOOR Oal s Ol 6777 
2N/53-22da2 38 01 12 115 59 24 ye RR 180 6 120R Oal s Dl 7969 
3N/41-10c 38 07 40 117 22 00 Esmeralda BS 210 4980 202M R/31/13 Oal u c Meinzer. 1917; dug 
3N/4l-26 Esmerafda as 179 8 52{)0 20R Tv M Dl 76R2 
3N/41-26 Esmeralda BS 312 8 9R Tv M DL 7683 
JN/41-28 Esmeralda BS 310 6 5050 240R nal s Ol 1212 
lltLL NUMBER N. LATITUDE \/,lONGITUDE COUNTY BASIN DEPTH CASING DIA/1. 
deg min sec deg min sec Inches 
JN/42-4 Nye BS 330 15 
3Nflj2-4 Nye BS 30 8 
3Nflj2-4aa 38 09 00 117 15 40 Nye as 30 8 
3N/1J2-11 Nye BS 330 15 
3Nflj2-11 Nye BS 35 
3N/4Z-13c 38 06 '<O 117 13 05 Nye BS 
3Nflj2-1 '+ad 38 06 55 117 13 20 Nye BS 
3N/42-21 Nye? BS 312 8 
3N/42-32 Esmeralda BS 179 8 
3N/43-17ac 38 07 05 117 10 25 Nye RA 
3N/44-16c 38 06 . 3" 117 03 07 Nye RA 5"o 6 
3N/4l,-35d 38 OlJ 00 117 00 20 Nye RA 10 
3N/46-IOc 38 07 15 116 48 45 Nye sw B 
JN/46-27d 38 04 50 116 48 25 Nye SW 
JN/48-Jac 38 08 25 116 35 25 Nye sc 126 6 
JN/4B-32b 38 04 25 116 38 00 Nye sc 150 6 
JN/49-11d 38 07 15 116 27 30 Nye sc 
JN/49-IJb 38 06 45 116 26 55 Nye sc 
3N/51-19c(p) 38 06 15 116 19 00 Nye REV 320 6 
JN/52-Jd(P) 38 09 00 116 06 15 Nye RR 27.5 42 
JN/53-35b 38 05 00 115 59 20 !Nye RR 
lN/54-5cb 38 09 00 115 55 57 Nye RR 325 6 
JN/57-16< 38 06 54 115 34 43 Nye G 92 16 
'<N/41-JOca )8 10 15 117 24 50 Esmera~da BS 
4N/42-I)bb{P) JB 12 35 117 12 50 Nye BS 
4N/42-35ad(P) 38 09 35 117 14 00 Nye BS 
4N/4J-16dd 38 11 50 117 08 55 Nye RA 
4N/44-5bb 38 14 10 117 04 15 ~ye RA 
4N/44-8abl 38 1 J 16 117 03 49 Nye RA 63 12 
4N/44-8ab2 38 13 16 117 03 49 Nye RA 80 14 
4N/44-8bal 38 13 16 117 04 OS Nye RA 65 14 
4N/44-8ccl 38 12 )8 117 04 21 Nye RA 38 B 
4N/lJ4-8cc2 38 12 38 117 04 21 Nye RA 38 8 
ALT. \lATER lEVEl AQ. 
feet Depth Oate Feet 
5800 140R Tv 
5609 15R Oal, 
Tv 
Oa 1 , 
Tv 




5630 9R Tv 
5520 20R Tv 
6080 
5487 480R 5/18/47 Oa1 
5380 377.9M 11/9/56 Oal 
5850 28.9M 6/20/62 Oa1 
5730 
5605 8RR 7/26/67 Oa1 
5550 109.9M 6/20/62 Oal 
6500 
6800 
5450 280R 1964 Oa1 
5075 24.4M 4/2V4~ Oa1 
4963 f\al 
5095 265R Oa1 
6400 36R t'.:~ l ' 
Pis 





5740 11. 7M 6/18/62 Oa1 
5740 11.9M 5/12/48 Oa1 
5740 8.1M 5/12/48 Oa1 


























DL 1016 or 1011 
DL 7499 
Dl 7446 
Hooper We 1 i 
Cornell Well; 72°F; Eakin, 1962; DL 69 




Stone Cabin Ranc:h; Eakin, 1962. 'Wl 110. 
Lower Belle Helen Gulch We~1 No. l 
Lower Belle Helen Gulch Wel 1 No. 2 
Dl 672~ Charlies Well 
Du9'; Eakifl • et..al., 1951 
Ed 1 s We 11 
Goat Ranch We 11 o DL 757 
Uhalde Ranch; DL SOR6 
Montezuma Wei ls~ Meinzer, 1917 
Ray's Wells 
Frazier's Well 
Black Rock Well 
\Jell No. 10; Eakin, 1962 
Well No~ Jl; Eakin. 1962.WL B.7M 6/18/ 
Well No. 9; Eakin , 1962, WL 7.8M, 3/19 
Wen No. 7; Eakin. 1962 




N. LATITUDE W. LONG I TUDE COUNTY BASIN DEPTH CASING WELL NUMBER OIAH. 
de9 min se<: deg min sec ln~hes 
4N/44-18ad1 38 11 10 117 04 )6 Nye RA 467 12 
4Nt44-18ad2 38 11 10 117 04 36 Nye RA 47 12 
4N/44-18ad3 )8 11 10 117 04 36 Nye RA 47? 12 
4N/44-18dal 38 10 57 117 04 )8 Nye RA 60 
4N/44-19aa1 38 10 J I 117 04 )6 Nye RA 55 14 
4N/44-19aa2 38 10 31 117 04 36 Nye RA 45 
4N/49-32d JB 09 15 116 31 01 Nye sc )80 6 
4N/51-12ba Nye HC 6 
4N/5l-13da2 Nye HC 140 
4N/51-13da3 )8 12 02 116 10 45 Nye HC 300 8 
4N/5l-13dal Nye HC 60 
4N/5l-29ca JB 10 20 116 115 30 Nye HC 137 5 
4N/54-l8d 38 12 25 115 56 00 Nye RR 150 9 
l,N/55-19d 38 11 20 115 49 20 Nye RR 255 6 
5N/4l-5c 38 19 16 117 24 01 ye BS 180 10 1/4 
SN/41-6 ye BS 135 
5N/44-7bd 38 18 20 117 05 09 ye RA 
5N/44-10d 38 18 08 117 01 35 Nye Ra 80 6 
5N/44-32bc 38 14 45 117 04 23 Nye RA 18 
SN/48-!0ad Nye sc 
5N/49-23bd )8 16 10 116 28 00 Nye sc 43.7 
SN/50-lOa ye HC 205 6 
5N/51-7bc 38 18 30 116 16 55 ye HC 297 g 
5N/51-10d ye HC 60 6 
5N/51-Ilb 3B 18 45 116 12 10 ye HC 
5N/5l-llc ye HC 6 
5N/5l-19ba 38 16 50 116 16 55 ye HC 50 48 
5N/54-24ab 38 17 05 115 50 55 ,~ RR 100 6 5N/54-32c 38 15 20 115 55 40 Nye RR 110 10 5N/54-35c 38 15 25 115 52 30 ye RR 5N/55-28cc 38 15 20 115 48 00 ye RR 212 16 
ALT. WATER LEVEL AQ. 
Feet Depth Date Feet 
5690 nal 
5685 10.9M 5/12/48 na1 
5696 na1 
5680 Oal 
56~0 8R Oal 
5660 Oa1 
5R50 )25R 5/20/52 Oal 
5150 F,M Oal 
Cal 
5120 3R 1959 Cal 
Oal 
5275 95R 9/51 f"la 1, 
Tv 
4950 I )OR Cal 
4985 215R Oa1 
5002 125R nal 
5020 l24R 9/6/13 O.al 
5890 70.8M 6!16/62 Oal 
5900 801R Oal 
5788 12.2/'\ 5/12/48 Oal 
6850 233. 2M 8121/67 (\a l, 
Tv? 
5350 170R 0al 
5250 BOR B/18/67 0al 
5240 20R 0al 
5250 
5250 24.7H 10/IR/65 0al 
5220 48.6H 10/17/65 Cal 
4P.70 52R 0a1 
5050 BOR 0al 
4900 Oal 






























REMARKS AND REFERENCES 
Well No. 4; Eak n, 1962 
We 11 No. 5; Eak n, I 962 
Well No.6; Eak n, 1962 
Well No. 3; Oug 5x6 feet; Eakin, 1962 
Well No. 1 (10 wells); Eakin , 1962 
Well No. 2; Bxl2-foot shaft; Eakin, 19 
Stone Cabin Ranch; 52°F; £akin, 1962 
61°F; flowing welt in Caine Spr 
Twin Springs Ranch; DL 5083; Rush & E~ 
Joes Well; 67°F; Rush & Everett. l966; 
OL 1793 
DL 671 
70°F; DL 1704 
54°F; OL 8302 
Mabey 1961!; dug 
Henry 1 s Wet1; Eakin, 1962; dug 
Blair Wei1; Eakin. 1962 
Eakin, 1962; Hacket. et alu 1963,; 12.0 




AEC Base Camp 
DL 1471 
Twin Springs, Ranch; OL 5083;Rush & Ev1 
Fall ini Well, Rush & Everett, 1966;W 3' 
DL 1]41; Furgy Well 
DL 670 








WELL NUMBER N. LATITUDE W. LONG ITUOE COUNTY BASIN DEPTH CASING AlT. WATER LEVEL OIAM. AQ. USE ANAL. REMARKS AND REFERENCES 
deg min sec deg min sec Inches Feet Depth Date Feet 
5N/55-28db 38 15 20 115 47 10 Nye RR 219 16 484< 38R Qal I DL 7877 5N/55-34ab 38 15 18 115 46 18 Nye RR 75 6 1/4 486 27R Q.a 1 s 50°F; DL 1649 5N/55-34cd 38 14 35 115 46 45 Nye RR 220 16 488c 65R Qal I DL 7875 5N/55-36da 38 14 45 115 43 50 Nye RR 105 8 4R9C 50R Oal s 50°F; OL 1650 5N/55-36 Nye RR 484C .c.30R Qal 
5N/56-30b 38 16 00 115 43 30 Nye RR 175 3 478C 4.2> 4/24/48 Qa1 lest Well; Eakln, et aL, !951 
6N/41-7ba 38 23 55 117 25 05 Nye BS 350 5110 92R Oal t DL 7553 6N/41-7ca 38 23 35 117 24 55 Nye as 244 16 5100 87R Oa1 I DL 7659 6N/4l-16cc 38 22 25 117 23 00 Nye BS 230 6 5100 15DR Oa1 s Bridge We11~ 54°F. OL 1309 6N/41-18ca 38 22 35 117 25 05 Nye es 400 5092 92R Oat I DL 7505 6N/41-18cb 38 22 45 117 25 20 Nye BS 191 16 5092 7HR Oat I Dl 6982 6N/43-6dd 38 24 00 117 12 00 Nye BS 6090 Oal 6N/43-22dc 38 21 20 117 08 10 Nye RA 320 8 6050 227R 2!16/50 Tv s SaB Antonio Well; ~6°F; Eakin~ 1962; I 6N/44-14d Nye RA 260 6 6090 192M 12!4/48 Oal s 50 F; Eakin, 1962; Ol 707 6N/44-23db 38 21 35 117 00 35 Nye RA 6027 0al Chan-ce We 11 GN/44-33 Nye RA 110 6 5980 40R nal s Ol 7681 GN/50-11 be 38 23 45 116 19 15 Nye HC >200 6 5550 183.5M 10/17/65 Oal s Keystone Well; Hot Creek Ranch; Rush< 
185.7M 12/16/66 Everett, 1966; DL 669 (7) 
183.5M 4!13/67 
l 1213 
6N/50-17dd (P) 38 22 25 116 22 DO Nye HC 100 
189. 7M 8/21/67 
6 6150 91.8M 4/14/67 Oal, u Old Tybo Well; OL 667 (or 661) 
Pel 
9B.4M 8/21/67 
6N/50-35ab 38 20 30 116 18 40 Nye HC 5320 164M 4/13/67 Oal s Cash No. 1 • or Tybo We 11 6N/51-22b 38 22 05 116 13 35 Nye HC 233 10 5400 40.8M 10/17/65 Oat 0 c Rush & Everett, 1966; Slue Jay Mainter 
43.2M 3/20/67 Station; Dl 5366 6N/54-34da(P) 38 20 05 115 52 30 Nye RR 4850 Pigeon Well 6N/56-5acc 38 24 30 115 42 00 Nye RR 745 6 4711 F,R Flowing, l80-300gpm; 6S°F, Eakin, et .; 6N/56-14dc 38 22 20 115 38 25 Nye RR 4760 F,R 1/2 mileS. of Christian Spr 6N/56-18d 38 22 30 115 43 00 Nye RR 4735 F,R Flowing \./ell 6N/56-23aba 38 22 15 115 38 30 Nye RR 4760 F,R Flowing Well 
6N/56-23abc 38 22 05 115 38 40 ~;· RR 4760 6N/56-23bcd 38 21 50 115 39 00 ye RR 4760 
6N/56-23cba 38 21 45 115 39 00 ~;· RR 4760 6N/56-23cbc 38 21 40 115 39 10 ye RR 4755 F,R Flowing Weil 
a nee 
I ' 1951 
6N/56-27ac 38 21 10 115 39 15 Nye RR 4760 F,R Flowing Well 
WELL NUMBER N. LATITUDE ~.LONG I TUDE COUNTY BASIN DEPTH CASING ALT. WATER LEVEL AQ. USE ANAL. REMARKS AND REFERENCES DIAM. 
deg min sec. deg min sec Inches Feet Depth Date Feet 
6N/56-27bd 38 21 00 ll5 39 50 Nye RR 4755 F,R Flowing Wei 1 
?N/42-15 38 28 10 117 15 15 Nye BS 240 8 5600 180R na1 s 50°F; DL 851 
7N/42-17c 38 27 35 117 17 25 Nye BS il! 5380 4M 9/7/13 nal u c Meinzer, 1917; dug ]N/42-18-1 ~ye BS 172 14 5380 F,R 5/6/49 Oal I Flowing 15gpm; ao F; DL 956 
7Nt"2-IB-2 Nye BS 40 14 5380 F,R 5/11/49 Oal I Flows 20gpm; 50 F; Dl 957 ]N/42-18-3 Nye BS 64 5380 F,R 5/13/49 Oal I Flows 10 gpm; 50°F; OL 958 
?N/42-18-4 Nye BS 35 14 5380 F,R 5/14/49 nal I Flows 15 gpm; 50°F; DL 959 ]N/42-18-5 !Nv• BS 40 !4 5380 F,R 5/20/49 Oal I Flows 20 gpm; 50°F; DL 960 7N/42-18-6 ~ye BS 40 14 53RO F,R 5/22/49 Oal I Flows 25 gpm; 50°F; Dl 961 
?N/42-18-7 Nye BS 84 14 5380 F,R 5/28/49 Oal s Flows 30 gpm; 50°F; OL 962 
?N/42-18-8 Nye BS 36 14 5380 F,R 5/31/49 Oa I s Flows 7 gpm; 50°F; DL 963 
?N/42-18-9 ~ye BS 48 14 5380 lOR 6/3/49 Oal I 50°F; Dl 964 
?N/42-18-10 Nye BS 100 14 5380 F,R 6/11/40 Oal I 45 gpm; 50°F; DL 965 
7N/42-18-II ~ye BS 70 14 5380 F,R 9111/1,9 Oa1 I Flows 60 gpm; OL 1086 
?N/02-18-12 Nye BS 60 14 5380 F,R 9/15/49 Oa1 I Flows l 5 gpm; DL 1085 
?N/42-18-13 Nye BS 40 14 5380 F,R 9/V49 O.a1 I Flows 15 gpm; Dl 1087 
7N/42-20 Nye BS 30 14 5500 17R Oal D 50°F; DL 966 
7N/42-33aa 38 25 30 117 I 5 35 Nye BS 5617 Peavine Well 
7N/43-41a 38 29 50 !17 09 20 ~ye BS 6600 
?N/44-290 38 25 45 117 03 40 Nye RA 203 10 1/2 6450 92R Qal I DL 4910 
7N/44-36c 38 25 00 117 00 00 Nye RA 240 6200 182R 10/28/48 Oa1 s 50°F; Eakin, 1962 
?N/45-Saa 38 29 30 116 57 00 Nye RA 140 8 6405 l16.9H I /13/67 Oa1 U? R,C Trudgen We\ T 
7N/55-28c (P) 38 26 05 115 l,] 45 Nye RR 56 6 4770 F,R Oal lnd Flows 20gpm; Dl 3128 
7N,56-Id 38 29 15 115 37 05 Nye RR 770 1,]09 F,R Old Well No.3; Flows 1.5 gpm; Eakin. e t al 
1951 
7N/56-2da 38 29 35 115 38 15 ~ye RR 265 6 5/8 4712 180R Oa1 U? Dl 2967; Drilled in lacustrine Clay 
7N/56-3cc 36 29 25 115 40 15 Nye RR 795 4707 F,R Small flow reported; Eakint 1951 
?N/56-1 Odd 38 28 25 115 39 15 Nye RR 4708 OryR Dry Well 
?N/5~-IIb 38 29 05 115 38 40 Nye RR 841 4708 OryR Old Wel1 No.2 Eak n, 1951 
7N/56-II c 38 28 35 115 38 55 Nye RR 762 4708 DryR Old ~le11 No~ 4 Eak n, 1951 
7N/56-22a 38 27 15 115 39 3D Nye RR 991 4708 DryR Old Well Noa 6 Eak n, 1951 
7N/57-4a 38 29 45 115 34 05 Nye RR 60 6 4720 OR nal lnd DL 6081 
7N/57-5a 38 29 35 115 35 20 Nye RR 85 6 4710 lOR na1 lnd DL 6243 
WELL NUMBER N. LATITUDE W. LONG ITUOE COUNTY BASIN OEPTH CASING ALT. OIAM. 
deg min sec deg min sec l nc:hes Feet 
BN/42 Nye BS 126 18 
BN/42 Nye BS 100 6 
BN/42 Nye BS 86 6 
8N/42-18(P) 38 33 00 117 18 10 Nye BS 55 6 6400 
BN/43-15d 38 32 50 117 14 45 Nye BS 6475 
BN/4J-2la 38 32 20 117 15 50 Nye BS 90 6350 
8N/43-23a 38 32 30 117 13 30 Nye BS 6580 
8N/43-23a 38 32 30 117 13 30 Nye BS 6580 
BN/43-24 Nye BS 6575 
8N/~4-8aa 38 34 10 117 03 35 Nye BS 250 ~~ 1/4 8)0( 
BN/~4-Bbb 38 34 10 117 04 25 Nye BS 600 10 3/4 7600 
8N!lo4-15d 38 32 50 117 01 25 Nye BS 7375 
8N/44-2Dac 38 32 14 117 03 53 Nye BS 90 8 7200 
8N/44-20c 38 31 38 117 04 06 Nye BS 60 7200 
8N/44-20c 38 31 38 117 04 06 Nye BS 125 7210 
8N/ 4lo- 20e 38 31 56 117 04 15 Nye BS 50 7121 
8N/44-29a 38 31 30 117 03 40 Nye BS 60 7400 
8N/45-17d 38 32 00 116 56 00 Nye RA 260 14 6605 
BN/50- 33db 38 30 35 116 20 35 Nye HC 161. 6 5580 
BN/51-lae 38 35 10 116 10 55 Nye HC 5763 
8N/51-34ed 38 30 25 116 13 15 Nye HC 155 5 5500 
8N/s2-25dc{P) Nye LS 5900 
8N/55-24a 38 32 45 115 43 45 Nye RR 600 8 4717 
8N/56-2cb 38 34 55 115 38 55 Nye RR 430 6 4730 
8N/56-2da 38 34 50 115 38 15 Nye RR 1204 12 4730 
WATER LEVEL AQ. USE 
Depth Date Feet 
~SR Oal lnd 
Tv? 
36R na 1, I nd 
Tv? 
~6R Oa I ~ lnd 
Tv? 
35R nal s 
40R PCL u 
85M 9/Bf!J Oal u 
26R u 
35R Oal u 
26R 9/13 
3BR Oal I 
Oal u 
72R Pel M 






200R 9/28/49 s 
214.8M 6!18/62 
144.5M 4/13/67 Oal D 



















55°F; OL 863 
Ferguson & Cathcart, 1954; Meinzer, 1~ 
Ferguson & Cathcart, 1954; Meinzer, I~ 
Prospect shaft. 
Ferguson & Cathcart, 195lf; Meinzer, IS 
Ferguson & Cathcart, 1954; Meinzer, I'S 
Central Shaft; Meinzer, 1917 
OL 8528 
DL 5329 
At East Manhattan 
Manhattan Public supply 
ferguson & Cathcart, 1954; Meinzer, 19 
dug we 11 
Ferguson & Cathcart, 1954; Meinzer, lS 
Ferguson & Cathcart, 1954; Meinzer, 19 
Oug; Meinzer. 1917 
52 F; Eakin. 1962; OL 1084 
Standby domestic supply, Hot Creek Ran 
DL 799 
UE-18; AEC; Exploratory Hole 




New well No. l; 66 F; flowing 55-115 g 
Eakin, et al. •• 1951 
Flows 158-175 gpm; 58°F; Eakin, et ai.~t 
New We II No. 4 
The Big Well; Flows 206-23t gpm; 67°F; 
Eakin et al, 1951. p. 163; Scott & B 












WELL NUMBER N. lATITUDE W. LONG !TUDE COUNTY BASIN DEPTH CAS lNG ALT. WATER LEVEL AQ. USE ANAL. REMARKS AND REFERENCES OIAM. 
deg min sec deg min sec ! nches Feet Depth Date Feet 
BN/56-Jac 38 35 05 115 39 35 Nye RR 550 6 472~ F,R Oal ! Flows 110-125 gpm; S8°F; Eakin, et al., 
p. 165; New Well No. 3 
8N/57-4a 38 35 10 115 34 05 Nye RR 635 6 4740 F,R Oal ! New Well No. 6; flows ll0-125 gpm; 66° 
1951, 
F; 
Eakin, et ;;I., 1951, p. 165-166 
BN/57-llda 38 33 55 115 3! 35 Nye RR 4765 North of Blue Eagle Ranch 
8N/57-14acl Nye RR 185 14 4760 F,R Oal ! Flows 600 gpm; 71°F; DL 172q 
8N/57-l4ac2 38 33 15 115 31 45 Nye RR 120 5 4760 F,R Oal D,! Flows 60 gprn; OL 758 
BN/57-l4dc 38 32 50 115 31 50 Nye RR 4760 f,R 
BN/57-22 Nye RR 60 6 4750 I R Oa I !nd, DL 3290 
8N/57-22cd 38 32 00 115 l3 15 Nye RR 60 6 5/B 4730 I R Clal lnd DL 3291 
BN/57-27 Nye RR 220 6 4750 12R Oa I D 68°F, Dl 1725 
BN/57-27aa 38 31 40 115 32 40 Nye RR 75 6 5!8 4742 12R Clai INO DL 2966 
9N/l,2-3lad(P) 38 35 .. 5 117 17 50 Nye BS 93 14 6150 l7R Oal. I OL 550 (or 556) 
Tv 
9N/43-5cd 38 39 .. 5 117 10 20 Nye BS 202 6 5775 IISR Oal o,s DL 1423 
9N/43-9ad 38 39 15 117 09 00 Nye BS 513 16 jfl, 5900 ll,OR Oal I Purnos 1600 gorn; DL 6855 
9N/45-29cd Nye RA UCE-1; AEC; exoloratory hole 
9N/51-3ab 38 l,Q 25 116 13 00 Nye HC 6545 C,R UCE-17t AEC; exploratory hole 
9N/51-22ab 38 38 00 116 13 00 Nye HC 6105 UC-1; AEC; explor-atory hole 
9N/51-34ca 38 05 55 116 13 10 Nye HC 5789 C,R UCE-11~ AEC; Exploratory hole 
9N/53-7a(P) 38 39 35 116 03 00 Nye LS >500 8 6150 >50 0M 4/14/67 Oal u 
9N/54-18dd(P) 38 38 05 116 56 00 Nye LS 40;- ]100 4.2M 8/23/67 Tv u Olevia Well; 3 1 diameter dug; local wa ter 
15R 1966 table; Rush & Everett, 1966 
9N/56-14bd 38 38 35 115 38 30 Nye RR 10 4779 OR s Well at Trap Soring 9N/56-28b Nye RR 70 6 4820 40R Eakin, et al,. 1951 
9N/56-34ca 38 35 40 115 39 50 Nye RR 700 6 4730 F ~ew Well No. 2; flows about 100 gpm; 
58°F; Eaki11, et at, 1951 
9N/56- 35cd 38 38 35 115 38 40 Nye RR 550 6 4730 F New Wetl No. 5; flows 46-Si gpm; 61°F 
9N/57-Iba 38 40 35 115 30 45 Nye RR 4930 
9N/57-lca 38 40 10 liS 30 50 Nye RR 200 14 "900 IOOR Oal I DL 2]21, 
9N/57-ldb 38 40 05 115 30 35 Nye RR 200 14 1/ 4905 130R Oal I DL 2679 
9N/57-2b Nye RR 100 6 4880 78R Oal 0 DL 2589 
9N/57-2ba }8 40 35 liS 32 00 Nye RR l,860 
9N/57-5bb )8 40 35 115 35 25 Nye RR 4815 
9N/57-6aa 38 l,Q 35 115 35 55 Nye RR 52.5 12 4810 BR Oal I OL 4778 
WELL NOMB'ER N. LATITUDE W .LONG !TUDE COUNTY BAStN DEPTH CASING ALT. WATER LEVEL AO. USE ANA.l. REMAR¥S AND REFERENCES OIAM. 
deg min sec deg min ':oe-c Inches Feet Depth Date Feet 
9N/57-6da )8 40 05 115 35 55 Nye RR 138 4 4Rop 7.5R oa I 0 54°F; OL 7340 
9N/57-12ab 38 39 35 115 30 35 Nye RR 220 16 4800 IOOR na) 
' 
Ol 8714 
9N/57-20ca 38 37 30 115 35 25 Nye RR 6 4764 F B/7/67 Oal s C,R Flows 4 qom; 56DF 
9N/57-26 Nye RR 90 6? 4780 3R Oa I lnd DL 2909 
9N/57-26dc 38 36 20 115 31 50 Nye RR 90 6 5/B 4768 3R Oa I INO DL 3135 
9N/57-34 Nye RR 55 6 4R Oal lnd Dl 32GIA 
9N/57-34bb )8 36 05 115 33 25 Nye RR 50 6 5/8 4750 4R oal lnd Ol 3336 
9N/57-34cc 38 35 30 115 33 35 Nye RR 4740 
9N/57-34da 38 35 I,o 115 32 30 Nye RR 65 6 518 4740 2R nal lnd DL 3136 
9N/57-35 38 35 50 115 31 51 Nye RR 7B 6 4750 2R Oal lnd DL 2831 
9N/57-35 Nye RR 90 6? 3P Oa I lod DL 2908 
9N/57-35 Nye RR 65 6 2R Oa I lnd DL 3013 
9N/57-35a Nye RR 65 8 Oal lnd DL 2468 
9N/57-35bal 38 36 05 115 32 00 Nye RR 60 5 4755 ISR Oal lod DL 2969 
9N/57-35ba2 38 36 05 115 32 00 Nye RR 200 5 2.SR Oal lnd OL 2968 
9N/57-35ca 38 35 45 115 32 05 Nye RR 65 6 S/8 4749 20R Oa l lnd DL 2965 
9N/57-35cb 38 35 40 liS 32 30 Nye RR 4750 
9N/57-35da 38 35 40 I 15 31 30 Nye RR 4760 
9N/57-36ad 38 35 55 115 30 15 Nye RR 80 6 4860 59. 7" 10/4/67 Oal lnd Water )eve I recorder 
ION/42-28(P) Nye BS 230 6R nal U? Ol 705 
ION/42-28(P) Nye BS 200 7100 40R Pel u DL 706 
ION/43-4 Nye BS 155 14 5650 RR Oal I 64°F; OL 1675 
ION/43-4c 38 45 -,o 117 09 40 Nye BS 20 5675 19M 10/1/13 Oal 0 c Dug well; Meinze.5, 1917 
lO!i/-43-Saa 38 45 35 117 10 00 Nye RS 55 14 5630 F,R 0al S,l Flows ~0 gom; 66 F; Dl 1674 
ION/'<3-Saa Nye as 70 lit? 5630 9.2M 5/2/57 OaJ u Hackett, et al~, 1963 
1.0e 12/1/60 
ION/43-20aa 38 "3 00 117 10 DO Nye BS 592 16 5790 IOSR f"lal, lod DL 7'<3 
Pel 
ION/43-22cc 38 l;2 25 117 08 40 Nye BS 5750 





Ioo 117 04 20 Nye BS 307 20 6900 IoOR "al lnd DL 7Io7 
lON/Io6-12a 38 I,j 30 116 1;4 35 Nye M 13 12 6895 7 .OM 9/19/61 Oal 
' 
R,C Flush & Everett, !96~ 
10N/46-13a 38 1,2 35 116 43 35 Nye M 96 12 6910 7R P.;l,] Oal I Rush & Everett, t96~; DL 153 
lON/46-Jja Nye M 94 12 6900 7R 8/1,7 Oal I Rush & Everett, 1964; Dl 15~ 
ION/47-27(P) Nye 
"' 
8500 Singers Well; existence doubtful 
WEll NUMBER N. LATITUDE W. LONGITUDE COUNTY BASIN DEPTH CASING ALT. WATER LEVEL AQ. USE ANAL. REMARKS AND REFERENCES DIAl<. 
deg min sec deg min sec Inches Feet Depth Date Feet 
ION/49-IOda )8 43 00 116 27 10 Nye LFL 35 6550 )OR 1965 Qa1 R,C 65°F; Rush & Everett, 1966; Lrttle 
251-1 12/13/66 fish Lake Ranch 
I ON/49- 22c(P) 38 4! 05 116 27 55 ye LFL 6499 UCE-10; AEC; Exploratory hole 
!ON/49-27cd 38 40 00 !16 28 00 Nye LFL Oa1 u 
!ON/51-l4d 38 43 35 !16 11 45 Nye HC 55 10 6200 13.3M 41!6/67 Oal u Abandoned Well in Wash. 
ION/53-20aa(P) 38 43 15 116 Ol 40 ye LS 6242 UCE-14; AEC; Exploration Hole 
!ON/54-!Bab(P) 38 44 00 115 56 00 ye LS 170 !5 15R Oal I 56°F; DL 6378 
!ON/57-9cd 38 1,4 10 115 34 05 ye RR 4884 
ION/57-30c 38 11) 40 115 36 )0 ye RR 15 48 4830 11. 3" 7/l/48 Oug well; Eakin. et .at~ 1951 
!ON/57-Jlc 38 J,o 50 liS 36 25 ye RR 445 4815 Drill ho-le No. 2 
ION/57-32bb 38 41 30 !!5 35 40 ye RR 348 6 4B27 F,R Flows ll0-1t8o 9pm; Eakin? et aL, 1951; 
6!. 5°F 
l!N/43-lc 38 50 !0 117 06 10 ye BS !6 5580 l2R 9/12/13 Cal u c 53°F; Oug; Meinzer. 1917 
I!N/43-Bcc 38 49 20 117 !0 40 ye Bs 55 6 5590 F Oal D Flows 4 gpm; 50°;; DL !493 
llN/43-1la 38 49 50 !17 06 40 ye BS 5500 Windmill on AMS map 
l1N/43-l2bd ye BS 75 12 55A5 !BR nal I 46°F; OL 41,14 
I!N/43-12ca 38 lt9 35 !!7 06 25 ye BS !6 5500 12R 9/26/13 c Oid Sarker Ranch dug; Meinzer, 1917 
llN/43-lBdc 38 48 30 I 17 II 20 ye BS 56!0 
l!N/43-22c 38 37 40 1!7 08 30 ye BS 12 5580 6.5M 9/10/13 Oa I s c Oug; Meinzer, l917 
II N/43-22d 38 37 ltO 117 07 55 ye BS 5590 F,R Old Crowell Ranch 
l!N/43-24d 38 47 35 117 05 45 ye BS NCHM 
llN/43-27d ye BS 750 16 5610 Oal I OL 6)29 
llN/43-29b 38 47 20 117 10 35 ye BS 372 !6 9BR Oal lnd OL 1999 
!IN/43-29bd 38 47 20 117 10 35 ye BS 300 !6 5650 p 1967 Oal I R Carw~rs Fio ... Jing Well; ''Est. Flow 90 gpo 
IIN/43-2Jlbd 38 47 20 117 10 35 ~ye BS 5650 F'' 1967 Qal I 
llN/43-3 aa 38 47 25 117 II 00 ye BS !!8 5670 45R Oal u OL 2033 
OL 36 79 
I!N/46-I!c 38 48 Olt 1!6 46 20 ye M 6 6865 B.SM 4/15/64 Gal s Rush & Everett. 196ft 
11N/46-!6cd 38 47 15 1!6 48 25 ye M 8 6900 35* l/13/67 a! 0 R,C WPumping; Pine Creek Ranch 
!IN/46-J6b 38 45 15 1!6 44 55 ye M 6860 
IIN/49-!0aa 38 48 35 !!6 Z7 00 ye LFL 6852 UCE-9; AEC; Exploration hole 
!IN/5J-6c(P) 38 48 50 !16 04 18 ye L5 900 6 6550 >500M 1966 to a l, u Arabbel Well; Snyder, 1963; 
trv? Rush & Everett, t966 
I!N/55·2d(P) ye RR 300 5965 DryR Oa l u Snyder, 1963; Dug?; questionable ~ocatl 
IIN/55-llcd(P) ye RR 289 6? 6!00 230R Oal s Dl ~000; questionable location 
on 
liN/55-Zld(P) ye RR 16.6 6550 Oa l u Dug; Snyder, 1963; questionable locatic n 
WELL NUMBER N. LATITUDE II. LONG I TUDE COUNTY BASIN DEPTH CASING ALT. WATER LEVEL AQ. USE ANAL. REMARKS AND REFERENCES OIAM. 
deg min 5ec deg min s.ec Inches Feet Depth Date feet 
) 1 N/56-2.ca 38 50 35 115 30 35 Nye RR 250 6 5120 20R (la t , D DL 5071 
Tv? 
I I N/56-Zda 38 50 33 115 30 18 Nye RR 250 14 5100 29R Oal, I OL 5718 
Tv1 
IIN/57-9d(P) 38 49 26 115 34 18 ~ye RR 354 6 son 174.9M 4/25/48 Oa1 s Bull Creek We II No. 1; Hackett and othe rs, 
175.2M 2/13/48 1963; Eakin, et ai~, 1951, Snyder, 1963. 
172.2M 10/25/57 
12N/43-3b 38 56 00 117 08 25 Nye BS 545 18 5535 5M Oal I OL 866R 
12N/43-3d 38 55 30 117 07 50 10 5560 7M 9/27113 0 c Dug~ Meinzer, 1917 
0 12N/43-9b 38 55 12 117 09 28 Nye BS 330 14 5570 60R Oal D,l R,C R.O. Inc. Ranch; 62 F; DL 1651 
12N/43-9c 38 54 33 117 09 28 Nye BS 207 14 5575 35R Oal I 45°F; Ol 1608 
12N/43-9c 38 54 33 117 09 28 Nye BS 190 121 31.6M 5/2157 Oal u Hackett and others, i963 
35.6M 1211!60 
l2N/43-IIb 38 55 00 117 07 13 Nye BS 73 6 I I 5520 F,R Oal s Flows ~ gpm; 50°F; DL 1581 
12N/43-I 8 Nye BS 500 14 5765 90R fla1 I DL 7283 
12N/44-4dd 38 55 20 117 02 OS Nye BS 55 6 5810 !6R Oal 0 50°F; Ol 1446 
12N/44-25d 38 52 00 116 59 00 Nye BS 50 6 6800 20R Oal 0 R Anderson Creek Ranch 
l2N/47-1Bcc(P 38 52 20 116 43 55 ~ye M 18 6820 4.2M 4/15/64 Oal s Pine Creek Ranch; Rush & Everett, 196~. 
4.7M 1/13/67 
12N/47-16c ~t M 6900 Tv R,C UCE-16; AEC; Exploratory Hole 12N/47-30d 38 50 45 116 43 05 ye M 8 6850 ].OM 1/13/67 Qal s [ R Mosquito Creek Ranch 
12N/47-32bc 38 50 15 116 •z 50 Nye M NCHM 
12.N/50-3aa 38 54 40 116 20 08 Nye LFL 6925 C,R UCE-12A; AEC 
l2N/55-25c(Pj 38 51 58 115 44 18 Nye RR 289 5675 205R Qal s Snyder, 1963 
12N/56-19b 38 53 27 115 43 IS Nye RR 20.7 5490 DryR Oal u Dug; Snyder, 1963 
12N/56-2ld 38 53 06 115 40 23 Nye RR 107 5350 20R Oal D,S Snyder, 1963 
llN/56-27 Nye RR 400 OryR Oa 1, OL 2175 
Tv 
12N/56-27cd 38 52 09 115 39 45 Nye RR 86 5230 21R flat , s OL 5723 
Tv 
12N/56- Jqcc 38 51 10 liS 40 00 Nye RR 202 14 5230 7R Oal I DL 5071 
12N/57-9b (P) 38 55 06 liS 34 32 Nye RR 5500 Oal Sui i Creek \Jell No. 2 
12N/57-17d(P) 38 53 55 115 34 52 Nye RR 350 5390 2BOR Oal s Snyder. 1963 
WEll NUMBER N. lATITUDE W .LONGITUDE COUNTY BASIN DEPTH CASING ALT. WATER lEVEl AQ. USE ANAL. REMARKS ANO REFERENCES DIAM. 
deg mtn sec deg min sec Inches Feet Depth Dete Feet 
13N/43-4b 39 OJ 12 117 09 22 Nye BS 5 5440 1.6M 9!11/13 Oal u c Dug; Meinzer, 1917 
13N/43-5b 39 OJ 05 117 10 44 Nye ss IOJ 6 5500 f,R 10/6/14 Oal D c Flowing 40 gpm (19!~); 64°F; Meinzer, 917; 
13H/43-J8d 38 48 55 117 11 05 Nye es 15 5510 9M 9/29/13 Oal c 
Mi 1let Ranch Wen 
54°F; Du9; Meinzer, 1917o Jones Ranch Well 
(Turks Ranch) 
13N/43-19ab 38 48 45 117 ll 05 Nye BS 4 5500 r.M 3/l B/67 Oal s R,C Flows iO gpm; 59°F; Turks Ranch 
l3N/43-29b 38 57 45 117 10 00 Nye BS 127 6 5520 F,M 10/7!14 c Flows 120 gpm; Meinzer, 1917 
13N/44-2Jab 38 58 40 117 02 15 Nye BS 5450 
I 3N/45-25(P) 38 56 05 116 51 30 Nye M 7900 Two Wei Js in L Northumberland Can 
13N/47-13ab ~ye H ~100 Tv R,C UCE-3o AEC; exploratory hole 13N/47-3Ddb 38 57 00 116 43 10 Nye M 11.2 18 790 3.3M 3/20/67 Oal s C,R Wlnd mill by Salt Marsh 
13N/56-19 Nye RR 85 5595 BOR Qal D Dug;. Snyder, 1963 
14N/41-8c Nye RE 50 6 6)50 10 7/24/50 Oal a 50°F; Eakin, Moore~ and Everett, 1965; 
14N/41-J6a 65 6 6410 22R 7/31/50 
OL0 1447; location Questionable Nye RE Oal a 50 F; Eakin et al.. 1965; Ol llt48 
14N/41-18b Nye RE 6 6450 25.6K 6{24/64 Oal a Eakin. et al""' 1965 
14N/41-l9c Nye RE 8 6440 15.81-l 6/24/64 Oal s Eakin. et al.~ 1965 
14N/41-19d Nye RE 268 14 6480 2~R 10/13/50 f'a l • I Eakin, et a1~ 1965; Dl 1~55 
Tv? 
!4N/43-10a 39 05 qQ 117 07 "5 Nye BS 133 6 5540 F,M 9/20/13 Oal s c Flows 10 gpm; Meinzer~ 1917; A, Gendre 
14N/43-16 ~ye BS 204 12 5560 F ,R Oa1 I Flows 10 gpm; Dl 1337 
14N/43-28db 39 02 35 117 09 00 Nye BS 202 6 54~0 f:,R 3/18/67 Oal I R,C Flows 90 gom 
14N/51-13 Nye lS 210 6 7020 F,R Oal s f1ows 50 ~om; DL 791 
Rch 
14N/51-24ca 39 04 05 116 10 40 Nye LS 7000 Willow Creek Ranch 
14N/55-12(P) White Pine RR 400 5960 DryR naJ u Snyder. 196-3 
14N/56-19b(P) White Pine RR 6000 !>al u Snyder, 1963 
15N/41-28c 39 08 05 117 2Z 30 Nye RE 6 6320 14.3H 6(24/64 0al 0 c Eakin, et al., 1964 
JSN/44-Ia Lander BS 6 5552 F,M ){18/67 Qa1 s R,C Flows 0.75 ggm; 53°F 
15N/44-2c 39 11 05 117 00 20 Lander BS 22 6 5590 1].4H 9/19/13 Oal s c Dug well~ 64 F; Meinzer, 1917 
15N/44-20ba 39 09 05 117 03 30 Nye BS 57 67 5590 )3.81-1 S/2/57 fial u Hackett and others, 1963; Wl 38.6M 12/ /60 
15N/47-8a ~9 09 15 116 41 35 Nye M 6720 170R 4/14/64 c R Rush and Everett, 1964; Monitor Ranch 
WHl NUMBER N. LATITUDE W. LONG ITUOE COUNTY BASIN DEPTH CASING ALT. WATER LEVEL OIAl-1. AO. USE ANAL. REMARKS AND REFERENCES 
deg min sec deg min sec Inches feet Depth Oa;te. feet 
15N/4B-30ca 39 06 20 116 36 ljQ Nye · M 350 12 669;; lOP 19S3 I Rush and Everett, 15'63; Dl lt939 
15N/50-4da 39 II 55 116 20 10 Eureka AN 252 16 1/2 6460 125R 2/64 Oai I Rush and Everett, l%!;; OL 76~9 
15N/52-13ba 39 10 40 116 04 00 Eureka FC 376 8 1/4 6405 347R 1942 Oal, o,s Eighteen Mile Well; Sny<ler, 1)63; 
Tv Rush & Everett, 1966; Ol 213 
15N/52-35c(P) 39 07 25 116 05 10 Nye fC 500 6"35 400R Oa I s Snyder, t963; Push & Everett, 19&6 
15N/53-23a Nye FC 350 6160 186R 1965 Oal s Nev1 deep vJell; Snyder, 1963; Rush & 
E11erett. 1966. 
15N/53-25d Nye FC 200 6 6355 155R 1963 Oal s Snyder, 1963; P.ush & Everett, 19&.S 
15N/53-28a 39 08 so 116 00 30 Nye FC 242 8 6180 220R 1956 Oal s Push & Everett, 1966; OL 3421 
l5N/53-2Bb 39 08 55 116 00 40 Nye FC 350 61RO Oa1 s Snyder, 1963; old Deeo \ole! I 
15N/53-31 a 39 07 55 ll6 02 30 Nye fC 256 6290 235R Oal u Snyder, 1963 
15N/53-32b 39 07 ·55 116 01 55 Nye FC 240 6250 225R Oa1 Snyder, 1963 
ISN/53-JZc 39 07 15 116 02 00 Nye FC 300 12 6260 24RM 10/20/65 nal, u Rush & Everett, 1G66; OL 2405 
Tv? 
15N/53-32db 39 07 35 116 Ol 30 Nye fC 6231 
15N/54-2 (P) White Pine fC 14.9 63AO lOR 0a1 s Snyder, 1363; dug 
0 l5N/54-6d(P) 39 11 45 ll5 56 00 Lander fC !64 36 X 6100 158.5M 10/20/65 nal s c Ouq \<!ell, 3 1x4 1 ; 57 c; Snyder, 1963; 
48 Rush and Everett, 1966 
l5N/54-Ila(P) 39 ll 15 liS 51 15 White Pine FC i!S 63i!O 15P 1963 flal Pogues Wel i; Rush & Everett, 1966 
15N/5i!-20d(P) Nye FC 164 6600 OryR 1963 Oal, u Snyder, 1963; Rush & Everett, 1966 
Pls7 
l5N/54-32dt(P Nye fC 6780 
15N/55-21 (P) White Pine RR 271. 6335 DryR Oal u Snyder, l963 
15N/55-36b(P) 39 07 30 liS 44 20 White Pine RR 6055 Dry,R Qal u Snyder, 1963 
15N/57-17d 39 09 30 I IS 3i! 50 White Pine RR 200 6085 200.R Oal s Snyder, 1963 
15N/57-19a 39 09 10 115 35 50 White Pine RR 6 6040 204.9M 4/29/48 Eakin, et at, i951; possibly same .. ,.ell 
as ISN/57-I?d 
i6N/41-16d(P) Lander RE 101 7000 SOR Oal s 52°F; OL 8303 o' 8308 
16N/42-7 Lander RE 200 6 5990 80R Oa1 0 DL 1342 
16N/42-8 Lander RE 103 6 DryR na 1 u DL 750 
16N/42-8ca 39 15 40 117 16 55 Lander RE 000 16 5900 47 .4M 5/22/50 Oal 
' 
Eakin, Moore, fverett, 1965; Dl 131.,3 
l6N/42-Scb 39 15 40 117 17 as Lander RE 143 8 5990 l10R 11/30/56 Oal s Eakin~ et a~, 1965; DL 3612 
16N/42-9c 39 15 40 ll7 15 50 lander RE 146 8 5990 IOB.IM 6/23/64 na1 s Eakin, et ai .. , 1965; OL 3613 
16N/42 -19bb 39 14 35 117 18 20 lander RE 20 48 6040 13.2M 6/9/48 Oa l u Eakin, et al,, i965 
WELL NIJI1BER N. LATITUDE II. LONGITUDE COUNTY BASIN DEPTH CASING ALT. WATER LEVEL OIAM. AQ. USE ANAL. REMARKS AND REFERENCES 
deg min sec deg min sec Inches Feet Depth Date Feet 
16N/42-19dd 39 13 55 117 17 20 Lander PE 146 R 610 107.GM 6/23!6• Oal I c 50°F; Eakin, et al., 1965; Dl 1454 
16N/42-19dd 39 13 55 117 17 20 Lander RE p RI,OM 6/23/61. Oal u Eakin, et ai., 1965 
16N/42-30ad Lander RE 250 14 610 64.1M 6123/64 Oal I 50°F; Eakin, et al., 1965; DL 1438 
16N/44-23a(P) 39 14 05 116 59 35 Lander BS 15 559 II. 7M 9/1 P/13 Oal s c Dug; Meinzer, lcil7 
16N/44-24b(P) 39 14 15 116 59 05 Lander BS 120 5 5/f 5.'7 F,R 194R Oa1 s Flows 6 gpm; 84 F; DL 778 
16N/ '<4- 36dc(F 39 II so 116 sa 30 Lander BS 5,5 
16N/45-28ba 39 38 25 116 55 30 Lander BS 556. \.li ndmlll 
16N/45-32 Lander BS 200 6 555 F.R 1954 Oal s Flows 2 gpm; 67°F; Ol 2670 
16N/47-4dd 39 15 05 116 40 05 Lander M 6 645 58.21' 9/21/61 Oa1 s R 60°F; Rush & Everett. 1964; Potts Well 
16N/47-35ab 39 II 25 116 38 20 lander M 105 6 651 8~.6M 4/14/6~ Oal 
" 
Rush & Everett, i96lt; Airport well 
101.2M 3/23/67 
J6N/48-8ba 39 I~ 50 116 35 25 Eureka M 250 12 682 l08R Oa1 I OL ~432 
16N/48-JO Eureka M 2~5 123/4 745 20R Oal I 5~°F; DL 7129 
16N/5D-26cd (P 39 13 30 116 18 40 Eureka AN 638 \Ji ndmlll 
i6'~/50-29a (P) 39 38 55 116 21 25 Eureka AN 6 654 216.5M ~/16/6~ Oal s Rush & Everett, 1964 
16N/51-7da 39 16 15 116 15 45 Eureka AN 105 6 632 26.6M 12/21/66 Oal s Segura Well; 54°F~ Rusll & Everett, 
1964; DL 7232 
16N/51-7d Eureka AN 30 72 627 2S.4M 7/21/49 0al s Rush & Everett. 1964; 15 years of 
2B.OM 3/24/64 Periodic measurements 
i6N/51-17ba 39 15 55 116 15 15 Eureka AN 640 Cerutti Well No. 2 
16N/52·19 (P) 39 14 40 116 09 30 Eureka AN 130 6 3/R 675 60R Oal 0 68°F; OL 1325 
16N/52-19(P) Eureka AN 130 10 3/R 675 60R Cal I 6R°F; OL 1326 
16N/53-10dbc 39 16 20 115 59 30 Eureka FC l'i 4 603 6.2~ I 0/5/6 7 Oal s Water level recorder 
16N/53-10d Eureka FC 539 1?. 605{ 4.9M R!J3J1R u Eakin, JCJ60; Snyder, 1963; Rush & 
I<;R ]q63 Everett,. 1966 
16N/53-30bd 39 14 00 116 03 00 Eureka FC 11\6 ~ 611. R2F 1G42 nal s Lehner. et al., lq6i; Rush & Everett. 
79.2H 9/1/6; Tv 1966; ~='ish Creek Well No. 3 
i6N/53-36d Eureka FC na1 Snyder, 1963 
16N/54-15b 39 15 40 115 53 00 White Pine FC 4R 601 RSR Jq63 Oal s Dug; Snyder, 1963; Rush & Everett, 196 
16NI54-17cc 39 15 05 115 55 15 Eureka FC 126 602 ?OR Oal s R Snyder, i963 
16N/54-20b Eureka FC 125 6 606 77R Oal u Fush & fverett, 1966; DL 3545 
16N/56-3ldb 39 12 25 115 42 30 ¥lh i te P ne FC 639 Oil l,.lell 
6 
16N/57·14ab 39 IS 35 115 31 20 White P ne NE 69.2 BOR 50R Pls. Dug; Snyder. 1963 
16N/57-17 WhitePne NE 710 Oil Well 
N. LATITUDE W.LONGITUOE COUNTY BASIN DEPTH CAS lNG ALT. WATER LEVEL AQ. USE ANAL. REMARKS AND REFERENCES WELL NUKBER DIAM. 
deg rnio sec deg rnln sec fnches feet Depth Oate Feet 
17N/41-12ab 39 21 25 117 18 45 lander RE 16 5900 78.3M S/25/54 Oal I Eakin. et a1. 7 1965 17N/41-13ab 39 20 35 117 18 40 Lander RE 16 5900 Oal I Eakin, et al •• 1965 
17N/41-13dc 39 20 00 ll7 18 40 Lander RE 216 16 5900 41R 6/8/61 Oal I Snydec, 1963; Dl 6026 
17N/41-23 39 19 00 117 19 30 Lander RE 122 6 6020 ~2R Oal s DL 413 
17N/41-24bb 39 19 40 117 19 20 Lander H 2R7 16 5950 9R.9~ 6/25/~4 nal D ,I Eakin, et aL. 1965; DL 6507 
I?NJI, l-24cc 39 19 00 ! 17 19 25 Lander RE 118 6 5950 ]G.5M 6;q;4R nal s Fakin, et al. ~ 1965 
17N/41-24cc 39 19 00 117 19 25 Lander RE 16 5950 !lOR 6/2,/64 D, I Eakin, et al., 1965 
17N/41-24cc 39 19 00 117 19 25 Lander RE 290 16 I DL 7167 
17N/l, 1-24db 39 19 10 117 I B 50 lander RE "'2 16 nal I DL Rl70 
17N/41-25dc 39 18 00 117 18 55 Lander RE 400 16 5960 42R oa] I DL Rsos 
I?N/42-3 lander RE 70.2 R <;R60 21.2M 6123/f>u nal s Eakin, et al., Jq65; DL •616 
l7N/42-6cb 39 21 55 117 !R 15 Lander RE 332 16 5~50 43P S/4/63 Oal I Eakin. et al.. 1965; Dl 7032 
17N/42-28a 39 18 . 40 117 16 20 Lander RE 104.1 B 5880 70.7M 6/23/64 Oal s Eakin, et at., 1965; Dt 36t1 
17N/42-34c 39 17 30 117 14 50 lander RE 115.~ R s~M 91.6M 6/23/6" Oa1 s Eakin, et al.~ 1965; DL 3615 
l7NJ4t,-12 lander es 322 6 5920 241R na l , o,s Montgomery, et al., !965; Dl 1695 
Tv 
l 7N/45-13ddd ( )39 19 36 116 51 27 lander 85 5660 F.~ Tv, l44°F 
Pis 
17N/t,5 1/2-12 
dac 39 2l 20 • 116 50 20 lander 8S 5693 Windmi 11 
I?N/45 1/2-13 
de ander BS 60 5 5/ 5750 
17N/45 1/2-14 
F,R 1948 Oal D,S Flowing 3 gpm; OL 7i9; May be several wells 
d(P) 39 19 50 116 51 14 ander BS 56Ro F,R Tv, l17°f 
Pis 
17N/45 1/2-23 
(P) 39 19 38 I 16 51 18 f-ander BS 5680 v, 
Pis 
17N/45 1/2-24 39 19 16 116 50 52 ander BS 56RO v, 
da {R) Pis 
17N/46-?9b(P) 39 21 20 116 47 55 ander BS 5771 Pete 1s Well 
l7N/46-l8cd(P) 33 20 25 116 49 45 ander BS 5747 
17N/47-8a (R) 39 19 50 116 41 35 ander M 6 63M 76. 7~ l,/14/64 Oal s Rusk and Everett, 196Z. 
17N/49-9dd(P) ureka AN 315 I b A!OD 40R Oal I OL 77A7 
l7N/50-25a 39 19 15 116 17 10 urek.rt AN 60 6 6110 l6R 6/5 I •' ' 
Rush and Everett. 1Cl6-4; DL !684 
17N/50-34dd 39 17 50 116 19 23 ureka AN 6401 OCE-13: Atomic Energy Comm. Exo~oratlo 
l7N/51-22bb(P) 39 20 IS 116 13 15 ureka AN 116 A 6350 R9.3~ 12/21/61, al s Maybe Wel i; OL 1722 
17N/51-27cc(P) 39 18 45 116 13 25 ureka AN 277 6 3/ 639" l57R 9/42 a I, o,s Lehner. et aJ., 1q6l; Rush & Everett. 
Hole 
964; 
161. 7e 7/20/49 v Dl 212; 3 C Well 
'WELL NUMBER N. LATITUDE W. LONG !TUDE COUNTY BASI~ DEPTH CASING ALT. WATE~. lEVEL AQ. USE ANAL. REMARKS ANO REFERENCES DIA/1. 
deg min sec deg min sec lnc::hes Feet Depth Date Feet 
l7N/51·31b(P) 39 18 20 116 16 15 Eureka AN IB 6 6290 14 .9~ 7/20/49 Oal s Cerutti well; Rush & Everett, 1964 
6560 
14.4~ 4!16/64 
17N/52-7ca (P) 39 21 25 116 09 45 Eureka AN 351 (, 318R R/26/42 s Mine We11; 58°F; DL 211 
17N/52-17b(P) 39 20 55 116 09 00 Eureka AN 26 14 6800 23.8M 7/21/49 Oal u Fish Creek Well; Rush & Everett, 1964 
17N/53-29bc 39 19 15 116 02 10 Eureka FC 172 8 6190 149R Oal s Rush and Everett, 1966; Ol 215 
17N/54-2dd 39 22 10 liS 51 20 White Pine FC 76 5960 30R 1961 Cal s Rush and Everett. 1966; DL 5988 
17N/54-8 Eureka FC 223 Oal OL 3544 
17N/54-14b 39 20 55 115 52 00 White Pine FC 5960 51.9M 10/20/65 Oal s Rush and Everett, 1966 
17N/54-16b 39 21 00 115 54 20 White Pine FC 16 6080 84.311 10/20/65 Oal c 57°F 
17N/54-22a 39 20 10 115 52 39 White Pine FC 48.5 59RO 48.5M Oal s Black Point \Jell; Dug; Snyder, 1963 
17N/54·29ca 39 I B 55 115 55 10 Eureka FC 61 48 5990 52R 1961 Oal s Dug Well; Snyder, 1963; Rush & Everett 
55R 10/14/65 1966; OL 5635 
17N/55-4b 39 22 20 115 47 20 White Pine 59f>O 55R Oal 
' 
Snyder, 1963; 18 Mile Well 
17N/55-27d (P) 39 18 25 115 45 35 l,!hite Ptne NE 39. 6331 35P Oal Bla~k Shale Well; Dug; Snyder, 1963 
17N/56-14ab 39 20 45 115 38 00 White Pine Nf 62RO 
17N/57·2"c 39 19 20 115 30 35 White Pine NE 6RRO dry R R/65 nal 
' 
Oug; Snyder. 1963 
17N/57-26 39 18 45 115 31 25 White Pine NE 6P40 Oal Well and cistern 
18N/41-J6cc 39 22 30 117 19 20 Lander RE 325 16 5000 R3 .2M 6/25/64 Oal I Ea~in. et al .• 1.:;65; DL 7031 
J8N/42-9bb 39 26 35 117 15 50 Lander RE 240 16 sRoo 41 .RM h/24/64 Oal I 5R F; Fakin, et a1,, 1965; Dl 6114 
18N/42-9cb 39 26 15 117 15 55 Lander RF 16 5ROO 40.BM 511 /b3 Oal I Eakin, et al .• 1965 
18N/42-14c 39 25 30 117 13 35 Lander RE 12 5760 4.2M 6!24!f,4 nal 0 Eakin, et al .• i965 
18N/42-16bb 39 25 40 117 15 55 lander RE 420 16 5ROO 2RR 5/&5 Oal I OL RS06 
IBN/42-I]ab 39 25 1;5 117 !6 30 lander RE 1;10 16 5820 46R R/65 nal I OL R766 
IBN/42-I]ba 39 25 45 117 16 45 Lander RE 5821 46.9M 5!1/63 Oal I Eakin, et a1 •• 1965 
l8N/lt2-17bb 39 25 45 117 17 00 lander RE 316 16 51.5M 6/24/64 nal I Eakin, et al., 1965; DL 5571 
18N/42-17bb 39 25 45 117 17 00 Lander RE 432 16 44R 1/60 nal I OL 5571 
18N/42-19ba 39 24 50 117 18 00 Lander RE 516 16 5870 65R 10/65 Oal I DL 8725 
18N/42-19ca 39 24 25 117 17 55 Lander RE 1;97 16 5865 64R l;/65 0al I OL 8498 
18N/42-20ba 39 24 50 117 16 45 Lander RE 499 16 5820 6).411 6/24/64 Oal D, I Eakln, et al., 1965; Dl 6587 
18N/42-26 lander RE 47.4 8 5800 8.6M 6!24/64 Oal s Eakin, et al .• 1965; OL 3618 
lBN/42 ·27c 39 23 35 117 14 30 lander RE 5790 \.Jindmi ll 
lBN/42-28 Lander RE 20 10 58on 10.2M 6/25/61; Oal s Eakln, eta!., 1965; Dl 3614 
18N//;2-30bb 39 24 00 117 18 15 Lander RE 506 16 5860 65R Cal I OL 8428 
J8N/42-30cb 39 23 40 II 7 18 15 Lander RE 16 5850 93.2M 6/25/64 Cal I Eakin, et a1.~ 196-5 
18N/42-30cb 39 23 40 117 18 15 Lander RE 520 16 5850 65R 2/64 Oal I DL 7713 
18N/42-31bb 39 23 05 117 18 10 lander RE 401. 16 ~Bso 65R 8/64 Oal I DL 8169 
WELL NUMBER N. LATITUDE W .LONG !TUDE COUNTY BASIN DEPTH CASING ALT. WATER LEVEL AQ. USE ANAL. REMARKS AND REFERENCES DIAH. 
deg min sec deg rr.i n sec inches Feet Depth Date Feet 
ISN/42-Jibb 39 23 05 117 lR 10 Lander RE 221 16 5850 48.5M 6/24/64 Oal I Eakin, et al., 1965; OL 5573 
18N/42-31cc 39 22 30 117 IR 10 Lander PE 16 5870 64.4M 6/25/64 Oa1 l Eakin, et al., 1965 
18N/42·33 Lander RE 3B. R 5810 17 .2M 6/24/64 Oal s Eakin, et al., nL 3517 
18N/42-34cc 39 23 40 117 !4 55 Lander PF 5820 Windmi 11 
18N/42-35c 39 22 35 117 13 35 Lander RE 450 R 5R20 7. l.M ~f2r,j64 Oal D~S Eakin, et aJ., 1964 
ISN/43-Icb 39 27 IS 117 05 so Lander RE 19 R 6328 17 .;M R/67 
18N/43-6d ander RF 241 16 3/R 5740 ~.7M 6tzr.t64 Oa1 l Eakin, et al., 1CJ65; DL 5571!: 
18N/43-17b 39 25 55 117 10 lO ander RE 71 4 5790 F,R 6/2hf64 na1 D, I Eakin, et a1 .• Jq65 
18N/45-20bc 39 24 25 1!6 57 00 ander ss 7R 6 6!!~ }~R 6/53 Oal D OL 2297 
!8N/45-25bc 39 23 35 1!6 52 1 5 ander BS 572R Vii ndmi 11 
!8N/45-35c Lander as 40 5690 20R Oal D OL 451 
18/46-31 (P) Lande-r BS 175 10 5690 !lOR 6/54 r<al, lnd DL 2579 
Tv 
!AN/47-5dcc 39 26 55 116 42 !0 Lander M 115 6 6299 Ri.5M 4/l5/47 s Dameie Veil; Rush and Everett, 1~6~ (P) RO.IlM 3/16/48 
18N/47-8c(P) lander 
" 
6 6317 s 71°F; Rush and Everett. 1964 
!8N/47-l9b(P) Lander M 6 6420 nal s R,C 53°F; Windmill; Rush and Everett, 1964 
!8Nf47-20a(P) 39 21, 45 116 4! 50 ander M 6320 Oal c Monitor Well; 73°F; Rush and Everett, I 
1BN/48-7ac 39 26 25 1!6 36 25 ander M 6 6371 l53.6M 4!!4/64 Oal s Rush and Everett, 1964; Woods Well 
18N/48-23ba 39 24 55 116 32 10 Eureka K 6920 Windmt 1l 
964 
18N/50-23db 39 24 20 116 20 50 Eureka AN 35 12 6340 4.6M 7/20/49 Oal u c 72°F; RuSh and Everett, 1964 
4.81< 4!!6/64 
4.6M 10/3/66 
l8N/50-28dbb 39 24 20 116 20 so ureka AN 39.5 12 6340 F,M 12/21/&6 Oal S,D R,C 3 sgm flow from well drilled in spring; 
158 F; Ru"Sh and Everett, 1961! 
!8N/5l-l0b 39 27 10 116 13 20 ureka AN 6 6!90 !76. 7M 4!!6/64 Oal 5 R.ush and Everett6 1964 !SN/51-lBcc 39 25 45 !16 16 55 ureka AN 648 12 6190 F,M 8/8/49 Oal-, I ,D FLows jlj gpm; 72 F; Rush and Everett, I 964; 
Tv DL 2!6 
Pis 
i8N/5l-22cb 39 25 10 116 13 25 ureka AN l 35 ~ 3/~ 6230 58.81\ 4/16/64 Oal s 69°F; Rush and Everett~ 1964; DL i330 
l8N/5l-30bc 39 24 30 116 !6 45 Eureka AN 6190 F,M R/!8/49 Oa1. R,C Flgws 170 gpm (8/2/49), 200 gpm (4/16/6 
Pis 72 F; Rush and Everett, 1964 
4); 
\tlELL NUM8(R N:. LAT !TUDE W. LONG I TUOE COUNTY BASIN DEPTH 
deg min sec deg min sec 
IBN/51-30da 39 21, 20 116 16 05 Eureka AN 738 
18N/51-34d 39 23 10 116 12 so Eureka AN 134 
18N/53-3aab(P 39 27 55 115 59 00 Eureka 
18N/55-3c 39 27 15 115 1,6 25 White Pine NE 176 
I SN/55-6 'White Pine NE 70 
18N!55-8 White Pine NE 147 
i8N/55-9b White Pine NE 82 
IBN/55-lied 39 26 20 115 45 05 White Pine NE 240 
18N/55-23b 39 25 15 115 45 25 White Pine NE 58 
IBN/55-31 ca 39 23 10 115 49 35 White Plne NE 43.2 
I SN/56-Zb 39 27 50 115 38 15 White Plne NE 1431 
18N/56-2ld 39 24 25 115 40 20 White Plne NE 41 
18N/56-33a White Pine NE 20.3 
18N/57-15a 39 25 52 115 32 09 White Pine NE 1'<.0 
19N/43-15dd(P 39 30 25 117 07 45 Lander RE 400 
19N/43-l6d 39 30 25 117 08 30 lander Rf 110 
19N/43-l7d 39 30 25 117 09 40 lander RE 365 
I 
I 
CASING ALT. WATER LEVEL DIAM. 
Inches Feet Depth Date Feet 
13 6190 F,M 8118149 
6 6330 94.11-1 7/20/49 
94.4M 3/24/64 
3'x31/2 770 32M 8/23/67 
16 5934 57R 6(1/65 
6 6200 35R 8/49 
10 5980 118R 8/62 
16 5950 55R 
14 5900 45R 
5940 51,, IM 5/28/54 
54.9M 8/24/60 
3 5940 34.6M 12/21/46 
33.6M 12/18/59 
6030 145(?)R 
6480 24.8M 8/27/57 
6550 7.9M 8/22/57 
6480 10.4M 8/22/57 
16 5~00 l05R R/13/63 











































N. LATITUDE 'W. LONG I TUQE COUNTY BASIN DEPTH CASING ALT. \lATER LEVEL AQ. USE ANAL. REMARKS ANO REFERENCES WELL NUMBER ~JAM. 
deg min sec deg min se<:: fnches Feet Depth Date Feet 
19N/43-20da 39 29 45 117 09 30 lander RE 345 8 572( F ,M 6/24/64 Oal s Flo.'<'s .5 90m;Eakin, et al.,l965; OL 105 
19N/44-l3bd 39 30 40 116 58 45 lander BS 55.5 6 6480 12R Qal 0 55°F; DL 4864 
19N/44-19dc 39 29 25 117 04 05 Lander RE 6688 320R Ross, 1953; Mine Shaft 
19N/44-29b 39 29 05 117 03 40 lander RE 3ft 6880 25 .IM 8!67 Mine Shaft 
19N/45-35cb (P 39 27 45 116 53 30 lander BS so 12 5990 O,R Qal I DL 6304; Givens Ranch 
19N/47-9ad 39 31 35 116 40 35 Lander M 119 6359 Oa1 s Damele Well; Rush & Everett, 1964 
19N/47-31aa 39 28 20 116 42 50 Eureka 6310 Windrn~ll 
19N/47-36bb 39 29 20 116 38 10 Eureka M 102 8 6260 56R ~/19/58 Oal Fnd Rush and Everett, 1964; Ol 71~6 
47.6M I,/14/64 
19N/48-12ac(P 39 31 50 ll6 30 55 Eureka M 6183 
19N/49-4ab 39 33 35 116 27 35 Eureka M 6142 
19N/49-5cc Eureka M 280 12 6!60 6R Oal I Rush & Everett, 1964; Dl 1885 
19N/49-5da 39 33 10 116 28 20 Eureka M 6157 
19N/49-6da 39 33 DO 116 29 25 Eureka M 6160 Windmi 11 
19N/49-8bd 39 32 20 116 28 50 Eureka M 6160 
19N/49-18ca Eureka M 90 6 1/4 6234 23R B/59 Oa1 s 52°F; Wood 1 s Well No. 1; Rush & 
Everett, 1964; OL 5515 
19N/49-30aa 39 30 00 116 29 30 Eureka M 223 18 6280 85R B/59 0al, 0,1 Lehner, et al .,1961; Rush and Everett, 
90R 5/64 Tv? DL 4893 
i9N/S0-16bcc 39 31 25 116 21 25 Eureka AN 315 6105 F,R 8/18/49 Oal D,S, R,C Rush -& Everett, 1964; Bart ine Ranch 
1964: 
I 
19N/50-17dab 39 31 25 ll6 21 35 Eureka AN 6102 F ,M Artesian Wei!; Flows 155 gpm 
19N/52-34d(P) 39 28 25 ll6 06 00 Eureka AN 540 6 7210 461.3M 11!17/53 Oal u Rush & Everett, T964; Dry lake (Florio} 
19N/53-Bab 39 32 15 116 01 27 Eureka Dl 6 6110 178.3M 9/28/t\0 Oal s Eakin, l962; Holly Well 
19N/53-12c Eureka Dl 7.6 30 6440 5.5M 3/9/61 Oa I D qb°F; Eakin, 1962 
19N/53-13 Eureka Dl 200 6 40R 1947 Tv D Nolan, 1962; OL 449 
19N/53-13b Eureka 01 141 6 111 R 8/1,9 0a I s 40°F, DL 1063 
19N/53-13c Eureka 01 60 6 14R 9/56 0a1 I Rush & Everett, 1964; Dl 35/.j6 
19N/53-14da Eureka Dl 265 8 Oal. I DL 8329 
Wel 
Pis 
19N/53-22ad 39 30 10 115 59 05 Eureka 01 7000 !ODOR c Fad Shaft; Nolan, 1962 
19N/53-24 Eureka 01 294 6 6850 }OR 8/61 Oal, D DL 6o77 
Pis 
19N/53-25 Eureka 01 60 8 39R 7/54 Qai. M Rush & Everett, 1964; Ol 2669 
Tv? 
19N/53-25c Eureka Dl 75 6 7120 14R 4/56 Oal D Rush & Everett, 1964; OL 3390 
19N/55-15 'w'hite Pine NE 200 16 5877 35R 11/63 Oa1 I OL 7878 
19N/55-16aa 39 31 20 115 46 40 White Pine NE 82 10 5880 40R Oa1 lnd DL 6692 
1,/ELL NUMBER N. LATITUDE W.LONGITUDE COUNTY BASI~ DEPTH CAS lNG ALT. \lATER LEVEL AQ. USE ANAL. REMARKS AND REFERENCES DIAM. 
de9 min sec deg mi;; sec Inches Feet Depth Date Feet 
19N/56-30ac 39 29 15 115 42 30 White Pine NE 5895 Valley Well 
19N/56-30d White Pine NE 37 5895 32.0M 4/30/48 Qal s Eakin, 1960; Snyder, 1963; \/alley Well No. 2 
32.7M B/28/60 
19N/56-30d White P!ne NE 35 32.BM "t3D/48 Oal s Dug Well~ Eakin, 1960; Valley Well No. 
19N/57-5ac 39 32 50 115 34 30 White Pine NE 61 6 6010 24.7M l,/30/48 Qa1 s Eakin~ 1960; Dry Mountain Well 
19N/57-5d White Pine NE 29? 6045 30R Oa1 Dug; Snyder, 1963 
19N/57-1Sbc 39 30 05 115 36 20 White Pine NE 130. 5995 i08.1M 4/29/1;8 Q_al s Eakin, 1960; Snyder, 1963; Goicoechia Weil 
108.5M B/28/60 
20N/42-35d Lander R£ 225 6 5900 16DR 10/22/47 Oa1 s Eakin, et al, 1965; Dl 262 
20N/43-14a 39 36 DO 117 06 15 Lander RE 306 6 5995 2D7.5M 6/22/64 0a1 s Eakin, et a( 1965; Dl 2169 
20N/43-33d 39 33 DO 117 OB 35 Lander RE 6 5690 F,R 6/24/64 Oa1 s Eakin, et al., 1965 
20N/43-33 Lander RE 154 5 5690 107R 9/4B Oa1 s DL 664 
20N/43-35c 39 33 00 117 06 4D Lander RE 6 5820 84.9M 6/23/64 Oa1 u Eakin, et a1., 1965 
20N/45-2c 39 37 15 116 53 25 Lander GR 20 6 6780 20R na1 s Everett & Rush,1966; DL 452 
20N/45-22ca 39 34 45 116 54 15 lander M 6600 Lake Ranc:h;mi'iy be well 20N/45-2c 
2DN/48-10ca{P 39 36 45 116 35 30 lander M 6239 'w'indmi 11 
20N/49-9c Eureka M 23 4 6154 7.3M I f15/4R Oal s Rush & Everett, 1964 
20N/49-9cd 39 37 20 116 27 55 Eureka M 250 12 6154 6R 9/51 na I I Rush & Everett. 1964; DL 1887 
20N/49-9d 39 37 20 116 27 30 Eureka M B5 12 6160 15R 8/53 I 65°F; Rush & Everett, 1964; DL 2671 
20N/49-23ca 39 35 40 116 25 40 Eureka M 6140 Grub Flat Well 
20N/50-21 ac(P 39 35 55 116 20 50 Eureka M 6D90 Treasure \-'ell 
20N/52-17bd 39 35 50 116 08 10 Eureka AN 6020 
20N/52-17c 39 35 35 116 os 20 Eureka AN 25 6 6015 6.)M 11/l/'i3 Oa1 s Rush and Everett, 1964 
20N/52 -17d 39 35 30 116 07 50 Eureka AN 90 10 6016 17.8M 11/18/53 Oa1 I Rush and Everett, 1964 
20N/52-18ab 39 36 05 116 09 00 Eureka AN 6010 
20N/52-18bb 39 36 10 116 09 40 Eureka AN 6010 
2DN/52-2Daa 39 35 15 116 07 45 Eureka AN 120 9 3/4 6DI5 16R I 68°F~ Rush & Everett, l964; DL 1676 
10N/53-I Eureka 01 173 17 5955 79.8M 9/60 Oa1 I 58°F; Dl 5542 
ZON/53-1bd 39 37 50 115 57 15 Eu-reka 01 181 5955 Bi.BM 9!12/61 Qa1 I Eakin, 1962 
20N/5l-2dd 39 37 ID . 115 57 50 Eureka 01 250 16 5955 102R 9/63 Qal I 58°f; OL 8114 
LON/5J-4ad 39 -- 4; I 116 DO 05 Eureka Dl 131 13 5925 55R ll/61 Qa1 l 58°F; DL 6)1) 
20N/53-4d 39 15 116 DO 10 Eureka Dl 177 16 5932 54R 4/61 Oa1 I 58°f; DL 6152 
20N/5J-4dd 39 37 05 116 DO 05 Eureka Dl 180 13 5928 S6.SM 9/13/61 Oa1 I Ea~l n, 1962 
20N/53-10ad 39 36 45 115 58 55 Eureka Dl 180 16 5936 71.5M 9/13/61 Oa1 I 54 F; Eakin, 1962; Ol 6ll7 
ZON/53-IOba 39 36 55 115 59 30 Eureka Dl 220. 16 5933 Gal I DL 7401 
WELL NUMBER N. LATITUDE W~LONGfTUDE COUNTY BASIN DEPTH CASING ALT. WATER lEVEL AO. USE ANAL. REMARKS AND REFERENCES 0 lAM. 
deg min sec deg min sec Inches feet Depth Date Feet 
20N/53-10ca 39 36 30 115 59 30 Eureka Dl 220 16 5940 Oa1 I DL 7402 
20N/53-1lac 39 36 45 115 58 05 tureka Dl 182 16 59~~ 85P 5/62 Oal I 58°F; DL 6889 20N/53-llcd 39 36 15 115 58 25 Eureka Dl 300 16 5955 90R -/64 Oal I Dl 8124 
20N/53-IIdd 39 36 20 115 57 50 Eureka Dl 275 16 5980 96P 5/62 0al DL 8125 
20N/53-15b 39 35 55 115 59 45 Eureka Dl 99 48 5951 71.8H 4/30/48 flal s Eakin, 1962; Hacket and others, 1963 
77.2M 9/1)/61 
20N/53-17cc 39 35 25 116 02 00 Eureka 01 275 16 5950 44R 1/64 na1 I DL 7625 
20N/53-17dc 39 35 25 116 01 30 Eureka 01 214 16 5"50 52P 5/63 nal I 58°F; DL 7586 
20N/53-18 Eureka Dl 165 16 44R 4/62 Oal, I Lehner, et al,, 196!; Mabey, 196~; 
Tv? DL 6454 
20N/53-20 Eureka 01 260 16 Bl. 7M Oa1 I Lehner, et al.., 1961; Mabey, 1964; Dl 813 
20N/S3-20ad 39 35 00 116 01 00 Eureka 01 275 16 5960 95R 4/65 Oal I Dl 8497 
20N/53-20cc 39 34 35 116 01 45 Eureka 01 200 16 5960 9BR 4/61 Oal S, I 58°F; OL 7641 
20N/53-20dc 39 34 35 116 01 15 Eu rek.a 01 200 16 5961 97R 4/61 Qai S,l 58°F; OL 7640 
20N/53-21ad 39 35 00 115 59 50 Eureka 01 213 16 5985 101.0H 9/15/61 Qal I 55°F; Eakin, 1962; DL 6116 
20N/53-21ba 39 35 15 116 00 20 Eureka 01 200 16 5958 99R 3/62 Oa1 I 56°F; OL 6523 
2 
20N/53-21bd 39 35 00 116 00 20 Eureka 01 248 \6 5960 93R 4/64 Oa 1 • I Lehner, et a1~. 1961; Mabey, l964; 
Pis? Dl 7993 
20N/53-22aa 39 35 10 115 58 55 Eureka 01 150 6 6004 Oal u Windmill; 52°F; greater than 100 feet t 0 
\-iater 
20N/53-22bc 39 34 55 115 59 30 Eureka 01 320 17 6000 l32R 5/64 Qal, I Lehner. et a 1., 1961; Mabey. 1964; 
Pis? Ol 8017 
20N/53-23db 39 35 DO 115 58 25 Eureka 01 6 6030 134.2H 9/61 Oa1 s Ea!d n, 1962 
20N/53-24db 39 34 40 115 57 10 Eureka 0 I 6070 The \rJi i I mvs 
20N/53-24dc 39 34 40 115 57 00 Eureka 01 155 8 6070 120R ID/56 Dal I OL 3566 
20N/53-28a 39 34 15 115 59 55 Eureka 01 225 16 5995 145R Oa1 I 56°F; DL 6522 
20N/53-28bd 39 34 10 116 00 20 Eureka 01 230 16 5985 128R 5/65 Oa1 I DL 8589 
20N/53-29b 39 34 15 116 01 40 Eureka 01 142 6 5988 l03.9M 8/2R/56 Oa1 s 40°F; Eakin, 1962 
20N/53-29b 39 34 15 116 01 40 Eureka 01 302 16 102R 3/63 nal, S, I 54°F ~ Lehner, et a 1.. 1961; Mabey. 1964; 
Pls? DL 7465 
20N/53-29dd 39 33 40 116 01 DO Eureka 01 42 6020 40.5M 8/22/67 Oa1 
20N/ 53- 30ab 39 34 20 116 02 20 Eureka 01 156 16 5970 54.6M 12/60 Oal I 54°F; DL 6644 
20N/53-30ac 39 34 10 116 02 20 Eureka 01 150 16 5980 54.5M 11/60 Oa1 0.1 54°F; DL 6027 
20N/53-31d Eureka 01 6 157.4M 1/20/56 Oal s Hacket, et al,, 1963; Lehner. et a1.,196i 
156. 4M 9/27/60 
2DN/53-Jida 39 33 05 116 02 00 7000 Flerio "Welt 
20N/53- 32bd 39 33 15 116 01 30 Eureka 01 218 12 0al I 70 F; DL 6312 
20N/53- 32cc 39 32 50 116 01 45 Eureka Dl 255 14 124.7M 10/62 Oal I 54°F' Ol 7301 































N. LATITUDE I \J. LONG !TUDE COUNTY BASINIOEPTHIC~~~~ I ALT. WATER LEVEL AQ. I USE! ANAL. 
deg min sec I deg min sec 
39 36 55 
39 33 15 
115 45 45 !White Pine INE 
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1/15/48 jOal IS,Ob 
3/24/64 
Oa 1 I 
fla 1 I 
Oal I 
9/13/61 IOal I 
9/13/61 Oal I 
Oal I 




9/13/61 IOal I 
9/13/61 Dal I 
c 
REMARKS AND REFERENCES 
Eakin, 1960; Hacket, 1963 
Eakin, 19.50; Snyder, 1963; Ratto Ranch 
Laborde Well No. 6 
Crosthwaite, 1963 
Eakin. et al., 1965; Flows 4 gom; DL 92 
OL 94 
Eakin, et al~, 1965; Dl 72 
Eakin, et a1., !965 
S6°F; Eakin, et al:, '965; Ol 93 
Everett & Rush, 1966; Dl 5619 
Everett & Rush, 1966~ OL 5618 
Everett & Rush, 1966 
Windmi 11 
Rush & Everett~ 1964 
lehner, et al., 1961; Mabey, 1964; DL q.qg 
Etcheverry Well 
Rush & Everett • 1964 
65°f; OL 6058 
58°f; OL 6722 
58°F; DL 6721 
Eakin, 1962 
Eakin, 1962 
58°F; DL 6155 
56°F; DL 6376 
58°F; DL 7635 
58°F; OL 6 Jl16 
58°F; DL 8149 
Eakin, 196-2 






































N. LATITUDE I II.LONGITUDE 





















































































































































































































AQ. I USE I ANAL. 
O_a 1 I 










!ia 1 , I 
Tv? 
f\al I 
fla 1 I 
Oa1 I 
Qa1 I 
Oa 1 I 




Qa I I 





Oa 1 I 
nal 1 
Oa 1 I 
Qal I 
Pal I 
Oa 1 I 
f\a 1 D • l 
fial D, I 
REMARKS AND REFERENCES 
58°F; DL 6166 
63°F; Ot 6709 
S8°F; Dt 7426 
58°F; Dt 7425 
65°F; Eakin, 19&2; DL 6771+ 
Eakin, 1962; Hacket, et aL, 1963; 
Lehner, et al, 1961 
59°F; Dl 7653 
58°F; OL 74~5 
58°F; Ol 6670 
58°F; Ol 6640 
OL 7874 
58°F; Lehner, 1961; Mabey, 1964; 
OL ]328 
59°F; Dt 6063 
58°F; Dl 6669 
59°F; Dl 6062 
S8°F; Dl 6158 
58°F; Eakin , 1962; Dl 61 59 
58°F; Ol 8144 
SB°F; Ol 6 ill9 
58°F; Dt 8143 
S8°F; Dl 6148 
53°F; Ol 7364 
53°F; Dl 7363 
58°F; Ot 6161 
58°F; Ol 6150 
Eakin. 1962 
58°F; Ol 6892 
58°f; DL 5578 
58°F; Dt 5551 
58°F; Ot 8692 
58°F; DL 8693 
58°F; Dl 6891 
58°F; Dl 7429 
63°F; OL 6689 
6}°F; OL 6688 
N. LATITUDE II.LONG I TUDE COUNTY BASIN DEPTH CASING ALT. WATER LEVEL AQ. USE ANAL. REMARKS AND REFERENCES WELL NUMBER DIAM. 
deg min sec deg min sec Inches Feet Depth Date Feet 
21 N/53- 12cc Eureka Dl 16 5895 41. 7~ 9/13/61 Oa1 I Eakin, 1962 21 N/53-12d Eureka 01 192 16 3BR 2/61 Oa1 I 5B°F; DL 6162 21N/53-13aa Eureka Dl 290 16 63R 6/62 Qa1 I 58°F; DL 6631 21N/53-13ba Eureka 01 182 16 38R 4!61 Qal I 58°F; DL 6151 21N/S3-13bb Eureka 01 182 16 42.2M 9/13/61 Qa1 I Eakin, 1962 
21 N/53-13cd Eureka Dl 171 17 42R 6!60 Oa1 I 58°F; DL 5545 21N/53-13da Eureka D I 250 16 63R 6/62 Qal I 58°F; DL 6630 21 N/53-14aa Eureka Dl 182 16 5898 42R 4!15/61 Qa1 I Eakin, 1962; DL 6154 21N/53-14ba Eureka Dl 182 16 42R 1/63 Qal I 58°F; DL 6979 21 N/53-14ca Eureka Dl 180 16 45R 9/62 Qal I 58°F; DL 6754 21N/53-14da Eureka 01 182 16 5900 44.5M 11/60 Qal I 58°F; Eakin, 1962; OL 5582 21 N/53-1 Sac Eureka Dl 180 16 34R B/62 Qal 1,0 63°F; DL 6724 
2IN/53-15bc Eureka Dl 182 16 43.3M 9/13/61 Qal I 58°F; DL 5548; Eakin, 1962 
21N/53-15cc Eureka 01 182 16 47R 10/62 Oal I 58°F; OL 7419 
21N/S3-15dc Eureka 01 180 16 39R 10/62 Qal I 58°F; OL 7420 
21N/S3-15dc Eureka D I 180 16 45R 10/62 Oal I 58°F; DL 8694 
21N/53-16ad Eureka Dl 182 16 44R 6/62 Oal I 58°F; DL 6638 21N/S3-16bc Eureka Dl 182 16 43R 10/62 Oal I 58°F; DL 7447 21N/53-i6cc Eureka Dl 183 16 56.5M 10(60 Qal I 58°F; DL 5550 2W/53-16cc Eureka D I 182 16 44R 11/62 Oal I 58°F; DL 6888 
21N/53-17bb Eureka Dl 165 16 56R 4/64 Oal I 50°F; DL 7854 
21N/53-17cc Eureka Dl 200 16 56R 6/64 Oal I Dl 7888 21 N/53-18cc Eureka 01 134 16 55R 6!64 Oa1 I OL 7873 21N/53-18dc ureka 01 165 16 65R 1/64 Oal, I Lehner, et al.~ 1961; Mabey. 1964; 
vl DL 7646 21N/53-20a ureka 01 196 16 72R 9/61 Oal I OL 6169 
21N/53-20aa Eureka 01 196 15 5930 70.8M 9/12/61 Oal I Eakin, 1962 21N/53-20ca ureka 01 172 16 7BR 9/13/61 Oal I 59°F; DL 616~ 21N/53-20cc ureka 01 150 16 83R 4/20/63 Oal, I 58°F; Lehner, et al., 1961; Mabey, 1964; 
Tv? OL 6509 21N/53-20d ureka Dl 183 16 83R 9/62 Oal, I 58°Ft Lehner, et at ... 1961; Mabe<y, 1964-; 
h-v? DL 6769 
21N/53-21a ureka Dl 182 16 5910 48R 3/IS/61 Oal I 58°F; Eakin, 1964; DL 6153 
21N/53-21ac ureka 0 I J80 16 42R 5/63 ~al, I S8°F; Lehner, et al.~ 1961; Mabey ... 1964; 
iiv? DL 7872 
21~/53-21bc ureka 01 190 16 52R 8/61 Oal, I ,D 63°F; Lehner, et al., 1961; Mabey, 1964; 
v7 DL S725 
21N/53-2lbc ureka Dl 16 5917 59.211 9/21/61 Qal I Eakin, t962 
N. LATITUDE W. LONG !TUDE COUNTY BASIN DEPTH CASING ALT. WATER LEVEL AQ. USE ANAL. REMARKS AND REFERENCES WELL NUMBER DIAK. 
deg min sec deg min sec !ncnes. Feet Depth Date Feet 
21 N/53-2lcc Eureka Dl 186 16 78R Qal S8°F; Lehner, et al~. 1961; Mabey, 196· 
Tv DL 7448 21N/53-21dc Eureka Dl 180 16 42R 5/63 Qa1 I 58°F;_ Lehner. et al~. 19,1; Mabey, 196, 
Tv? DL 7208 21N/53-22ad Eureka 01 260 16 42R 12/62 Qal I 58°F; DL 6978 21N/53-22ba Eureka 01 180 16 SIR 5/63 Oal I S8°F; DL 7430 21N/53-22ca Eureka 01 222 16 44R 11/62 Oal, I 58°F; Lehner, et a J., 1961; Mabey j 196J 
Tv? DL 6964 21N/53-22cd Eureka 01 6 5910 50.3M 9/13/61 Oal s Rye Patch Well; Eakin~ 1962 21N/53-22dc Eureka Dl 117 16 5910 47 .6K 6/7/60 Oal I 58°F; Eakin, 1962; DL 5546 21 N/53-23aa Eureka 01 172 17 44R 9/60 na1 I 58°F; DL 5547 21N/53-23ba £ureil8 01 216 16 65R 6!62 Oal I 58°F; DL 6632 21N/53-23ca Eureka 01 177 16 43R 4/61 Oa1 I 58°F; DL 6632 21N/53-23da Eureka 01 166 17 4•.9M 9/13/61 Oal I 58°F; Eakl n, 1962; DL 5544 21N/53·24a Eureka 01 186 17 34R 11/61 Oa1 I 58°F; Dl 620 I 21N/53-24bd Eureka Dl 411. 16 51. Bl; 10/10/67 Oal I Dl 7115; Water levet recorder 21N/53·24cd Eureka 01 280 16 62R -/64 Oa1 I 58°F; DL 7941 21N/53-26aa Eureka 01 13 5910 50.6M 9/13/61 Oa1 I Eakin, 1962 21N/53-26ac Eureka Dl 181 13 48R 9/61 Oal I Eakin, 1962; Dl 6167 21N/53·26ba Eureka 01 176 16 5910 54R 11/11/60 Oal I Eakin, 1962; DL 5581 21N/53·26ca E:ureka 01 162 16 54R Oal I Dl 6720 11N/53·26da Eureka Of 184 13 49~ 8/62 Oal I DL 6673 21N/53·26da Eureka Dl 218 16 Qa1 I 58°F; DL 7954 21N/53-27b Eureka 01 232 17 58R 9/62 Oal I 58°F; DL 6770 21N/53-27cc Eureka 01 151 16 5915 50.4M 9/12/61 Oal I 59°F; Eakin, 1962 21N/53-27d Eureka Dl 198 16 60R B/64 Qal I 58°F; DL 8173 21N/53-27dc Eureka 01 248 16 Qa1 I 58°F; DL 7654 21N/53-28aa Eureka Dl 210 16 55R -/64 Qa1 I 5B°F; DL 7953 21N/53-28cc Eureka Dl 186 16 B2R 2/64 Qal I 58°F; DL 7652 21N/53-28cc Eureka Dl 185 16 4SR 8!64 Cal I 58°F; ~L 8151 21N/53-28dd Eureka Dl 209 16 1/2 54R 2/61 Oa1 I 54°F; DL 6437 21N/53-29a Eureka 01 188 16 85R 6/61 Oal I DL 6751 21N/53-29bd Eureka 01 250 16 1/2 84R 6!6o Oa1. I Lehner, et al,,. 1961; Mabey, 1964; Ol 5 270 
Tv 
21N/53-29bd Eureka 0 I 170 16 BOR 5/64 Oal. I 58°F; Lehner. et al., 1961; Mabey, 1964 
Tv? DL 8251 21 N/53-J3ac Eureka Dl 118 13 5920 56R Oal I Eakin, 1962 
IN. LATITUDE \1 .LONG I TUDE COUNTY BASIN DEPTH CASING ALT. WATER LEVEL AQ. USE ANAL. REMARKS AND REFERENCES WELL NUMBER OIAK. 
deg min sec deg min sec Inches Feet Depth Date Feet 
2IN/53-33d Eureka 01 112 13 57R 4/61 Oal I 58°F; DL 6156 
21N/53-33dd Eureka Dl 118 13 5922 56R Oa I I Eakin~ 1962 
21N/53-34a Eureka 01 12B 13 boR Oal I 58°F; OL 6674 
21 N/53-34a Eureka 01 126 Oal I Ol 6873 
21N/53-34bb Eureka 0 I 13 5922 57 .1M 9/61 Oal I Eakin, 1962 
21N/53-34c Eureka 01 126 17 60.8M 8/62 Oal I 58°F; OL 6864 
21N/53-34d Eureka Dl 157 13 6DR nal ~ I 58°F; Lehner. et aL., 1961; Mabey 1961i 
Tv7 
21N/53-35 Eureka 01 300 16 Qal I DL 7434 
21N/53-35cd Eureka 01 195 18 5922 51.6M 9/13/61 Qal I Eakin, 1962; Dl 5969 
21N/53-35dd Eureka 01 187 16 63R 6/61 Oal I 54°F; OL 5968 
21N/53-36ac Eureka 01 300 16 68R 5/63 {),31 I DL 7286 
21N/53-36ad Eureka 01 300 16 64R 4/62 Qal I Dl 6550 
21N/53- 36cd Eureka Dl 274 16 79.2M 8/62 O_af S ,I R DL 6694 
21N/53-36dd Eureka 01 5940 
21 N/54-4ad Eureka 01 120 12 5893 38.2M 9/13/61 Oal I Eakin, 1962; DL 1478 
21N/54-5ab Eureka 01 244 16 2IR 4/64 Oal I 58°F; DL 7974 
2W/54-5a Eureka Dl 150 22R 10/62 Oal I 58~F; DL 6887 
21N/54-5ba Eureka Dl ISO 22R 10/62 Oal I 58 F; DL 7700 
21N/54-5cc Eureka Dl 150 15 21R 11/61 Oa I I Dl 6461 
21 N/54-Sdc Eureka Dl 190 14 21R 4/62 Oal I 5B°F; DL 6641 
21N/54-Bcc Eureka 01 203 16 37R 8/64 Oal I 50°F; DL 8061 
21N/54-8dd Eureka 01 245 16 48R 9/64 Oal I 52°F; DL 8081 
21N/54-9be Eureka Dl 6 5RBI 87.2M 9/13/61 Oal s Eakin~ 1962 
21N/54-16cd Eureka 01 240 16 i20R 7/6o Oal I DL 7324 
21N/54-l7ab Eureka 01 210 16 44. 7M 4/63 Oal I Dl 7101 
21 N/54-17ab Eureka 01 225 16 40. ?M 4/62 Oal I Ol 7124 
21N/54-17dd Eureka Dl 200 16 i05R 6/62 Oal I DL 6635 
21N/54-17cd Eureka Dl 240 16 60R 6/62 Oal I DL 6637 
21N/54-20cc Eureka 01 230 16 BOR 6/62 Oal I DL 6633 
21N/54-20dd Eureka 01 240 16 150R 7/62 Qal I OL 6634 
21N/5lf-29cb Eureka Dl 130 8 5955 B7.2M 9113/61 Oal s DL 2216; Eakin, 1962 
21N/55-3d White Pine ~E 8.5 42 5852 4.8M 4/30/48 Oa I s Eakin, 1960 
6.9M 12/18/59 
2lN/55-IOc White Pine NE 33.5 591t0 17.8M 1/14/48 Oal 0 Eakin, 1960; Hacket, et al., 1963 
i8.9M 12/21/59 
21N/55-22c Vhite Pine NE 18 42 S890 8.2M 4130/48 Qal s Eakin, 1960 
21N/55-27c IWhi te Pine NE 5890 Oal s Snyder, 1963; dug we 11 
I 
Explanation 
Discharge.-- Discahrge vas measured usine standard methods 
described by H. A. ShambE-rger (1952). Flow was diverted through a 
four-inch hose into a graduated bucket for those springs which had 
a discharge less than 200 gpm. Gp1n was computed after several 
consistent measurements vere obtained. Additional abbreviations 
used are: 
E - estimated 
M - measured 
R - reported 
J.emperature. -- Tempera t\Jr<" <las measured as close to the 
orifice as possible. 
Hydrogeology.-- Rock type (left column) is explained in the 
introduction to the appendices. Structure (center column) refers 
to the geologic structure adjacent to the spring. Abbreviations 
used are: 
F - fault J - joint DS - dipping strata 
Control (right column) refers to the probable cause of flo1>. 
Abbreviations used ax·e: 
C - contact BP- bedding plane BC - bedrock constriction 
Structure abbreviations are used under contrbl l·lhere applicable. Local 
water table (L\vT) refers to discharges presumed to be from perched '-'ater. 
Discharges from larger flo1' systems are referred to as RWT, or 
regi.onal water table. All springs, unless thermal or RHT are assun>ed 
to be LWT. 
I 
SPRING NO. NORTH LATITUDE \JEST LONG I TUDE NAME ALTITUDE DISC. TEMP. DATE HYDROGEOLOGY ANAL. USE REMARKS & REFERENCES 
Deg Min Sec Deg H. in Sec Feet GPM oF oc Rock Structure Control 
Type 
IN/49-3bb 37 58 15 116 29 05 7320 Ti 1 1/4 mi E Longstree 
Ranch 
IN/49-5aaa 37 58 20 116 30 20 6960 <5 7126/67 Ti-Tv c 
IN/49-Il 37 57 20 116 27 40 8200 Tv 2 spr S Kawich Pk 94 09 
IN/49-22c 37 55 -- 116 29 -- 7000 Tv F F E Breen Ranch 
IN/49-27 37 54 -- 116 28 --. Breen Sprs Tv F F l/2 mi below Breen R ch 
IN/49-28ba 37 54 50 116 29 50 Beatty Spr 6920 Tv F F 
1Nflj9-31ad 37 53 ~0 116 31 35 Stinking Spr 6520 Tv 
IN/lj9-35ab 37 53 50 116 27 40 Tv Seeoage s~rs in Catl in 
IN/50-4a 37 58 10 116 . 23 10 Eden Creek Sprs 6480 Small ool Oai-Tv F F,C Eakin, et al., 1951, 
p. 148 
IN/50-?lOd 37 56 40 116 21 50 Five Mi 1e Sor 6520 30E 50 10 8/2/67 fla 1-Tv F F,C R,C s 2.8 mi pipeline 
IN/50-35cb 37 53 30 116 21 30 1 Pyramid Spr QaJ-Tv F F,C 
IN/52-22ca(P) 37 55 50 116 07 05 Pyramid Spr 5800 .2M 68 20 8/3/67 Qai-Tv c? R,C s Tunnel, pipe, & tank 
IN/54-2ba 37 55 -- 115 52 -- The Seeps 6800 Qal 
IN/55-5ac 37 58 so 115 48 40 Q_u inn Canyon Sp r Tv 
'I' 
IN/55-Sd 37 58 30 115 49 00 Quinn Canyon Spr Tv 
I 
12 ,. 
IN/55-Bab 37 58 10 115 48 40 Quinn Canyon Spr Tv 
'3' 
IN/55-lOccc 37 57 40 115 47 20 Mud Spr 6400 or 
5700 
SPRING NO. NORTH LATITUDE \lEST LONG I TUOE NAME ALTITUDE DISC. TEMP. DATE HYDROGEOLOGY ANAL. USE REMARKS & REFERENCES 
Oeg Min Sec Deg Min Sec Feet GPM OF oc Rock Structure Control 
Type 
IN/56-3b 37 58 55 115 40 20 6200 
IN/56-3cc 37 58 15 115 40 30 ?Cedar Spr 
IN/56-4bb 37 59 0 115 41 30 Sheep Spr 
IN/56-lOba 37 58 10 liS 40 10 Upper McCutcheson 
Spr 
IN/56-IOcbb 37 57 40 115 40 30 11cCutcheson Spr 5850 
IN/56·35dd 37 53 55 115 38 40 ?Cedar Sprs 
IN/56-36cd 37 53 55 115 37 55 Sox Spr 
IN/57-20ac 37 56 10 115 35 20 Young Sprs 
IN/57-14ad 37 56 05 115 . 30 50 Prospects Spr-s 
1N/41-35bd 37 59 05 117 14 0 Go I d Reef Spr 5960 
2N/47-14da 38 01 30 116 40 55 Coyote Hole Spr 5500 .5M 7/16/67 Oal F R,C s 
2N/49-7cd 38 01 55 116 32 20 Haws Canyon Sp r 6300 flal-Tv F F ,C 
2N/49-13aad 38 01 40 116 26 20 Ti-Tv c 




37 58 55 116 30 55 6720 ZOE 60 15.5 7/16/67 Tv Hone 3/~ rni NE longstreet 
Ranch 
2N/50-2lc 38 0 20 116 23 40 Cottonwood Spr 6350 30E 53 II. 8/2/67 Tv F F s L5 mi 'vl Revei 11e Mi II 
2N/50-22adc 38 0 25 116 21 50 Crystal Spr 6000 Qal rptd dry last l~ ye~ 
.25 mi N Revei1 e Mt ~' 
SPRING NO. NORTH LATITUDE WEST LONGITUDE NAME ALTITUDE DISC. TEMP. DATE HYDROGEOLOGY ANAL. USE REMARKS & REFERE~CES 
Deg Min Sec Deg Kin Sec Feet GPM oF oc Rock Structure Control 
Type 
2N/S0-28aa 37 59 55 116 23 0 Rose Spr 6300 <5 8/2/67 Qa1-Tv F F,C s 
2N/50- 28acb 37 59 45: 116 23 10 6400 10M 77 25 8/2/67 0,-cd -Tv F F,C R,C s 
2N/50-28acc 37 59 40 116 23 10 Reveille Mill Sp 6400 Qal-Tv F F,C I 1 e 
2N/52-4bd 38 03 55 116 07 55 Wi IIO'N Sors 5700 OTb-Tv C? 
2N/53-5 38 03 55 116 02 0 4950 ~.1 
2N/53-II cc 38 DZ 50 116 05 50 Bucks Water Oa1 
ZN/54-1 Deb 38 02 55 115 53 40 Red Bluff Spr 6200 Tv 
ZN/54-15 38 02 15 115 53 15 6200 Tv 
2N/54-34bd 37 59 50 115 . 53 30 Trough Spr 6600 Tv 
2N/55-12(P) 38 03 50 115 45 15 Tv 
ZN/55-IO(P) 38 03 10 115 46 30 Tv 
2N/55-13(P) 38 01 45 115 44 30 Tv I 
2N/55-14(P) 38 01 45 115 45 35 Tv I on 
2N/55-126a (P) 38 00 20 115 45 20 Tv 
2N/5)-28c(P) 38 00 00 115 47 55 Tv 
ZN/56-1 38 03 50 115 37 so 6200 Tv F F 
2N/56-13dc I 38 01 50 115 37 50 Reserve Sp r F F 
ZN/56-Zia 38 01 30 115 40 55 Mus tang Spr 6500 
(Cedar Spr1) 
i .. ! . 
SPRING NO. NORTH LATITUDE WEST LONG !TUDE NAM£ ALTITUDE DISC. TEMP. OATE HYDROGEOLOGY ANAL. USE REMARKS & REFERENCES 
Oeg Min Sec Deg Min Sec Feet GPI< OF oc Rock Structure Control 
Type 
-
2N/5b-23bb 38 01 3D 115 39 20 Barton Spr 6200 
2N/56-29 38 00 25 115 42 IS Tomts Hi ne 
2N/57-3aa 38 04 10 115 33 00 5600 Qal 
2N/57-6 38 03 55 115 36 40 6100 Oa1-Tv F F,C nr Adavan Tri sta 
2N/57-7cab 38 02 55 115 36 55 Carpenter Spr 6100 F F Pipe I ine to tank 
2N/57-21 
2N/57-l{b 38 02 20 115 35 55 Cottonwood Spr 5800 
2N/57-22a 38 Dl 30 115 B 10 Modes Hole Spr 5500 
3N/42-13cc 38 06 35 117 13 10 Aved 11 Spr 6120 Tv F F 
3N/43-9dd7 38 07 30 117 09 55 Slaughter House 6040 Qa1-0Tb F F 
Spr 
?}N/43-16 38 06 55 117 09 30 6000 nai-OTb C1 
3N/43-17ac 38 07 05 117 10 25 fee Plant Spr 6080 OTb-Tv F F,C 
3N/45-3ad 38 08 45 116 54 55 Caine Spr 6600 Tv I mi NE Hannapah 
73N/45-12 38 07 45 116 53 OS Mud Sp r Oai-Tv Cl 
3N/45-22ad 38 06 05 116 54 50 McKinney Tanks 6300 <5 12/28/66 Oai-Tv F F,C at .McKinney Tank 
Spr 
3N/47-6bb ' 38 08 45 116 45 55 Frietas Spr 6800 Ti-Tv F F,C 
3N/48-6ab 38 08 40 116 38 45 Five Mile Spr 5700 60 16 7/26/67 Oai-Tv F J,F.RWT S,D 
3N/49-lldd 38 07 05 116 27 30 Clifford Spr O~ai-Tv 
SPRING NO. NORTH LA T1 TUDE WEST LONG 1 TUDE NAME ALT lTUDE DISC. TEMP. DATE HYDROGEOLOGY A,\IAL. USE REMARKS & REFERENCES 
Deg Min Sec Deg Min Sec Feet GPM OF oc Rock Structure Control 
Type 
3N/49-27a 38 05 00 116 28 40 Tobe Spr 6600 Qal-Tv 
3N/49-36c 38 03 40 I 16 27 00 6600 Tv 
3N/50-4aa 38 09 DO 116 23 05 Black (Rock?)Spr 5900 2M 58 15 I 2/29/66 Qa1-Tv F F s 
3N/50-7aac 38 08 10 116 25 10 Radium Sor 6900 Tv 
3N/52-3 38 09 20 116 06 30 ?Twin Sprs 5100 Oal-QTb 
3N/52-32ac 38 04 55 116 08 35 Hyde Sors OTb-Tv CJ 
3N/55-9ca (P) 38 D7 50 115 '!7 40 Antelope Sor 7000 Tv 
3N/55-116b(P) 38 07 15 115 47 40 Dry Canyon Spr Tv Another sor S Ory 
Canyon Spr 
3N/55-19cd(P) 38 05 50 115 49 55 ?Grease Wood Spr 0al-Tv 
3N/55-?22b(P) 38 06 20 115 46 35 Tv 
3N/55-?23c(P) 38 05 50 115 45 40 Tv 
3N/55-126c(P) 38 05 00 115 45 45 Tv 
3N/55-12B(P) 38 05 25 115 47 30 Tv 
3N/55-30cbc 38 05 10 115 50 20 Goat Ranch (or 6200 Tv 
(p) Wi11owSpr) 
3N/55-?35c(P) 38 04 15 115 45 35 Tv 
3N/56-16db(P), 38 07 20 115 46 00 Snowbank Spr Tv-Pls c 
3N/56-36d(P) I 38 Ql, 30 I 15 37 30 6300 Tv 
3N/57-3a 38 09 25 115 33 10 Tv-Pls c 
' 
! 
ALTITUDE I DISC. I I ' SPRING NO. NORTH LATITUDE WEST LONGITUDE NAM£ TEMP. OATE 
' 
HYDROGEOLOGY ANAL. USE REM-ARKS & REFERENCES 
Oeg Min Sec Deg Min Sec Feet GPM oF oc Rock Structure Control 
Type 
JN/57- 3 38 09 lO liS 33 30 Pis F F 
JN/57-7a 38 08 30 115 36 25 Spring Area "A" Tv 
3N/57-10c 38 08 00 115 33 ~0 Pls-Pd F F,C 
3N/57-14bca 38 07 45 115 32 40 Pls-Pcl c F,C Adjacent to Cherq rk 
JN/57-l5cd JB 07 10 115 J3 30 Spring Area "C' 1 Pis F F \>! Wadsworth Rch 
JN/57-16dc 38 07 05 115 3~ 20 Spring Area 11 811 Tv-PJs c W Uhalde (Sharo} f 
JN/57-20ccc 38 06 05 115 36 05 Black Spr Tv F F 
3N/57-27d 38 05 30 115 33 00 5900 Oal F? F? 
3N/57-28 38 05 40 115 34 30 Battaman Spr 6000 Tv I 1/3 mi S Uhalde h 
(?little B-attama 
Spr) 
4N/42-35bd 38 09 35 117 14 00 Fraziers Spr Ti-Tv F F,C 
4N/~4-12bb 38 13 20 116 59 50 Thunder Mountain 6360 Qal-Ti C? 
Spr 
4N/45-19dd or 38 09 loO 116 56 25 Cedar Corral Spr 6975 Ti 
20 
4N/45- 32dd 38 09 10 116 57 00 Perotte(Prody)Spr. 6900 Tv F F 
4N/45- 33a 
' 
38 09 loO 116 56 20 Cedar Corral Spr 6950 Tv 
4N/46-25 38 10 10 116 46 30 Tv F? F? Pooi-NE Hud Sprs. 
4N/46-26ca Mud Spr 6150 1.25~ Oaf-Tv s 
' 
t NORTH LATITUDE 
' 
DISC. I SPRING NC·. WEST lONG I TUDE NAME ALTITUDE TEMP. 
-
Deg Min Sec Deg Hin Sec Feet GPM OF 1 oc I 
?4N!46-2Bca 3B 10 20 116 50 00 Sa1sburg Spr 
4N/46- 30 38 10 20 116 52 00 Douglas Spr 6380 
4N/46-34ab 38 09 45 116 48 35 
4N/46·35bb 38 09 45 116 l,J 50 6050 
!.tN/47-JOaaa 38 13 05 116 41 40 Fourrni le Spr 5950 5-10£ 67 20 
4N/48-8bc 38 12 40 116 38 10 Stone Cabin Spr 5750 200E•> 
4N/48-32aa 38 09 30 116 37 10 Five Mile Spr Nol 
4N/48- 34 38 09 10 116 35 20 
4N/49 1/2-lbb 38 14 zs 116 24 \0 Mi ik Spr 6150 
4N/50-18 38 12 20 116 23 00 nspring Over-the- ssoo . 12M 45 7 
Hi 11 11 
4N/50-20cb 38 11 20 116 22 JO Warm Spr 5500 1.5cf 140 60 
4N/50-20ccc 38 II 00 116 22 JO Nanny Goat Sp,- <5 105 41 
4N/51-Ib(wl/2 38 14 20 116 II 20 
4N/51-Icc 38 13 40 116 11 25 
: 
4N/51-2d(EI/2 38 13 55 116 II 40 
4N/51-2dd 38 13 40 116 11 00 
4N/51-1Zba 38 13 25 116 10 55 The four Sprs 5150 
I OAT£ ! HYDROGEOLOGY 
Rock Structure Control 
Type 
Tv 
Oal-Tv F F,C 
Tv F F 
Oa 1- Tv BC. 
11/30/66 Tv F F,BC 
Oal-Tv F BC, RWT 
Qal F F 
Qal 
Tv F1 F? 
3/19/67 Tv-Pc F F,C 
Pis F F 
Pis F F 
Oal Rt..IT 
B/23/67 Oal R\IT 
8/23/67 Oal RWT 
B/23/67 Oal RWT 
B/23/67 Oal RWT 









REMARKS & REFERE~C£S 
Base flow rise thro~,; 
gravel 
*total flow of sever 
sprs & flowing wel 
rptd to have large 
flow in winter 
water-milky color 
1.6 mi NW Warm Spr 
Rush & Everett, 1966 
fol. p. 24 
Dry in Summer 
Dry in Su~m~er 
Dry ;n Summer 
Dry in Summer 





SPRING NC. ! NORTH LATITUDE 'WEST LONG !TUDE NAM£ AL Tl TUDE 
' Deg Min Sec Deg Min Sec. Feet 
4N/51-12?ba 38 13 25 116 10 55 Caine Spr 5150, 
loN/51-12dc 38 12 so 116 10 50 
4N/51-13d 38 12 00 116 13 30 5150 
4N/51-?14 38 12 15 ll6 12 00 
4N/54-11 bee 38 13 "0 115 52 40 
4N/55-23d 38 12 20 115 45 20 
4N/55-25b 38 10 •o ll5 44 loO Grouse Spr 
4N/55- 35cb 38 09 30 115 45 50 
4N/55-36 38 09 •o 115 44 20 6800 
4N/56-9ca(P) 38 13 00 115 41 00 Monitor {Davis) 6100 
Spr 
4N/56-?11 {P) 38 13 -- liS 38 -- 7000 
4N/S6-12 or 1 
(P) 38 12 -- liS 37 -- Hooper Sp r 
4N/56-16ba 38 12 40 115 41 10 Victory Spr 
4N/56-l3 ; 38 11 35 115 38 50 
4N/56-135ad 38 09 40 115 38 25 
(P) 
1+N/57-?4(P) 38 14 20 115 34 20 
D !SC.I TEMP, DATE I l HYDROGEOLOGY 
GPM o, 0( Rock Structure Control 
Type 
&1 16 8/23/67 Qa1 RWT 
Oal RWT 
25E* &o 16 8/2/67 Oal RWT 
Oal Rlo/T 
Oal 
nal-Tv F F 
Tv-Pd F F.C 
Tv 
Tv-Pd F F,C 
Pls F? F? 
Pl s-Pd F F,C? 
Pl s-Pd F F,C? 




ANAL. I usE I REMARKS & RE FE RE NC~S 
-
R, S Four Springs ( 
tains 6" flO'..,oi 
well 
R s *2 sprs on Hot ( 
W Twin Sprs Rar 
1 mi W Twin Sprs 
2 sma I I sp rs abc 
Creek Rch 
Main flow en Bi£ 
two sprs 
in Deep C rk Cany 
n r Head Hooper C 
1 1/!t mi above G 
on Little Cherr 










d. S ta. 
y Crk 
. 
SPRING NC. [ NORTH LAT l TUDE \JEST LONGITt 
- --.-·-,-
Oeg Min Sec Oeg Min SE 
I 
-t 'I:: NA 
-+----
4N/57-?5 (P) 38 14 05 115 35 55 
4N/57-?Bb(P) 38 l3 '<O 115 36 10 
4N/57-?9b (P) 38 13 50 115 34 50 Horse Sp r 
4N/57-9d (P) 38 13 20 115 34 05 
4N/57-?15a(P) 38 12 55 115 33 zo 
4N/57-? 17a(P) 38 12 qQ 115 35 zo Cherry S or 
4N/57-?18a(P) 38 12 55 115 36 30 Rose Sp 
4N/57-?20(P) 38 11 50 115 35 55 little D eer Spr 
'<N/57-?25(P) 38 10 50 115 31 15 
4N/57-?26c(P) 38 10 50 115 32 35 
4N/57-127b(P) 38 11 00 115 33 40 
4N/57-?32c(P) 38 10 00 115 35 1 5s 
4N/57-?33a (P) 38 lO 20 115 34 zo 
4N/57- 35cd (P) 38 09 qQ 115 32 35 Five Mi 1 e: Sprins 
5N/42-16db 38 17 30 117 16 05 liberty Sprs 
' SN/45-11 38 18 10 116 54 05 ?'Woodcho onP.r Spr 
SN/45-Zic 38 16 20 116 56 40 Antelope Sor 
' I I I ! ALTITUD£! DISC. TEMP. OAT£ : H"~DRQGE 
_L -

















6425 None 12!28/66 Tv 
JcOG'> ~ ANAL 
ure Controtl 
' ' I 





7 I f1 
c 
USE ! REMARKS ~ REFfr?ENCES 
s 
-t-------
_j ______ _ 
I 
nr head Bordo! i Crk 
nr head Bordo! i Crk 
nr head Spring Crk 
head Hooper Canyon 
2 s.prs 6001 apart on 
Burne Crk 
Kral, 1951, p. 159 




NORTH LAT lTUDE j WEST LONG !TUDE I NA~r-
-+----
---r ---Oeg Min Sec Oeg Min Sec 
?SN/45-28 38 15 30 116 56 20 
?5N/45-33 38 14 35 116 56 20 
5N/46-6 38 19 00 116 52 00 Secret Spr 
5Nfl,6-8db 38 18 00 I 16 50 50 Warm {SalisbL ry) 
Spr 
5N/46·33cd 38 11, 20 116 49 50 
5N/47-13ba 38 17 15 116 40 00 Point of Rod: Sp •r 
SN/47-26 38 15 20 116 40 45 Sidehii1 Sor 
5N/49:-2l,ca 38 16 30 116 26 50 Dean Spr 
5N/53-19dc 38 16 50 116 03 00 Tule Spr 
5N/56-4ac 38 14 10 115 40 30 Blind Spr 
SN/56-?25 38 15 40 115 37 40 Burnt Corra I & 
Oxhame Sorgs 
I 
5N/57-1 38 19 15 153 3 I 20 
5N/57·5ca 38 19 05 115 35 35 l itt Je Heado\1 Sp 
" 
SN/5 7· 9bb ( P) 38 18 45 I 15 34 45 
5N/57·30bb ; 38 16 00 115 36 55 Ox Sor 
5N/57·31d 36 14 30 115 36 30 
AL T! TUD~ DiS C. I TEMP. ! OAE I 
Feet GPI'\ of oc 
6950 
6500 12M 76 25 12/28/66 
6450 IE 56 13 12/28/66 
6000 6.75" 68 21 11/30/66 
6100 5 ool 11/30/66 























LOG I ANAL.J U~E 
·--t--r--
re Controll ! 











In Salisbury Wash 
In Salisbury Wash 
2 flowing wells in spr 
Flows from Adi t 
2.75 mi NW Tri.Sta. 
Streaked 7301 
1~25 mi W Troy Peak 
11,298' 
May be spr in SN/57-91±: 
1 mi above mouth 
little Meadows Crk 
Above Bordo I i Rch 
' ' . 
























38 19 I 45 117114115 
)8 I 23 I 40 1116 I 53 I 20 I Big Ten Soc 
38 I 22 I OS 1116 I 52 I 40 
)8 19 I 40 1116 I 53 I 50 !Nickel Soc 
38 I 22 I 4o I 116 I 49 I 25 
38 I 22 10 1116 I 51 05 
38 I 20 I 20 11161 391 40 !Warm Spr 
38 19 so 1161 431 35 
38 24 05 1 16 37 20 
38 23 40 116 29 30 Italian Spr 
)8 21 55 116 27 30 
38 21 00 116 26 15 
38 24 50 116 15 40 Butte Spr 
38 24 I,o 116 07 45 
38 23 00 116 07 55 Mesa Spr 
38 24 05 115 51 50 














i"'~"i '''"• , vr • i ''""vv•vvvv. 1_ 
0 1-o:+ -----t-GP~ I c [ ~~~~ Stcucture Co=l 
I Tv I 
I Tv I 
Tv 
Tv-Pel C 
Tv F? F? 
Tv 
Tv 
5E 78 26 11/30/66 Qal-Tv F F 
I Tv F1 f? Tv-Pu F F C 
JE 50 10 12/9/66 Tv-Pu F F,C 
Tv F f 
Tv 
8/14/67 Oal F BC?,RWT 
IDE Tv I 
OTb-Tv F F,C 
4 rarm 5/2R/67 Tv-Pls F F 
Tv 
s 
n ravine W. 
An ton I o 1'1 in, 
W. Side Big T 
nr. head Mud 
Canyc:n 
n George Can 
PI oed to Res-e 
3 mi~ iJ luna 
SPRING r~,... ' ' I I I I AI I ~·•'"it' I- LhT 1 TLDt I wts- LONGiTUDE! NAM::- \ ALTiTUD~! o~s~.: T£M". • o_t,~:. H'l.'t:RO:;Eo,..oG-+NAL usE i RE ... APK._, .:.. PEI''T~EN~-5 
•• <'• 'Oco ,-;,_ '<'; ~-;,;- -- -- t--;::---pPM j o;T 0( I ~~~~ Structure Control' I ;- -- --









38 I 24 I oo 
38 I 22 50 
38 I 22 I oo 
38 I 21 50 
38 I z4 I 4o 
381191 45 
38 23 35 














38 I 21 
38 I 21 
35 
15 
J8 I 21 I os 
J8 I 21 I 10 
38 I zo I ~s 
50 I 40 !Stormy Spr 
115 I 51 00 !Coyotes Hoies 
115 I 52 5 
5 I 50 I 55 lAbel 5or 
s I 45 I oo 
51 43 I 55 












1 15 I 39 I 35 
Christian Sor 
115 I 39 I 45 I Crows Nest Sors 
{?Coos Nest) 
115 I 40 I 10 









































3/4 i<li SE Tri Sta. 
Coyote 
l/4 mi S Coyote Tri 
Sta. 





1 3 sp rs 
I 
7 sprs 
At C roHs Nest 
~-~ ml 
I"' m' 
WNW Crows Nest 
SW Crows Nest 
I 
SPRING NC. j NORT!-< LATITUDE l WEST LONGITUDE! NA 
------·----+--- -1-~··-- ---,.----.---l------- "':. --
Deg Min Sec Deg I Min I Sec 
-
6N/57-3aa(P) 38 24 so 115 35 35 Hud Spr 
6N/57-3cb(P) 38 24 20 115 36 30 
6N/57- 3cd (P) 38 24 10 115 36 15 Nye Tung <ten Sor 
6N/57-5 38 24 50 115 35 20 WillOW' >r5 
6N/57-9ba 38 23 50 115 34 I 20 Irwin Ca 1yon Sors 
6N/57-9da 38 23 25 115 33 50 
6N/57-?13b 38 22 50 115 31 30 Balsam S 
" 
6N/57-15ac 38 22 45 115 33 05 
7N/41-16ad 38 27 55 1117 I 22 20 
7N/43-2bb 39 29 30 117 07 15 
7N/4J-II ab 38 29 05 117 07 I 15 
7N/43-13dd 38 27 35 117 05 '+5 Mud So r 
?N/43-I?ba 38 28 10 117 I 10 50 Wi llO'N S 
" 
7N/'+3-22ac 38 27 05 117 oe 20 
]N/'+3- 25bc 38 27 35 117 06 45 Baxter S H 
7N/44-2ba 38 29 50 117 00 50 
7N/44-3bb )8 29 5> 117 02 10 
?7N/44-5 38 29 40 117 OJ >5 White Ro se Spr 
I I • ! ALT!TUD~ {)IS C.~ TEMP. I Dfl,T£ 














6840 5.5M ss 15 1211/66 
7040 
i-!YDROGEOLOG·" 
Rock Structure Control 
Tvoe 
Oa 1-f\Tb F1 F?C? 
Cal F? F? 
fla 1...-flc! F? f1,C? 
nal RWT 
0al F F 
Ti 
P 1 s-Pcl F F,C 
Ti -Pc l c 
Oal 
Pis 









ANAL. USE I ' EMARKS & REFEP£NCES 
; t Terri 1 Mine 
' 






akin. et a!., 195~ 
p. !48 
sprs at mth Iewin 
Canyon 
t Irwin Camp 
mi SSW Manhatten 
SPR lNG NO. NORTH LATITUDE WEST LONG !TUDE NAME. ALTITUDE DISC. TEMP. OATE HYDROGEOLOGY ANAL. USE REMARKS & REFERENCES 
Deg Min Sec Deg Min Sec feet G?M oF oc Rock Structure Control 
Type 
7N/44-6ad 38 29 40 117 04 45 Indian Spr 7350 3M 57 14 2/1/66 Ti BC 
7N/44-6da 38 29 25 117 D4 •s Fitzpatrick Spr 7360 Ti 
7N/q4-14cc 38 27 35 117 01 01 Spanish Spr 6560 Qal F? F? 
7N/q4-15cc 38 27 25 117 02 15 Snowb i rd Sp r 6640 Oal 
7N/44-16d 38 27 30 117 02 25 Oaf 
7N/44-36od 38 25 15 116 59 35 ~., c 
?N/45-26 38 25 55 116 54 10 Sheep Spr 7950 Ti -Tv c SW Side Hat Pk 
7N/47-Ib 38 29 25 116 40 00 Water Canyon Snr 6800 Tv 
7N/47-32b 38 25 00 116 44 40 7900 Tv !n Little Cottonwood 
Canyon 
7N/47-33cc 38 24 35 116 43 30 7400 12M 69 21 7127167 Tv f7 F? R,C .6 mi cbove longstre et 
Rch 
7N/47-33cd 38 2" 35 116 43 15 7200 7M 51 11 7/27/67 Tv F? F? R,C . 4 m i above Longs t re et 
Rch 
7N/47-34ccc 38 24 30 116 42 25 Longstreet Spr 6950 .2M 140 5 ll/30/66 Tv BC 
7N/47-35dc 38 24 35 116 40 50 Qal-Tv f F 
7N/47-36c 38 24 40 116 40 10 Lone Tree Sor 6ltOO 3M 7/27/67 Oal On Old lone Tree Rch 
7N/49-I 38 29 00 116 26 35 7500 0 5/23/6 7 Tv None At Morris town 
' 7N/~9-28cdb 38 25 30 116 30 00 6800 Tv 
7N/50-19dcc 38 26 45 116 20 50 Keystone Spr 6500 SE 12/14/66 Pd-Pis F? F?,C R s 
7N/50-24db 38 27 00 116 17 35 Blue Jay Spr 5350 <SE 48 9 12/14/66 Oal F f,RWT c 
I 
. i ; 
SPRING NO. NORTH LATITUDE WEST LONGITUDE NAHE ALTITUDE DISC. TEMP. 1 DATE I HYDROGEOLOGY ANAL. USE REMARKS & REFERENCES 
Deg Min Sec Deg Min Sec feet GPH OF oc Rock Structure Control 
Type 
7N/52-19d(P) 38 26 50 116 09 25 Rattiesnake Spr 6000 • 75H 50 10 4/20/67 Tv J .F7 J' F? .c E,c 
7N/52-31bc{P) 38 25 30 116 10 15 Lower Rattlesnake 6200 5.6 45 7 ~/4/67 Tv J J,C 5 
7N/52-33b(P) 38 25 35 116 07 50 Tank (?Iceberg) 6100 Dribb e 5/4/67 Tv f,J F ,J ,C7 s 
Spr 
7N/55-13ad 38 28 05 115 43 50 4732 Oal RWT 3 mi E Chimney Sprs 
7N/55-16db 38 28 00 115 47 20 Chimney Sprs 4800 95R il•O 60 2/7/34 Qal F? F? c 6 mi S Lockes; Warin g 
1965, p. 36 
7N/57-3ba 20£ 5/26/67 Oal F? F? ,RWT s 
7N/57-3bc 38 29 45 115 33 30 4725 Qal RWT Several Sprs on 
Bacon Flat 
7N/57-4ad 38 29 45 115 '33 45 4720 Qal RWT Several Sprs on 
Bacon Flat 
7N/57-4dc 38 29 15 115 34 10 4725 Oal RWT 
7N/57-28ac 38 26 20 115 34 10 Bu 11 whacke r Sp rs 4760 lOR 59 15 2/7/34 Oal RWT 4 sprs, Eakin, 1951, 
p. 162 
7N/57-28cb 38 26 05 115 34 35 Thorn Spr 4745 Oal RWT 
7N/57-28cc 38 25 50 115 34 40 4749 Oal RWT Severa1 Sprs SW Thor n 
Spr 
7N/57-32aa 38 25 i;Q 115 34 50 4749 Oal RWT 
7N/57-33bb 
' 
38 25 i;O 115 34 45 4749 Oal RWT 2 sprs 
8N/41-l7b(P) 38 33 30 117 24 00 6200 Tv 
! 
SPRING NO. NORTH LATITUDE WEST LONGITUDE 
Oeg Min Sec Oeg Min Sec 
8N/41-19aa(P) 38 32 35 117 24 30 
8N/41-20d(P) 38 32 00 117 23 35 
8N/41-22b(P) 38 32 20 117 21 50 
8N/42-5a 38 34 55 117 17 00 
BN/42-11 be 38 34 00 117 II, 00 
BN/42-21 38 32 15 117 16 00 
8N/43-15cb o 38 32 55 117 08 50 
(12cc) 
8N/43-22ad 38 32 15 117 08 10 
8N/43-23bc 38 32 15 117 07 50 
BN/43-36ca 38 30 25 117 06 30 
8N/44-9d 38 33 40 117 02 40 
BN/44-IOcc 38 33 35 117 02 10 
BN/44-19cd 38 31 50 117 05 10 
?8N/44-19dc 38 31 50 117 04 50 
BN/l.t-4-3icc 38 30 05 117 05 35 
8N/4~-34a 38 30 35 117 01 20 
BN/45-1bad 38 34 05 116 51 55 
.• . 
' 
NAME ALTITUDE DI>C. TEMP, DATE 
Feet GPM OF oc 
6000 
Mud Sp r 5900 
Wal i Spr 6200 
Coyote Hole Sor 5750 
5750 





Pipe Spr 7175 
7350 
HYDROGEOLOGY 





Qa 1-Tv BC? 






Tv F F 
Tv 
Pl s-Pcl F F,C 
Pis-Pel F F,C 
Ti -?1s c 
Pis-Pel F F,C 
Ki -?Js F F,C 
ANAL. USE REMARKS & REFERENCES 
-
S Sertol inos Rch 
Seepage Sprs at Mida 
Ponds 
Seepage Sp rs 
1 mi W old Town t·spa 
ish Belt' 
hd Spanish Belt Cany 
1 1/4 mi W Barcelo 
Tunnel 
2 3/q mi SW Manhatte 






SPRING NO. NORTH LATITUDE WEST LONGITUDE NAME ALTITUDE DISC. TEMP. DATE HYDROGEOLOGY ANAL. USE REMARKS & REFERENCES 
Deg .Min Sec Deg Min Sec Feet GPM OF oc Rock Structure Control 
Type 
?BN/45-IOc 38 32 so 116 54 20 Qai-Ph. F F 5 sprs 
?SN/45-20 38 31 so 116 56 20 Qal F? F? SW Monarch Rch 
(Approx) 
BN/45-21 38 31 50 116 55 10 Silver Spr Qa 1 F? F? 4 mi W Monarch Rch 
BN/46-1 a 38 34 00 116 44 50 7200 Tv F F 
78N/46-6a 38 34 05 116 50 25 Oal F? Fl Moisture In White 
Rock Canyon Channe 
8N/l,6-31 38 29 so 116 51 50 Oat-Tv F F Hunts Canyon Rc.h 
BN/48-lldb 38 38 0 116 35 30 6500 Tv l l/2 ml, SE Daugher ty 
Rch 
BN/49-2c 38 34 40 116 "25 l,Q 6650 Tv F? F? 
BN/49-IDdc 38 35 45 116 26 20 I ron Spr 6400 <IE 12!12/66 Tv None 
BN/49-Llcdc 38 32 00 116 27 55 Upper Warm Spr 6100 32M 94 35 3/18/67 Qai-Tv F1 F? s 
8N/49-21dbd 38 31 I 0 116 27 30 Pat Sp-r 6100 50E 72 22 l,fi9/67 Qal-Tv F? F? None 2/3 mi WSW Old Page Pic 
BN/49-22bcc 38 32 2.0 116 27 00 Cress Spr 6100 <IOE ~7 9 4/19/67 Qal-Tv F1 F7 None 
8N/49-22bdc 38 32 25 116 26 25 Cold Spr 6100 <10E 43 6 4/19/67 Q,al-Tv F1 F1 None WSW Old Page Place 
BN/49-25ab 38 31 35 116 z• 00 5900 L5M 66 19 B/1~/67 Pis F F 0 At Old Dugan Place 
8N/49-25ba 38 31 40 116 24 25 Warm Spr 5950 359R 89 32 1966 Pis F F R,C s Rush & Everett, 196~ 
fol. p. zl, 
8N/49-29aa 38 31 •o 116 28 15 Page Sprs(UpperS ) 6100 <lOE 57 14 Oal-Tv F F 5 nr hd Hot Creek Ca~ on 
8N/49- 35 38 30 35 116 25 30 "Arrasta Spr NW11 7400 5E 58 15 5/23/67 Tv F F Rises in a small mee 'dO'I 
i ; I 
' 
'. . 
SPRING NO. I NORTH LAT j TUDE WEST LONG ITUOE NAME ALTITUDE DISC. 
Deg Min Sec De9 Min Sec Feet GPM 
BN/49-35 38 30 35 116 25 30 "Arrasta Spr SE 11 7~00 15E 
BN/50-11 c? 38 33 so 116 19 05 Six Mile CanyonS r 6200 7M 
8N/50-29bc 38 31 35 116 22 30 5650 125E 
BN/50-29ca 38 31 10 116 22 15 5650 75E 
8N/50-29da 38 31 15 116 21 45 5600 763R 
8N/50-29dd 38 31 05 116 21 45 5650 lOE 
8N/50-32b 38 30 45 116 22 25 
SN/50- 33ab 38 30 55 116 20 55 5600 <SE 
BN/50- 33ba 38 30 50 116 21 10 5600 19M 
78N/54-24ad 38 32 25 115 50 30 Oievi a Well _Spr 
8N/54-34c or3 38 30 20 115 53 20 Black Rock Sor 6000 none 
8N/55-14bbc 38 33 35 115 45 40 Hay Cor ra i Spr o 4860 600R 
I 
(Lockes) lockes 




' ' l l I . ' 
TEMP. DATE HYDROGEOLOGY 
OF oc Rock Structure Control 
Type 
48 9 5/23/67 Tv F F 
43 6 12115/66 Ti-Tv F F 
70 21 3119/67 Pls-Pcl F F 
62 17 3/19/67 Pel F F 
160 71 1966 Pel F f 
48 9 3/19/67 Qal-Pcl F F 
Pel 
50 10 3/19/67 Oa I-Pc1 F F 
57 14 3/19/67 Oai-Pd F F 
Pis F F 
OTb F1 F? 
93 34 2/7/34 Oal F7 F? 
R 9~ 35 6!24-~7 












REMARKS & REFERENCES 
Rises in a small me 
Nr K!lms; Several s 
on S side main stn: 
on Mtne Fault ln H<: 
Creek Canyon 
2 sprs 1/2 mi W up~ 
Hot Crk Rch 
at Upper Hot Crk R<: 
Rush & Everett,l966 
fol. p. 24 
S Hot Sprs at Upper 
Hot Crk Rch 
sma 11 spr nr mth He 
Crk Canyon 
2/3 mi WNW Lower He 
Crk Rch 
1 1/4 mi E. Black ~ 
Summit on US 6 
Eakin, et .aL, i951, 
p. Jlo8 
NFG 
*temp. at end of 






SPRING NO. NORTH- LATITUDE WEST LONGiTUDE NAME ALTITUDE DISC. 
Oeg Min Sec Deg Min Sec Feet GPM 
BN/55-l5aa 38 33 30 115 46 00 North Spr ~ or 4860 200R 
(lockes} Hot Spr 
66-32 
8N/55-15ac 38 33 20 115 46 15 {Lockes) Big Spr 4860 900R 
>539R 
525E 




8N/55-15dab 38 33 05 115 46 00 4860 112E 
8N/56-7aa 38 34 25 115 42 35 4720 
BN/56-Bcd 38 34 05 115 41 50 4709 
8N/56-8db 38 33 50 115 42 10 4714 
BN/56-lObb 38 34 25 115 40 05 4730 
BN/56-IOcb 38 34 02 115 40 15 4720 
BN/56-IOcc 38 B so 115 40 15 4720 
8N/56-15cc 38 >2 55 115 40 15 4710 
, l 
' ', ' 
l . 
TEMP. DATE HYDROGEOLOGY 
OF oc Rack Structure Control 
Type 
95 35 2/7/34 Qal F? F7 
R 94 35 6/30/57 
99 37 2/7/34 Oal F? F? 
101 38 6/24/57 
99 37 11112/66 
2/7134 Oa1 F? F? 
99 37 June, '57 
97 36 
*99 37 11/12/66 
75 24 6/30/57 Oa1 F? f? 
O.a1 RWT 
Qa1 RWT 












REMARKS & REFERENCES 
Eakin, et al., 1951p. 
NFG.anal.,see Rush~ 






OR! anal.,aiso Rush 
Everett. 1966, fo I .o-. 
Eakin,et al,.195l ,o.l 
east sp r-NfG 
west spr=NFG 
Temp.&anal,for east 








SPRING NO. NORTH LATITUDE WEST LONG !TUDE NAME ALTITUDE DISC. TEMP. DATE HYDROGEOLOGY ANAL. USE REMARKS & REFERENCES 
Deg Min Sec Oeg Min Sec Feet GPM OF oc Rock Structure Control 
Type 
8N/56-16bb 38 33 35 115 41 20 4714 Qal RWT 
BN/56-17 38 33 35 liS 1-42 35-25 708-4711 Qal RWT 7 sprs tn Nl/2 of se c. 
8N/56-2lab 38 32 '<5 115 40 50 4]10 Qal RWT 
BN/5 7-1 cca 38 34 r.o 115 31 10 Duffield Sor 4760 Oal F1 F1 
BN/57- ked 38 34 35 liS 31 15 Little 81 incl Spr 4760 ()al F1 F? 
BN/57-Ildd 38 33 45 II 5 31 40 Blue Eagle Sprs/ -4765 I BOOR 82 28 2/7/34 Oal F? F? Eakin. et al,l951 o. 116 
Jack Spr 
1385R I /23/35 
2270R 2!13/48 
8N/57-12bb 38 34 25 115 31 15 Tom Spr 4760 250E 71 22 II !13/66 Oal F? F? I Rise about 3/G mi W 
1s. bedrock 
8N/57-14ac 38 33 15 II 5 31 50 Kate Spr -4755 14R 72 22 1/24/35 Cia! F? F? Eakin,et al,1951,p.l 48 
BN/57-14dc 38 32 50 115 31 55 -4758 Oal F? F? 
8N/57-22dd 38 31 55 115 32 35 Soda Spr 4743 Oal a seep? 
8N/57-23ab 38 32 4D 115 31 58 Cement Sp r 4750 Qai F F 
8N/57-27da 38 31 15 115 32 45 Butterfie1d Sprs ~750 227R 6~ 18 1/24/35 Qal I Eakin, et a~,J9Sl,p~ llB 
200E 61 16 11/13/66 c DRI 
8N/57-34bd 38 30 l;O 115 33 10 Cold Spr (?BaconS r) 2R 57 I~ 2/7/34 Qal Eakln.et al,195l,p.l 48 
' 
' I : 
' ' ' 
SPRING NO. NORTH LAT !TUDE WEST lONG l TUDE I NAM~ ALTITUDE OISC. TEMP. DATE I i HYOROGEOLOG'r ANAl. USE REMAP.KS & REFERENCES 
Oeg Min Sec Oeg Min Sec Fe~t GPM oF oc l Rock Structure Cor.tro1 
Tvoe 
9N/42-9ab 38 39 15 117 14 00 Antelope Sor 7700 Tv-Pw c 
9N/42- 11 b 38 39 30 117 12 00 6600 Pw F F 
9N/42-30a 38 36 55 117 15 55 6600 Oal-Tv rk 
9N/4]-J6db 38 35 35 117 06 00 6900 Tv 
19N/44-6dc 38 39 40 117 04 55 Mariposa Sor 6950 Pis 
?9N/44-8ad JB 39 25 117 03 30 Barrel Sprs 7200 Ki 
?9N/44-IOcc 38 38 55 117 02 DO Bald Mtn Spr 7800 Ki 
SN/44-13cb 38 38 :20 ll6 59 55 Mariposa CanyonS r 8900 Ki 
?9N/44-15orl 38 37 20 117 02 50 Ki 1 
9N/44-21a 38 37 40 117 02 30 7200 Tv 
9N/44-21 da. 38 37 :20 II) 02 25 7400 Tv ora 
9N/44-21 dba 38 37 20 117 02 35 7200 Tv na 
9N/44-32dd )8 35 25 117 03 30 7600 Tv 
9N/45-3b 38 39 20 116 54 15 Sagehen Spr 8600 Pls 
9N/45-6dd 38 38 40 116 56 50 K!-Pls c 
9N/45-9a 
' 
38 38 30 116 54 40 Pis 
9N/e5-l Db 38 38 30 116 54 15 -I 0000 Pis 
; ! ! 
' 
: 
SPR! NG NO, NORTH LAT !TUDE \JEST LONGITUDE NAME ALT !TUDE DISC. TEMP. DATE HYDROGEOLOGY ANAL. USE REMARKS & REFERENCES 
Deg Min Sec Oeg Min Sec Feet GPM oF oc Rock Structure Control 
Type 
9N/45-25ad 38 35 40 116 51 30 Combination Sp r 7350 ].5M 54 12 12/1/66 Pls-Pci c s 
9N/4S-26ad ]8 35 50 116 52 40 6elmont Spr 7400 12 56 13 1/13/67 Ki -Pel C? R,C D 
9N/45-26c 38 35 20 116 53 00 Monitor-BeTmontS r 7200 <5 52 11 3/18/67 Oal-Ki F? F? s at Man i tor- Be 1 Mill 
9N/4S-26da 38 35 40 116 52 30 l<.i-Pls C? at adit .I;QO'· S e 
Ml 11, S Be 1 
9N/45-29 38 35 35 116 56 10 Hunter Spr 7300 Oai-Ki 
9N/47-1l 38 38 20 116 39 so 7450 Tv On Barley Crk 
above Barley C h 
9N/47-16d (P) 38 37 00 116 41 40 Tv F F 1/2 mi S Bar1e R.n 
9N/47-22d(P) 38 36 10 116 40 30 8150 Tv F? F? 2 mi SE Barley Rch 
9N/47-25 ]8 35 35 116 51 so 7400 Ti-Tv F F,C7 
9N/47-25bd(P) 38 35 40 116 38 50 Round Knoll Spr 7400 30H 50 10 7127/67 Ti-Tv F F R,C 2 m1 E Barley umit 
9N/47-36dd 38 34 20 116 38 10 6950 0 7/27/67 fla!-Tv F F Seep 
9N/4B-3(P) 38 38 55 116 33 20 7550 Tv F F Nr hd Horse Ca 
9N/48-8(P) 38 38 10 116 35 10 -7650 22R Oct. 1956 NFG 
30E 7/27/67 Tv s NrhdWillowC 7mi 
N Daugherty 
9N/48-15(P) 38 37 30 116 33 20 Burnt Cabin Flat r 7250 Tv F? F7 







SPRI-NG NO. I NORTH LATITUDE WEST LONG I TUDE NAME ALTITUDE DISC. TEMP. DATE HYDROGEOLOGY ANAL. USE REMARKS & REFERENCES 
Oeg Min Sec Oeg Min Sec Feet GPM oF oc Rock Structure Control 
Type 
9N/48-20(P) 38 36 30 116 35 00 7150 <5E 5S 15 7/27/67 Tv F? r? None 
9N/48-26 38 35 40 116 32 30 Indian Garden Sp 7150 Pis F F 
9N/49-9d 38 37 40 116 28 30 6400 Oai-Tv F F,RWT shy 
9N/49-12da(P) 38 37 50 116 25 00 Potts Hole Spr 7050 <SE 61 16 12/15/66 Tv F F s 
9N/50-2a(P) 38 40 30 116 18 30 6MileSprH 8300 37.5 45 7 5/27/67 Tv-Pls F F,C? 0,5 
9N/50-2a(P) 38 40 30 116 18 30 6MileSprE 8300 50M '<5 7 5127167 Tv-PJs F F,C? R,C 
9N/50-3od 38 38 20 116 18 50 8800 Tv-Pl s C? on 
9N/50-9aa 38 36 50 116 19 35 Little Cow Canyo pr8800 Tv yon 
9N/50-14c 38 38 20 116 . 18 50 7650 Tv-Tel F F,C? Pk 
9N/50-22ao 38 37 40 116 19 50 Meadow Spr Tv 
9N/50-27 38 36 50 116 19 40 7050 <IE 12/15/66 Tv F F None yon 
9N/50- 32 c 38 35 40 116 22 20 SuliWlacker Spr 7050 • 75 47 B 4115/6 7 Tv s :yat:J 
9N/51-5(P) 38 40 20 116 15 20 7200 <5E 3/20/67 Tv F F None e 
9N/51-7bb(P) 38 39 40 116 16 50 South Canyon Spr 7600 7M 48 9 3/20/67 Tv None 
9N/51-17bd(P) 38 38 40 116 15 35 S toneho\Jse So r 7600 0 52 11 6/8/67 Tv F7 F? 
' 9N/51-32 c 38 35 50 116 15 45 Hobble Can. Spr 6700 )OE 54 12 12/16/66 Oai-Tv F Ftec '5 
! i 
' 
SPRING NO. NORTH LATITUDE WEST LONGITUDE NAME ALT !TUDE DISC. TEMP. DATE HYDROGEOLOGY ANAL. USE REMARKS & REFERENCES 
Deg Min Sec Oeg Min Sec Feet GPM OF oc Rock Structure Control 
Type 
9N/52-IIad 38 39 30 116 05 00 Needles Spr No.2 7050 QTb-Tv F F 
9N/52-12a(P) 38 39 30 116 04 00 Needles Spr No.I 6400 ribbl 50 10 2/20/66 Qal-Tv F F None 
9N/54-18d 38 38 05 115 56 DO 6400 Qal-Tv F F 
9N/56-14 38 38 35 liS 38 30 Trap Spring 4779 0 Qal RWT 
' 
9N/57-26da 38 36 35 115 30 20 4770 Oal RWT 
IDN/42-32c 38 40 45 117 16 50 8200 Tv 
' 
ION/43-?4b 38 45 30 117 09 40 Woods Sp r -s64o Oal RWT 
' 
ION/44-IIa{P) 38 44 00 117 00 DO Ink House Sor 7300 >3M 55 13 3/16/67 Tv-Pls F F,C 0 
ION/44-1 lbd( ) 38 44 40 117 • 00 30 7300 Tv-Pls F F,C 
ION/44-21 b(P) 38 42 50 117 03 DO 
e 
I ( 
? ION/44-23ad{ ) 38 42 50 117 00 00 Tv-Pis F F k 
?ION/44-25cc )38 "1 15 116 59 40 Browns Sp r Ki I ' 
ION/41j-26cc( ) 38 41 20 117 DO 50 Ki k 
10Nflj4-?27c 38 "I 35 117 02 00 Square Tank Spr Kl 
' 
ION/44-29cd 38 41 30 117 04 00 Granite Spr Ki 
I l I I 
' ' 
SPRING NO. NORTH LATITUDE WEST LONG I TUOE NAME 
Oeg Mln Sec Oeg Min Sec 
I ON/44- 30cd 38 41 30 117 05 00 Mica Spr 
?ION/45-4 38 44 15 116 55 00 
ION/l,5-15dba 38 42 30 116 53 ltD Pipe Organ Spr 
ION/45-20 38 41 35 116 56 20 Shank Spr 
ION/45-20 38 41 35 116 56 zo Smith Spr 
ION/45-21 38 41 40 116 55 00 
ION/45-21ca 38 "I 30 116 55 20 
ION/45-32c 38 39 55 116 56 20 
IOH/46-18cc 38 42 10 116 . 50 55 
ION/46-19dc 38 41 30 116 50 20 
ION/46-22bc 38 l!] qO 116 47 35 
ION/46-28b 38 40 so 116 48 50 
ION/47-IJ(P) 38 42 20 116 38 05 
ION/47-14&15 38 4Z 20 116 40 00 
ION/48-1 
: 38 44 20 116 32 30 
ION/48-26 38 40 40 116 32 30 
' ! I I 
ALT ITUOE OISC. TEMP. DATE I 
Feet GPM of oc 
8300 <IE 12/1/66 
8000 
8600 





7350 >IE 63 17 7/22/67 
HYDROGEOLOGY 
Rock Structure Control 
Typ_e 
Ki -Pls c 
Tv F F 
Tv 
Tv-Ki F F 
Tv-Ki F F 
Tv F F 
Tv F F 
Pis-Pel c 
Tv c 
Tv F F 
Oal F? F7 
0a1-Tv F F 
Tv 
Tv F7 F1 
Tv-Pel? f1 F? 










SPRING NO. NORTH LATITUDE WEST LONG I TUDE NAME ALTITUDE 
Deg Min Sec Deg Min Sec Feet 
ION/49-llbc 38 43 10 116 26 55 Fish Sprs 6500 
ION/49-14da 38 42 05 116 26 10 6700 
10N/49-14dd 38 41 40 1!6 26 10 'Warm Spr 6540 
ION/49-2D 38 41 20 116 29 30 6800 
10N/51-36ab 38 41 20 116 10 50 6100 
10N/52-23aa 38 43 D5 116 04 55 Squaw Wells Spr 
ION/511-24(?) 38 42 50 115 50 50 7 Martin Spr 7400 
l0N/54-25dd 38 41 40 115 50 25 Shale Spr 
110N/54-28dd 38 41 40 115 '53 45 Wi 1 dhorse Spr 
?10N/55-18bb 38 44 ()0 115 50 00 Utt1e Ike Spr 
11 N/42-1 ebb 38 50 30 117 13 00 6300 
IIN/42-13b 38 49 00 117 15 15 6600 
IIN/43-ld 38 49 30 117 II 00 Oarrough Hot Spr 5550 
IIN/43-?8bb 38 50 00 117 10 40 5600 
IIN/43-17bb I 38 49 10 117 10 40 5600 
I IN/43-IBd 38 48 35 117 11 15 5600 
. ! ,. 
' 
DISC. TEMP. DATE 
GPM oF oc 
00 51 11 
-sE 89 )2 2/12/66 
27E JOJ, 40 5/10/67 
<BE 45 7 12/12/66 
2M 58 15 12/16/66 
8/20/67 
cibb1 48 9 5126/67 
Oal-Pw 
Qal-Pw 
>SOOR 180- 2-9 9/30/13 
198 
sma 1 f 58 15 9/30/13 
61 16 
HYDROGEOLOGY 
Rock Structure Control 
Tvoe 
Qal F1 F?,RWT 




Tv F F 
Tv c 
Tv 














~ ,c I 
c 
REMARKS & REFERENCES 
3 pool seeps just E 
Fish Lake Rch 
N Warm Spr.lg.seep a 
North Mtl; Ciover Cr~ 
Spr at Moores Static 
3.2 mi pipeline toT<: 
Mth Belcher Canyon 
Mth Cove Canyon 
Metnzer, 1917 
At Berg Rch (01d lo~ 
Rch?) Meinzer,191 









SPRING NC. NORTH LATITUDE WEST LONGITUDE NAME ALTITUDE DISC. TEMP. DATE HYDROGEOLOGY ANAL. USE REMARKS & REFERENCE s 
Oeg Min Sec Deg Min Sec Feet GPM OF oc Rock Structure Control 
Type 
-
I 1N/43-19or2 38 47 50 117 03 50 Moores Spr 335 R 3-59 12-1 Qa1 RWT 0~ Rogers Rch(Oid 
Moores Rch)Meinzer, 7 
o. 83 
11 N/43-29bc 38 47 10 117 I D 45 5650 <lOE 55 13 Qal RWT 2 sma i I sprs -5o'·ap art 
NW Carvers 
11 N/44-15c 38 48 50 117 01 50 6600 Oat-Tv On Barker(Shioley)C rk 
1ln/44-27dd 38 47 35 117 01 DO Tv On Bailey Rch 
II N/44- 33da 38 46 DO 117 02 15 Gold Hi II Oai-Tv 
IIN/45-?7 38 49 30 116 58 00 10,600 Tv -) 1/2. mi NW Mt. 
Jefferson, N. Summi 
11N/45-13dcb 38 48 30 116 52 35 8000 Tv Tributary to Pine C rk 
liN/45-19 (P) 38 47 50 116 58 00 10,100 Tv Head Shlpley(Barker C<k 
IIN/45-34cc(J 38 45 55 116 54 30 9300 53 12 Tv l 1/2 mi ESE ML 
Jefferson~S.Summft, NFG 
IIN/45-36ad(f 38 46 15 116 52 10 7950 20E Tv F F NFG 
? II N/46-2 38 49 25 116 45 40 O.al RWT Pool or Spr 
?IIN/46-6 38 49 25 116 50 15 Oal F F Mth Pasco Canyon 
II N/47-4bc 38 49 2.5 116 41 45 6900 <30E 54 12 Dal F? F? ,RWT s On MosquitoCrk(NEsi e) 
11N/47-6ad 38 49 30 116 43 00 6850 <15E 95 35 3!17/67 Dal F F R,C s S. Mosquito Crk Rch 
11N/47-16db ' 38 47 30 !16 41 15 Tv F F 
IIN/48-1a 38 49 30 1!6 31 10 7650 lOOE 53 12 12/19/66 Pis F F R s underflow on Clear Crk 
' ! ' 
I 
SPRING NO. NORTH LATITUDE WEST LONG !TUDE NAME ALTITUDE DIS C. TEMP. DATE HYDROGEOLOGY ANAL. USE REMARKS & REFERENCES 
Deg Min Sec De9 Min Sec Feet GPM OF oc Rock Structure Control 
Type 
llN/48-lb 38 49 30 116 31. 45 7750 <2E 51 11 12/19/66 Pis-Pel F F,C None 
11N/46-?20(P 38 46 40 116 35 55 7000 Tv ui to 
IIN/48-25aa 38 46 10 116 31 10 7500 Tv F F on 
llN/49-llca 38 48 05 116 26 20 6700 <SE 50 10 12/13/66 Qal F F s k 
11N/50-7ab 38 48 40 116 23 50 ?Three Mile Spr 6650 64 18 Oal F1 F7, RWT R,C s 
? 11 N/50-7cc 38 48 00 116 24 2D ?Johnson GeorgeS r Oal RWT 
llN/50-22 (P) 38 46 30 116 20 40 Meadow Sp r 7400 Tv F F 
11N/S0-36da 38 44 40 116 18 DO Red Spr 7800 <SE 45 7 5/27/67 Tv-Tel C? s 
11N/51-7da 38 48 05 116 17 00 Tv F F 
11N/51-17bb 38 47 40 116 16 45 Limestone Spr 7300 Tv-P1s C1 
llN/51-30 38 45 30 116 17 15 7100 0 Tv None 
11N/52-15cd 38 47 00 ll6 07 30 Burnt Cabin Spr 7100 Qal-Tv 
11N/52-19aa 38 46 50 116 10 15 Pritchard Statior Spr 6600 30E 53 12 4/16/67 Qal-Tv F7 Fl, BC R,C s 
11N/55-3cc(P 38 1,8 50 115 47 50 Corner Spr 6400 QTb 
I!N/55-12cd( ) )8 1,8 00 115 •s 20 Coyotes Spr 6600 Tv 
I!N/55-l7c(P) 38 47 t5 115 49 50 Portugese Spr 6800 Tv-Pel C1 
11N/55~19db( ) 38 46 25 115 51 . 35 French Spr 6800 Pel 
I 
' 
SPRING NO. NORTH LATITUOE WEST LONGITUOE NAJ<E AlTITUDE OISC. TEMP. DATE HYDROGEOLOGY ANAL. USE REMARKS & REFERENCES 
Deg Min Sec Deg Min Sec Feet GPM of oc Rock Stru~ture Control 
Type 
II~SS-20cb(l ) 38 46 25 115 50 00 Martiletti Spr 6900 Tv 
IIN/55-34cd 38 44 30 115 47 35 lkes Spr Pis f F 
II N/56- 30da 36 47 05 ll5 42 30 Bradshaw Sp r 6040 J 8!7!67 Qal-Tv 5 I s 
IIN/S6-31b 38 46 30 ll5 43 15 Indian Spr -6180 IM 63 17 /7/67 Qa l-Tv R ,C 
IIN/56-3lcc(P 38 45 55 115 43 20 Leoman Spr 6320 Tv I r an 
IIN/57-ld(P) 38 50 :1:5 115 30 25 Blue Spr 6300 ' Qal F? F? Ia 
12N/43-3d 38 55 30 117 07 50 Rogers Sp r -Gs6o ever a 54 12 Oal RWT M 
12Nflj3-22d 38 52 55 117 07 so Moore Lake Spr 5545 !R 51 II Oal RWT c M 
12N/44-26 38 52 15 117 00 30 6500 Oal I a 
12N/45-?II(P) 38 53 40 116 52 30 Claybank Spr 8!80 Pw s 3 
12N/45-?18c(P 38 52 40 116 57 05 Mud Sp r 7400 Tv 
12N/45-19d 38 51 45 116 56 40 7500 22M 48 9 8/15/67 Tv None 0 ml 
"' 
12N/45-2Id(P) 38 51 40 116 54 30 Harmon Spr 8300 I pt/m nljQ 5 12/2/66 Tv s E 
12N/lj5-?23(P) 38 52 00 !16 52 25 Tv 









SPRING NO. NORTH LATITUOE \JEST LONG ITUOE NAME Al T !TUDE DISC. TEMP. DATE HYDROGEOLOGY ~NAL. USE REMARKS & REFERENCES 
Deg Min Sec Deg Mir'l Sec Feet GPM oF oc Rock Structure Control 
Type 
l2N/45-?34(P) 38 50 15 116 53 30 9000 Tv 
12N/46-9cb 38 53 30 116 48 30 Northumberland Sp 5 7200 25M 54 12 12/7/66 Tv-Pw F? F? ~ C? 
12N/46-24dd 38 51 35 116 44 15 0 Hot Oal F? F? Tuf!l mound. infra-re d 
indicates shallow 
the rna 1 
I 2N/46- 36 38 50 10 I 16 44 35 Oal F F,RWT ?Underflow of Mosqui to 
Crk 
12N/47- 33cd 38 49 50 116 41 30 6950 <15M 52 11 3/17/67 Tv F F,RWT s 
12N/48-?8a(P) 38 53 ~0 116 35 30 Tv 
12N/4B-120a (P 38 52 20 116 35 20 Tv F? F? 
12N/4B-21 (P) 38 51 50 116 34 55 8400 Tv Nr hd Wadsworth Crk 
12N/48-23(P) 38 51 50 116 32 10 Tulle Canyon Spr 7950 sma 11 46 8 10/15/56 Pis F f pH 7.2,NFG 
12N/4B-29db{P 38 Sl 00 116 36 20 8800 Tv nr hd Morgan Crk 
12N/48- 30d (P) 38 50 ~0 116 36 40 9000 Tv nr hd {S.Fork}Morgan Crl<. 
12N/49-19ab 38 52 00 116 30 30 Tulle Sprs 400-7500 <lOE Tv F F R,C mth Tulle Canyon 
12N/50- 30aa 38 51 10 116 23 35 Sever; Mi Je Spr 6650 51 II 8/3/67 Oa1-Tv F F ,RWT , 
12N/51-6da 38 54 :w 116 16 so 7300 Tv Nr hd long Canyon 
12N/SI-16da 38 52 30 116 14 40 Hick'·s Spr 6950 50E 57 14 4/16/67 Oal-Tv F F,ec s 
I 
I mi SW Hick"s Statio 12N/51-21d 38 S I 30 I 16 14 so 6400 Tv n 
12N/51-28a 38 51 00 116 14 50 6900 Tv I 1/2 mi SW H$cks St at. 
: 
! ' I I SPRING NO. j NORTH LATITUDE WEST LONGITUDE NAME ALTITUDE DISC. TEMP. DATE HYDROGEOLOGY ANAL. USE REMARKS & REFERENCE s 
Deg Min Sec Oeg Min Sec Feet GPM oF oc Rock Structure Control 
Type 
12N/51-?29a 38 51 00 116 16 00 7000 27F 53 12 6/24/67 Tv F s -z mi SW Hick
1
s Stati on 
12N/52-2cc(P) 38 54 00 116 06 40 Stingler Spr Tv F F 
12N/52-5ba(P) 38 54 40 116 09 45 Summit Spr 5R Tv 
12N/52-21cc(P 38 51 30 116 08 55 7100 Tv f F 
12N/52-33bc (P 38 50 00 116 09 00 Basset Spr ~a l-Tv F F 
12N/53-5ab 38 54 45 116 02 55 Snowball Spr.#IO fl_al F7 F? 
or 5bb(P) 
?12N/53-10cb( )38 53 20 116 01 10 Moody Spr Oai-Pls 
?12N/53-IOcc( )38 53 05 116 01 10 0al-Pis 2 spr at Summit Sp rJ ark 
12N/SS-17dd(P 38 52 10 115 44 10 McClure Spr Oa1-Pls 
12N/55-32b(P) 38 0 I 0 115 44 50 Sand Spr 6600 <1R Tv RSC s Snyder,1963,p.432 
WL=22.3 on 9/8/67 
12N/56-5ab 38 56 1 s 115 41 40 little Warm Spr 5600 300E 90 32 II !12/66 Tv-P1s F F R,C 2/3 mi W of FaultZor e 
12N/56-5cb 38 55 40 115 42 20 51,60 Oal RWT 2 sprs 
12N/56-5cd 38 55 35 115 42 05 -s4BO Oal RWT 2 sprs 
12N/56-6ac 38 56 00 115 42 55 5480 Oal RWT 2 sprs at Duckwater 
Agency hdqtr. 
12N/56-6ba 38 56 1 5 115 42 55 5520 Oa1 RWT 
12N/56-6dcd 
I 
38 55 30 115 42 45 Gal RWT 
12N/56-!0cc 38 54 35 115 40 DO Summit Sp r 5560 Tv 1/2 ml NE OuckwaterS cl>. 
12N/56-15aa 38 54 25 liS 39 15 5480 Tv l ml E Duckwater Sc~ od 
SPRING NO. I ~ORTH LATITUDE \lEST LONG !TUDE NAM.£ ALTITUDE 01 sc. TEMP. DATE HYDROGEOLOGY ANAL. USE REMARKS & REFERENCES 
Deg Min Sec Deg Min Sec Feet GPM oF oc Rock Structure Control 
Type 
12N/56-18ad 38 54 1D 115 42 35 Old Collins Spr 5420 Qa1 RWT 
12N/56-18dd 38 53 55 115 42 25 5420 Qal RWT 
12N/56-20b 38 53 20 115 42 10 5420 Qal RWT 5 sprs 
12N/56-27ab 38 52 45 l15 39 15 5240 Oal RWT 
12N/56-31bd 38 51 25 115 42 50 Marti letti Spr Tv 
12N/57-1a 38 56 05 115 30 25 6480 Oa1 F? F? 
12N/57-1d 38 55 35 115 30 15 Sawmi II Spr 6600 Oa1 F F 
12N/57-12ab 38 55 00 115 30 10 Vanover Spr 6600 Oa1 F) F? 
12N/57-25d 38 52 lO 115 30 10 Box Spr 6600 Oa1 
13N/41-2ab 39 01 30 117 20 10 600-8160 Tv 2 sprs 
13N/41-2ad 39 01 25 117 19 40 Tv 
13N/41-11aa 39 00 45 117 19 so 8080 Tv 
l3N/It1-?22c 38 58 15 117 21 30 sooo Tv N Crane Canyon 
13N/41-735 38 57 00 117 20 20 Oai-Pw Cl hd Or.ph i r Wash 
13N/42-2ab 39 01 20 117 13 25 Qal-Ki F F 
13N/42-4b I 39 01 25 117 16 10 8200 Pu-?w C? 
13N/42-4cb 39 01 10 117 16 20 9040 Pu-Pw Cl hd N: Fork Marys.vtlle 
Canyon 
' 
SPRING NO. NORTH LATITUDE WEST LONGITUDE NAME ALTITUDE 
Oeg Min Sec Deg Min Sec Feet 
13Nfi,2-$ab 39 01 40 117 16 35 
13N/42-17dc 38 59 00 117 17 00 9000 
13N/43-5c 39 00 50 117 10 30 Mi I lets Spr 5500 
13N/43·7da 39 00 00 117 I 0 55 5500 
13N/43-8bb 39 00 25 117 10 40 5500 
13N/43-19aa 38 58 40 117 10 55 5550 
13N/44- 20dd 38 58 00 117 03 10 5450 
13N/44-29ca 38 57 20 117 Qj 55 
13N/44-29cb 38 57 20 117 03 55 
13N/44-29cc 38 57 10 117 04 10 
13N/44-29cd 38 57 10 117 03 40 Charnock(Rch)Spr 5450 
13N/44-29da 38 57 20 117 03 15 
13N/44-29db 3B 57 20 117 03 30 Big Blue Spr -;450 
( 1 A1' Spr) 
13N/44-32aa 38 56 50 117 02 05 
13N/44-32ba ; 38 56 50 117 02 45 ·s4so 
13N/44-32bb 38 56 50 117 02 55 
13N/45·1ba(P) 39 00 15 116 51 20 Lost Spr 8320 
,. 
' ' 
DISC. TEMP. DATE 
GPM OF oc 
evera R 9/11/13 
IDE 52 11 
ever a R 5C 10 
250E 79 26 3/17/67 
15E 61 16 3/17/67 
HYDROGEOLOGY 
Rock Structure Control 
fu>e 
Pu-Pw F FC7 





















REMARKS & REFERENCES 
On Surrunl t Crk 
M.ei nzer, 1917 
l/2 mi S Millet Rch 
at Turks Rch (Jones f 
several other small~ 
Sma11 mound sors, 
Meinzer, i917,p.91 
Melnzer,l917,20' in 
dia pool,lO~" deep 
gas in water, also s 
Meinzer~l917, p. 91 




SPRING NO. NORTH lATITUDE WEST LONGITUDE NAME ALTITUDE DISC. TEHP. DATE HYDROGEOLOGY ANAL. USE REMARKS & REFERENCES 
Deg Min Sec Oeg Min Sec Feet GPM oF oc Rock Structure Co~trol 
Tvoe 
1}N/45-20cc( ) 38 56 55 116 56 05 Jet Spr Tv F F In Big Canyon 
I JN/45-?24a( 38 57 25 116 51 00 8600 Ti -Pls c artificia1.pond, E 
t-;:>rthumberland Summi 
13N/45-25c 38 56 05 116 51 30 Sidehi l i Spr 7900 Pis believed to be dry. 
in E. Northumberland 
Canyon 
IJN/46·2d 38 59 25 116 45 10 Gatecliff Spr na! -Pw F F,C Kay & Crawford,l964 
I JN /46-6b (P) 39 00 02 116 50 30 Wildcat Spr 8800 Pw 1 1/4 mi SW Wi 1 dcat Pk 
13N/46-19cb(F 38 57 05 116 50 40 8400 Ki-Pls c At Northumberland 
IJN/46-27da 38 55 55 116 46 15 Water Canyon Spr 7100 JOE 54 12 12/7/66 O_a J-Pw F F s Mth Water Canyon 
13N/46- Jld (P) 38 55 05 116 47 35 7400 Pw 
IJN/47-Sad 38 59 so 116 41 45 Sox Spr •6820 JOE 50 10 3/20/67 Qai-Tv F7 F1,RWT s 3 b <g type seeps 
l3N/48-9(P) 38 58 3D 116 34 40 7600 Oal N Fork Black Rock Ca ny. 
13Nt<9-8 38 58 45 116 29 30 9200 Tv-Pis C? 
13N/I!9-9a 38 59 00 116 28 00 9000 Tv-PIs C? 
13N/49-19ca 38 56 so 116 30 40 8300 17M 56 13 7/22/67 Tv s E of Dobbin Summit 
13N/49-20bc 38 57 00 116 29 55 Stargo Spr s<oo Tv-Pls C? 
13N/49-20dd J8 54 50 116 30 10 81,00 Tv-Pls C? 
13N/49-31ba ( 1) 38 55 30 116 30 50 East Dobbin Summi Sp r 8300 24M 50 10 7/22/67 Tv F? F? R,C 
13 I/2N/49-25 ~ 39 01 35 116 25 20 8040 Tv F F 
' l 
' 
SPRING NO. I NORTH LATITUDE \/EST LONGITUDE 
Oeg Mir'l Sec Deg Min Sec 
I) I/2N/49-26 39 0 I 1 0 116 25 45 
13 I/2N/49-27 39 0 i 00 116 26 50 
13 i/2N/49-34 39 00 45 116 26 55 
i3N/50-2ab(P) 38 59 so 116 19 25 
i)N/SO-i2dd(? 38 58 30 116 18 00 
I) I/2N/50-)I c )8 54 55 116 24 20 
13 1/ZN/50-36 b 38 55 05 116 18 50 
13N/51-2bc )8 59 40 116 13 10 
13N/51-7cd 38 58 20 116 '17 30 
I)N/51-9d )8 58 JD 116 14 50 
13N/51-16bb )8 58 05 116 15 )0 
13N/51-22bb 38 57 20 116 p, 15 
13 I/2N/51-21 c39 01 45 116 15 35 
I) I/2N/51-)2 a39 00 20 116 16 15 
13N/52-J2c )8 55 00 116 10 05 
I )N/52-J)dd I )8 54 so 116 08 00 
,, '''"'''~''f '' 01 40 116 11 05 
NAME Al T !TUDE DISC. TEMP. DATE 




Snowba 11 Sp r 
(SEgura Spr Noll) 
Wi l fow Spr No.2 7200 
7240 
Road Canyon Spr 7400 
Silver Spr 7600 
Willow Spr 74DO 
Snowball Spr~~o.6 9000 
or Moonshine Spr 
Snowball Spr ~o.7 8800 
South Sp r 
Horse Spr 
Wi I low Spr 
Cottonwood Spr 7600 
7040 
HYDROGEOLOGY 
Rock Structure Control 
Tvoe 
Tv-Pw F F 
Tv F F 
Tv F F 
Oa1 
Oa1 
Oat-Tv F1 f1 
Oa~-Tv F F 
Tv F F 
Oal 
Tv F F 
Tv F F 
Tv Fl F? 
Tv F F 
Tv F F 
Tv F1 F? 
Tv 
Oal-Tv f? F? 
AN AL. 1 USE I REMARKS & REFERENCES 
2 sprs 
2 sprs at Summit Sta. 
Tank. 
1 mi SE Snowball Rch 
SPRING NO. NORTH LATITUDE WEST LONG I TUDE I I AlTITUDE I DISC. I NAME TEMP. DATE HYDROGEOLOGY 1\N.A.l. USE REMARKS t REHRENUS 
Deg Min Sec Deg Min Sec Feet GPM OF oc Rock Structure Control 
Tvoe 
~-
13N/53-2ab (P) 38 59 50 liS 59 40 Cou~ Spr Qal-QTb F F I 
13N/53-llba (P 38 59 00 115 59 so Horse Spr 6750 Qal F F 
?13N/54-4bd{P 3B 59 45 115 55 15 ?Moody So r 7400 Qai-Tv F F 
?13N/54-23d{P 38 56 50 115 52 t,s Gene Sp rs Tv F F 
13 1/ZN/54-27 39 01 15 115 54 10 Cook Tank Sp r 7900 Tv 
?bc(P) 
13 1 /ZN/54-27 39 01 15 115 54 25 Mahogany Sp r 7640 Tv 2 mi ESE Moody Pk.88 83' 
?bd(P) 
13 1!2N/5.,-29 39 01 30 liS 56 00 Moody So r 8120 OTb-Tv C? l/2 rni ESE Moody Pk. 
?a(P) 8883' 
13 I/2N/S4-33 39 00 05 115 55 20 Sand Sp r 7400 Tv This may be ~oody So 
?c (P) 
13N/55-16c(P) 38 57 40 115 48 50 Young Florio Sor 6300 5E Oai-(ITb C? Snyder~ 1963, o.434 
13 I/2N/55-28 39 00 55 115 49 10 Big louie Sor 6240 D.<d-Tv 1' 1/3fr'i 1.1 Dough 6913 
dd{P) 
13 I/2N/55-29 39 00 55 115 50 30 6500 0al-Tv F F 1/2 mi W Big louie S or 
de (P) 
13N/56-32ba 38 57 05 115 t,z 00 Co\d StH Oal RWT In Old Wi 1 Iiams Oi tc h 
13N/S6- 32bdb 38 57 00 115 42 01 Sig Warm Spr 5600 28~R 90 32 Oal F? F? R See Eakin, et al, 19 51 
I 
13N/57-2dc 39 00 45 115 J I 30 Bartholomae Sor 6480 Q.al-Tv 
No. 1 
13N/57-13da 39 00 05 115 29 OS Slackr-ock Spr 6480 Tv l l/3 mi up Slack-
rock Canyon 
SPRING NO. NORTH LAT ITUOE WEST LOIIG I TUDE NA>IE AlTITUDE DISC. TEMP. DATE HYDROGEOLOGY ANAL. USE REMARKS & REFERENCE! 
ileg M.in Sec Deg Min Sec Feet GPM of oc Rock Structure Control 
Tvoe 
. 
1411/41-57 39 0& 30 117 23 30 Oal R\IT 8 sprs 
14N/4l-9cd 39 05 15 117 22 25 6400 Qal F? F? 
14N/41-9da 39 05 30 117 21 55 Coyote Spr 6480 Oal F F 
1411/41-123 39 03 40 117 2() IS Rough Sp r Tv 
14N/41-36b 39 02 20 117 19 15 7600 Tv 
14N/41-36da 39 02 00 117 18 30 8160 Tv 
14N/42-5bd 39 06 35 I 17 16 45 7520 Tv 
14N/42-8b 39 05 50 117 . 17 15 7760 Tv 
14N/42-10a 39 05 30 117 14 20 9120 Pw 
I 4N/42-17bcc 39 04 40 117 17 IS 8000 Tv 
14N/4Z-17ca 39 04 30 117 16 so 8560 Tv 
14N/42-18ac 39 04 45 117 17 55 7S20 Tv 
14N/42-20bb 39 04 OS 117 17 15 8000 Tv 
14N/42-32db 39 02 30 117 16 00 8400 Tv-Pw C? 
J4N/42-33bb 39 01 55 117 16 45 7320 Tv-Pw C? 
14N/42-33bc 39 02 5_0 117 16 OS 8560 Pw F7 F? 
tl1N/42-33c 39 01 50 117 16 00 8960 Pw F F 
14N/42-33db 39 01 55 117 15 40 9280 Pw F F 
> I 
SPRING NO. NORTH LATITUDE WEST LONG I TUDE NAME ALTITUDE DISC. TEMP. DATE HYDROGEOLOGY ANAL. USE REMARKS & REFERENCES 
Oeg Kin Sec Deg Kin Sec Feet GPM OF oc Ro~k Structure Control 
Tvoe 
14N/43-12 39 05 15 117 05 35 5510 Qal RWT On Spaulding Salt 
Marsh 
1oN/43-15bc 39 04 30 117 08 10 81 ue Spr 5510 mall Nom Qal R\IT 75' di a. poo1.,16t 
deep Meinzer, 1917, 
p. 87-86 
14N/43-l5dd 39 04 00 117 08 20 5510 se11. 61 16 10/12/13 Oal RWT c On AJ ice Gendron Rd 
Meinzer, 1917 
14N/43-l6cb 39 04 20 117 09 35 5600 10/11/13 Qal F7 F1tRWT c 1.3 mi w. Alice 
Gendron Rch, Keinzer 
1917 
14N/43-2Dcd 39 03 15 117 10 25 5680 mall? Qal RWT 
14N/43-22dc 39 03 15 117 .07 5S 5470 Qal RWT 
14N/43-27ba 39 03 00 117 08 10 Me Leads Sp rs 5470 30R 58 15 Oal RWT Meinzer, t917 
14N/43-28ac 39 02 .. 5 117 08 55 5500 40E 65 18 3(18/67 Oal RWT R n at J Bar S Rch 
I (Mcleod) 
14N/43-32ad 39 01 55 117 09 45 5490 200E 61 16 3/18/67 Oal RWT I 1 mi s J Bar s Rcn (McLeod) 
14N/43-3oca 39 01 ljO 117 08 10 Hot Spr 5498 Oa1 F1 F7 
14N/45-10aaa 39 05 20 116 53 55 f ron Spr 6640 IM 51 11 3118/67 Tv 
(p) 
14N/45-12ab( 39 05 20 116 52 10 7360 Tv 
I 
14N/45-23ab ( 39 03 25 116 53 20 Jeans Spr 7040 Oal-Tv 
!4N/45-24cb ( 39 03 15 116 52 40 7360 Tv N Fork Wildcat Canyc n 
14N/45-35cba 39 01 35 116 53 so White Canyon Sp r Tv 
' ' ' 
SPRING NO. NORTH LATITUDE WEST LONGITUDE NAME ALTITUDE DISC. TEMP. DATE HYDROGEOLOGY ANAL. USE REMARKS & REFERENCE s 
Deg Min Sec Deg Min Sec feet GPM oF oc Rock Structure Control 
Tvoe 
14N/45 1/2- 39 00 20 116 50 30 Copper Mine Spr 8800 Pw 1 mi SW Wildcat Pk. 
36d(P) 
14N/46-9b(P) 39 olt 05 116 47 45 White Rock Spr 9920 mall Tv 
14N/46-91db (P 39 0'+ 00 116 47 20 9920 Tv E Side White Rock r n 
14N/46-II c(P) 39 03 so 116 45 35 8320. Tv-Pw C1 2 sprs 
14N/'+6-llda7( )39 03 55 116 •s 20 8880 Tv-Pls C7 
14H/46-IIdc(P 39 03 45 116 45 JO McMonn i ga 1 Spr 8080 Sev. Pw-F1 s c Kay & Crawford, l9t 4 
14N/46-15c(P) 39 03 05 116 46 55 8720 Tv 3 sprs 
14N/46-16d(P) 39 02 55 116 47 50 9040 Tv-Pw C1 
14N/46-17c or 39 03 00 1!6 •49 10 8800 Tv-Pw C1 
18d (P) 
14N/46-?33b 39 01 35 116 ltB 15 Pyramid Sp r 8080 Pw-Pis F F In Mill Canyon I.5 m1 
ESE Wi 1dcat Pk 
14N/4]-Ibc 39 04 50 116 38 00 Hot Spr 6660 ~al F? F7 One of Potts Rch Sc s 
14N/47-2add 39 04 45 116 38 20 6650 4SOR 4/15/64 Oa1-Tv? F? F7 R,C s Lamke & Moore, 196.; 
200E Ill 44 12/18/66 1/2 mi s. Potts R.d 
14/N-JBdbb 39 03 05 116 43 10 Cranes Creek Spr Oal F? F? 
14N/47-l9bb 39 02 35 116 43 3S March Sp r 7320 Qa1-P1s F f 1/3 mi S Ike~ Canyc 
14N/47-22ab 
' 
39 02 25 116 39 45 Hot Spr 6680 Oal F F 
l4N/47-2Zdcc 39 01 45 116 40 00 Di anas (Oevi Is) 6760 900R Lamke & Moore, 196~ 
Punchbowl 202M 131! 57 12/18/66 Qal F F c s 
14N/49-2db 39 06 45 !16 24 50 7840 Tv 
' 
SPRING N.::. i N<;RTI-l U..T!TUDC idES' LDNG!TUD£ 
; ! ' i j i j ' 
NA"':: i .:.'-r'--;-u:.:! ~us::.; ~Ef"P. 1 D;.;~;~ ; ~YOR.OGE~~~ _ ---~~A_L-__:_ __ ~~:E i RE:..:.RI\S :; RE~E~E~C£5 
----- -t-- -~---- --- f -------- ------ _,__ ---- r- I r---
Deg j ~in Se-c I Oeg! Mil"- I Sec , Feet SPM °F 0 ( ! Rock Structure Contro!l i ~ 
-+- --- -- i -- ---- --- --------- ;:pe T - T- --l r--t~ Wh; te Rock c ;k 14N/49-12dc 39 I 05 45 116 23 50 8280 
i4N/4'3-?22ccc 39 03 45 116 2S 35 8600 
' 
Tv l 2 sprs hd Savory Crk 
I 
4N/49-23d 39 03 55 116 24 40 8960 Tv F F 
4N/49-24b 39 04 30 116 24 20 8720 Tv F F Butler Basin, Hd 
Copenhagen Canyon 
l4N/49-?JO 39 02 55 116 30 10 7480 Tv 113 mi E Butler Rch 
14N/50"'3ba 39 06 55 116 19 45 6920 70E 63 I 7 12121/66 na I- Tv F F s 
l4N/50-3dd 39 06 30 116 19 00 7240 Tv F F 3/4 Mi SE Se9ura Pch 
l4N/S0-4cdb 39 06 35 116 20 so Blat rs Sor (or 7040 2)RR 62 17 11/14/54 N<G 
John Blairo; Spr) 20 Scales. 1361, o.4 
4SE 60 16 "w p F1 R,C I 1/4 ml W 8ar-N-8ar 
(Se;:~ura) Rch 
14N/50-8bc 39 I 06 05 116 221 05 I )4RO Tv-Pls F F 14N/50-8dd 39 05 35 116 22 00 7400 Pw-Pis F F 
? l4N/50-l Oc 39 1 05 4S 116 19 45 Wi llovJ Creek Sors Tv F F 
14N/50-10da 39 OS so 116 19 00 Meadow Canyon Sor Tv 
I 4N/50-13c 39 04 55 116 17 35 Segura 3 Sp r 8320 
14.75"'63 I I I Tv I F J!<N/50-! Sac 39 OS 10 116 19 20 Dickt-s Spr" or 7320 17 I B/05/67 I Tv I I I R ,C I s 
Dick Allison Sp 
JJ.,N/50-l6ab 39 05 20 II& zo 35 
I 
7200 I I I I IQai-Pw 14NI50-l7cb 39 05 00 116 22 00 Sequra Sor 7920 Tv-Pl s I f I F 
I 
SPRING ~C. ' NORTH LAT !TUDE WEST <G!TUO£ I ' DISC.! I I ' NA~!:: AL T!TUD£ TEMP. Ci.TE HYDROGEOLOGY ANAL. USE REMARKS & REFERENCES LO 
-
Deg Hi n Sec Deg M n Sec Feet GPM oF oc Rock Structure Control 
Type 
-
!4N/50-l8dd 39 04 50 I 16 2 2 25 8760 Tv F? F? 
14N/50-20ba 39 04 35 116 2 I 50 Blair 2 spr o-r -Rsoo Tv-Pls C7 
Coa I Burner Spr 
l4N/50-21aa 39 04 30 116 2 3 10 Cabln Spr, Dry 7360 Tv 
Spr or Blair Sprr-f .3 
14N/50-24cb 39 04 05 116 7 40 Sequra Sor. No.2 Tv 
l4N/50-24da 39 04 05 116 , 45 Snc:Mtba 11 So rNo. I 0 Tv F F 
14N/50-25ac 39 03 35 116 7 10 &lPO Tv F f 
14N/50-26ad 39 03 25 116 7 55 Snowball Sn rNo. 11 &l80 Tv 
14N/50-28ad 39 03 25 116 2 3 10 Blair Sor tlo.l Tv 
14N/50-29ad 39 03 25 116 2 I 15 Aoolebush Hill So 7760 Pw-Pis F F 
(~ood Sp r) 
14N/50-31cc 39 02 15 116 2 3 15 7600 Tv F F Base flow on Little 
Savory Crk 
""150- )5db 39 02 25 116 8 10 Homestead Spr 7600 Tv F? f? 
14N/50-)6 39 02 40 116 7 15 7960 Tv 
14N/50- 36cd 39 02 05 116 7 30 7960 Tv 
14N/51-2ac 39 06 50 116 2 15 Wild Indian Spr 7560 Qa 1- Tv 
14N/51-4baa : 39 07 15 116 3 55 West Fork Indian 8600 Tv F F 
Crk Spr (Indian S r) 
14N/51-5aa 39 07 15 116 4 35 Deer So r -8650 Tv F F 
I 
SPRING NC. I NOR1H LATITUDE 1/EST LONG I TUDE NAME AL T !TUDE DISC. TEMP. DATE HYDROGEOLOGY ANAL. USE REMARKS & REFERENCES 
Des Min Sec Oeg Min Sec Feet GPM OF oc Rock Structure Cont;ol 
Type 
l4N/51-5bb 39 07 10 116 15 35 Quaker Spr 9000 Tv F F 
14N/51-6bc 39 06 50 116 16 30 Sequra Spr No.5 8800 Tv F F 
14N/51-8bc 39 06 00 116 15 35 -8960 Tv 
14N/5i-8db 39 05 45 116 14 50 Butch Spr -8520 rv F F 
14N/51-9bb 39 06 20 116 14 25 Rock Sp r 8290 Tv F F 
14N/51-9bc 39 06 20 116 14 25 -R!60 Tv F F 
14N/51-ilbac 39 06 15 116 II 55 7400 '5E 8/16/67 Tv F? F? None N new Indian Sp.r Rch 
14N/51-IIbb 39 06 20 116 12 10 -7420 4.25M 57 14 8/16/67 Tv F F R D W new Indian Spr Rch 
14N/51-II be 39 06 05 116 12 10 -7450 Tv F F At Indian Spr Rch 
14N/51-IIbdb 39 06 05 116 II 55 7400 ·5E 8/16/67 Tv F? 1 None S new Jndfan Sor Rch 
14N/5i-18bbb 39 05 35 116 16 40 Sequra No+4 Spr 8800 Tv F F 
14N/51-19a 39 04 25 116 15 55 8800 Tv 
14N/51-19bc 39 04 20 116 16 35 Sequra Spr 8520 Tv F F 
JliN/51-20bd 39 04 15 116 15 15 Cougar Spr B200 Tv F F hd S Fork Willow Crk 
14N/51-22cdd 39 OJ 55 1!6 12 50 Pine Spr or Pine 7400 Tv F F 
or ddb Cone Sor 
14N/51-24cc 39 03 55 116 II 00 \li llow Spr 7040 Oai-Tv on ~illow Crk 2/3 mi 
above Willow Crk Rch 
' 14N/51-29 bd 39 03 25 116 15 15 Mahogany Spr -B6DO Tv F? F? 
14N/51-30ab 39 03 40 !16 15 55 B720 Tv F F 
' ' 
I NOKT!-' LATITUDE WEST LONG I TUDE I I 1 I i SPRING NC. NAME ALTITUDE DISC. TH'IP. DATE HYDRGCEOLOG'f j ANAL. USE REMARKS S REFERENCES 
Deg Ml n Sec Deg Mtn Sec Feet GPM oF oc Rock Structure Control! 
Type I 
-
1GN/51-30acc 39 OJ 25 I 16 16 05 South Flat or Sno - Tv F F 
ball No.9 Spr 
14N/51-30bc 39 OJ 30 I 16 16 30 8600 Tv F F 
14N/51-)Ica 39 02 15 116 16 15 7880 Tv F F 
14N/51-31ccc 39 02 05 I lb 16 35 Snowball Spr.No.8 Tv F? F? 
14N/51-32bcc 39 02 30 116 15 30 8440 Tv 
14M/51-32daa 39 02 25 I 16 14 30 Snowball Sp rNo.lj Tv-Pd F F 
?14N/51-J3ab 39 02 45 I 16 13 55 Snowball Spr Pd 
14N/51-33cdd 39 02 05 I 16 14 00 Snowball SprNo.S 7920 Tv-Pd 
14N/51-34bb 39 02 50 116 13 15 Snowball Sor No.1 Tv-Pd F F 
14N/51-34bc 39 02 30 116 13 15 Snowball Spr No.2 Tv-Pd C? 
I 4N/5 I- 34ca 39 02 25 I 16 12 55 Snowba 11 Sp r Tv-Pd C? 
14N/51-34dbb 39 02 30 116 12 40 Snowball Sor 7320-7360 Tv along Snowball Crk 
14N/51-35da 39 02 20 I 16 I I 20 Snowball P.es.Sor Tv F F 
14N/51-35db 39 02 25 I 16 I I 35 SnO¥Jball Spr.No.3 7120 Tv F F On Snowball Crk at SnOW"ba 11 Rch 
14N/53-34dd(P 39 02 10 115 59 05 Buck Sp; 6800 Oal F F 
14N/54-Ibb : 39 07 05 115 so 45 Butte Stat.Spr "6900 OTb 1/2 mi NW Ouckwater 
Pk. 7494' 
I"N/S4-4cd 39 06 25 I 15 54 00 Stone Cabin Spr "6800 O_Tb-Tv C? 30' S Old Stone Cabi 
: 
SPRING NO. ~ NORTH LA T ITUOE WEST LONGITUDE NAME A.L Tl TUDE 01 sc. TEMP. DATE I HYDROGEOLOGY ANAL. USE REMARKS & REfERENCES 
Oeg Min Sec Deg Min Sec Feet GPM OF oc Rock Structure Control 
Type 
1 "N/56-14dd 39 QJ, 20 115 38 05 Big Buil {?81ue}Sp ··582o 2224R Oai-Pls F? F?,RWT 
-4o~E 54 12 1/12/66 
14N/56-25bd 39 03 00 115 37 35 Buli Creek Spr 5850 225E 54 12 1/12/66 Oal .. Pls F F ,RWT 
14NJ57-22aaa 39 04 00 115 32 15 Birch ('iMud) Spr 6264 I R Oal-Pls 
ny. 
15Nfl,J-17cd 39 09 35 117 23 30 6880 Tv F F 
15N/41-22dba 39 09 00 117 21 00 6280 Oa1 RWT 
15N/41-27a 39 08 30 117 21 00 "6310 Oal RWT 
15N/41-28ac 39 08 20 117 22 10 6280 Oal RWT 
15N/41-28c 39 07 55 117 22 35 "6300 Oal R\.IT ch 
15N/41-33 39 07 30 117 22 30 6320 Oa1 RWT 
15N/42-14ca 39 09 45 117 I J 55 8000 Pu F F 
15N/42-17cd 39 09 30 117 16 '>O 6960 flal-Pw 
15N-'>2-23bb 39 09 20 117 13 55 7680 Pw-Pu F F 
15N/42-23db 39 08 50 117 13 15 8320 Pw F? F? 
15N/42-24dd 
' 
39 08 35 117 II "S 9360 Ki -Pw C? 
l5N/1!2-25aa 39 08 30 117 11 45 9280 Ki -Pw F F,C? 
?15N/42-26bb 39 08 25 117 13 50 ?w 
"' 
. 
SPRING NO. NORTH LATITUDE WEST lONG lTUDE NAME ALTITUDE DISC. TEMP. DATE HYDROGEDLOG'f ANAL. USE REMARKS & REFERENCE 
Oeg Min Sec Oeg Min Sec Feet GPM OF oc Rock Structure Control 
Type 
. 
15N/43-13db 39 09 25 117 05 25 (Bowman) Sp r 5920 ·soaR Gal F F Meinzer,l917 ,p. 90 
15N/44-14cb 39 09 25 117 00 25 ·s645 Oal R\o/T 
15N/44-15 39 09 20 117 01 00 ·s64S Oal R\IT 3 sors 
ISN/44-22bb 39 08 55 117 01 05 Daniels Spr ·ss4o 450 R 9/22/13 Oal RWT c Meinzer,1917,anothe 
spr 1n Center N 1/2 
15N/44-30dd 39 07 35 117 04 OS ·ssoo Oal RWT 
15N/45-14a 39 09 35 116 52 55 6400 <5 47 7 3/18/67 K; F F Sprat Gumeen Cabln 
Gran1 te Canyon 
15N/45 l/2-13 39 08 35 116 50 45 Sage Hen Sp r 8400 Pu 
(P) 
15N/46-2(P) 39 10 00 116 45 35 Deer Sp r 7200 Tv?-Pu? F? F? 
1SN/46-3(P) 39 10 10 116 46 so Sams Sp r 7440 Tv?-Pu? 
15N/46-7b(P) 39 09 10 116 50 15 C 1 i pper Gap Spr 8080 Tv-Pw C? 2 sprs 
15N/46-IO(P) 39 08 55 116 47 05 Turquoise Sp r 7600 Pw 
15N/46-18(P) 39 08 10 116 49 55 •8100 Tv-Pw C? 2 sors 
15N/46-19(P) 39 07 so 116 49 45 8000 Tv-Pw C? 2 sprs 
15N/46-20(P) 39 07 30 116 49 20 8000 Tv 
15N/46-27b(P) 39 06 40 116 46 05 7600 P,; above Indian Rch 
15N/46-36d(P) 1 39 05 20 16 44 05 Johnny Potts Sor 7400 Tv 
15N/47-IOb 39 09 30 116 40 OS 6580 Oal 2 small sprs 
SPRING MO. NORTH lATITUDE WEST LONGITUDE NAME ALTITUDE DISC. TEMP. DATE HYDROGEOlOGY ANAL. USE REMARKS & REFERENCES 
Deg Min Sec Deg Min Sec feet GPM OF oc Rock Structure Control 
Type 
15N/47-36cb 39 05 35 116 38 05 -6650 <IE fl.al-Tv? F F 4 seeps 
15N/47- 36cc 39 05 15 116 38 10 0 0al-Tv7 F F s 2 mi E of Potts Rch 
15N/48-17bb 39 08 25 116 36 00 Wllite Sage Spr 6640 ('a l-Tv F F .RWT 
15Nt48-26acc( )39 06 30 116 32 05 7040 125E 60 16 3/23/67 Tv R,C ?S by old log -cabir. 
15N/49-7da 39 II 00 116 29 00 8040 Tv f F Hd Rye Grass Canyon 
ISN/49-IDdc 39 10 45 116 26 00 Rye Grass Spr 7200 Tv-Pl s C? 
15N/49-12abb 39 11 30 116 23 50 B 1 ackbu rn Sp rs Qal-Pls 
15N/49-18ab 39 10 35 116 29 25 8320 Tv F F 
15N/49-19aa 39 09 35 116 28 55 7920 Tv 
15N/49-22dd 39 09 DO 116 26 30 8120 Tv F F 
15N/49-2Bba 39 08 35 116 27 25 8600 Tv 
15N/49-29ad 39 08 45 116 27 45 Laxa<{ue Sp r 8600 Tv-Pw C? Hd Horse Heaven Canv on 
15N/49-36ba 39 08 00 116 24 00 7640 Tv-Pc) F F 
ISN/50-la }9 11 20 116 22 )0 Bog Sp rs 0al-Pls F F 
ISN/50-IOc 39 10 45 116 19 30 Foley Sprs -6560 Oa1 
15N/50-24ab 39 09 40 116 17 10 Water C~nyon Spr 7320 P1s 
15N/50-28db 
' 
39 08 25 116 20 25 Antelope ValleyS r 6720 Qa I 
15N/50-3)dd 39 06 25 116 20 05 Sequra No.2 Spr Qal n F? 
15N/S0-34cad 39 06 )0 116 19 30 All is on Sprs 6920 <3E 45 7 12/21/66 Oa1 F F s 
SPRING ND. NORTI-1 LAT !TUDE WEST LONG I TUDE NAME ALT !TUDE DISC. TEMP. DATE HYDROGEOLOG'r ANAL. I USE REMARKS & REFERENCES 
Deg Min Sec Oeg Min Sec Feet GPM oF oc Rock Structure Control 
Type 
!SN/51-2ba 39 12 OS 116 12 15 Number 4 Spr 7640 O_al-Pls 
15N/Sl-6bd 39 12 OS 116 16 20 Mountain Lion Spr 7320 Ti -?1 s C? 
15N/51-7db 39 II OS 116 16 35 Coal Burner Sprs 7800 Pis 
(or ?Cabin Spr) 
ISN/51-Bdc 39 10 45 116 14 55 8000 Tv-Pis F F 
ISN/51-IOC 39 10 55 116 13 00 Pis 2 sprs 
ISN/51-ISdb 39 10 10 116 12 40 7840 Tv-Pis C? 
15N/51-16bc 39 10 20 116 14 25 8040 Tv-Pis F F 
15N/51-16cd 39 09 55 116 14 00 Middle Spr -s4oo Tv 
15N/51-18ab 39 10 45 116 16 05 8200 Tv-Pd C? 
15N/51-19ca 39 09 15 116 16 20 ?Sequra No.8 Spr Tv-Pw C7 
15N/SI-20 39 09 25 116 14 30 Sheep Spr 8520 Tv hd ~ine Mile Canyon 
15N/51-20db 39 09 15 116 1" 55 Peak Sp r 8800 Tv 
1SN/51-20dc 39 09 10 116 14 55 Sequra No.9 Spr 8920 Tv 
15N/51-20dd 39 09 10 116 14 35 8920 Tv 
15N/51-21bb 39 09 45 116 14 20 Sequra No. iO Spr Tv F F 
15N/51-22db 39 09 15 116 12 40 8040 Tv F F 
15N/51-23ab I 39 09 40 116 11 25 7480 Tv 
15N/51-23d 39 09 15 116 12 05 Cockalorum Spr 7960 Tv This may be 2 differ ert 
(Wildhorse Sprs?) sp:rs 
' 
SPRING NO. NORTH LA T1 TUDE WEST LONGITUDE NAME ALTITUDE 01 sc.l TEMP. DATE HYDROGEOLOGY ANAL. USE REMARKS & REFERENCE s 
Oeg Hin Sec Deg ' Min Sec F~et GPM oF oc Rock Structure Control 
Tvoe 
ISN/5 I -28a 39 08 45 116 13 •o Twin Spr 8280 Tv-Pls F F 
ISN/51-28cba 39 08 30 116 14 IS Center Cottonwood pr -9000 Tv 
15N/51-28cd 39 08 10 116 14 OS ?Pine Spr ·ssoo Tv-Pls F F 
15N/51-28dbb 39 08 30 116 13 551 North CottonwoodS r 8SZO Tv-Pls F F 
ISN/Sl-29bb 39 08 50 116 15 30 8920 Tv 
1SN/51-30ad 39 08 45 116 15 40 Sequra Spr No.7 8720 Tv 
ISN/Sl-31ac 39 07 55 116 16 OS Sequra Spr No.6 8600 Tv 
15N/SI-32ab 39 DB 05 116 14 55 8920 Tv 2. sprs 
15N/SI-32ad 39 07 50 116 I" 35 8560 Tv 
ISN/51-32db 39 07 35 116 IS 05 8520-8620 Tv 2 sprs 
15N/51-33ba 39 oB 00 116 14 00 Double Spr "8100 Tv-Pis F F 
15N/51-33bb 39 08 00 116 14 IS South CottonwoodS r 8440 Tv 
15N/51-33bc 39 07 so 116 14 20 Rock Spr ·aszo Tv 
ISN/SI-33dd 39 07 30 116 13 45 Mulligaf1 Spr Tv F7 F1 
15N/SI-34bb 39 07 55 116 13 10 Xa!n Cottonwood S r 7920 Tv-Pls C1 
15N/5J-3ljcb 39 07 35 116 13 lO 7920 Tv Floor of Mulligan Cy n 
ISN/52-29aa 39 08 50 116 08 DO Cockalorum Spt ·Gaoo Oa 1-Md 
ISN/54-llad 39 11 15 liS Sl 15 6320 Pis at Pogues Station 
15N/S5-4 39 12 00 liS 46 45 Pitt Spr 6530 Pis see Snyder".1963tp.43 4 
. 
' 
SPRING NO. NORTH LAT !TUDE WEST LONG I TUDE NAME ALTITUDE DISC. TEMP. DATE HYDROGEOLOGY ANAL. USE REMARKS & REFERENCES 
Oeg Min Sec Deg Min Sec Feet GPM OF oc Rock Structure Control 
lvoe 
15N/55-9 39 I I 20 115 47 05 6480 Pis t. 
' 
15N/55-29c 39 08 05 115 48 35 Nevada Go•1ernods 6360 OaJ-Pis 
Spr 
15N/57-23bcd 39 09 00 115 32 00? Mud Sp r Pis-Pel F F 
15N/57-33cd 39 07 00 115 34 05 Green Sprs •6100 675E 63 17 4129/48 Tv-Pls F F,C? I ,S 8 
5DOE 
898R 61 
3DOE 8/19/65 c 
' 
!6N/42-36 39 12 25 117 12 10 8240 
!6N/43-17aa 39 15 20 117 09 25 7760 
!6N/43-17ab 39 15 25 I 17 09 50 7440 ta. 
!6N/43-2Bada 39 13 25 117 08 20 
!6N/43- 3Dba 39 13 35 117 II 15 8400 I 
!6N/43-35ad 39 12 30 117 06 10 6320 I 
16N/45 l/2-3! ~d 39 10 45 116 51 25 7280-7360 Pu 
!6N/46-20acc 39 12 55 116 48 25 Petes Spr 6960 2.8M 52 12 8!l5/67 Pel s ! cod 
!6N/46-22ac 39 13 DO 116 46 05 Henry Meyer Spr 7200 Tv-Pu F F 




SPRING NO. NORTH LATITUDE WEST LONGITUDE NAME ALTITUDE OISC. TEMP. DATE HYDROGEOLOGY ANAL. USE REMARKS & REFERENCES 
Deg Min Sec Deg Min Sec Feet GPM oF oc Rock Structure Control 
Type 
16N/48-10d 39 14 10 116 32 40 South Brock Sp r 7560 Tv F F 
16N/4B-13d 39 13 30 116 30 25 Goat Sp r 7680 Tv 
16N/49-2dd 39 16 55 116 24 45 -nso Tv F F 2 sprs at mth Well ( yn 
. 
16N/49-4ba 39 17 25 116 27 35 8000 Tv 
16Nflj9-8cd 39 16 10 116 28 35 7520 Q_al-Tv 
16N/49-16ca 39 15 30 116 27 35 7640 Qal-Tv F F 
16N/49-17a 39 15 55 116 29 IS 7540 Qa1-Tv F? F1 2 sprs on floor Bro( k 
Canyon 
16N/49-21cb 39 llj 40 116 27 45 8200 Tv F F 
i6N/49-29ba 39 14 10 116 ·28 45 Seep Sp r 8200 Tv 
16N/49-29db 39 13 35 116 28 30 Whi terock Spr 7760 Tv 
16N/49-30bd 39 13 55 116 29 45 8200 Tv F f 
16N/51-10b 39 14 45 116 13 OS Fenstermaker Sprs Oal F1 F? 3 sprs in 3 adjacent 
Canyons 
16N/51-26dc 39 13 25 116 11 40 lower Oavls _Spr -7080 Oal 
16N/51-34ad 39 13 00 116 12 20 7440 Pis 
16N/51-34d 39 12 45 116 12 25 Upper Oavi s Sp r 7560 Pis 
16N/51-35ccc 39 12 30 116 12 25 Kinkead Spr 7520 Qal-Pls 
16N/51-35ccd 39 12 30 116 12 05 7440 Qa1-P1s Bel~ Kinkead Spr 
16N/53-8b 39 16 30 116 02 00 Fish Crk(Sara Rch 6030 4000 66 19 Qal R,C westernmo5t spr 54•F 
Sprs 10/29/65,-20 deep pc OS 
see Wad ng ~ 1965 
' 
•' 
SPRING NO. NORTH LATITUDE WEST LONG ITUOE NAME ALTITUDE DISC. TEMP. DATE HYDROGEOLOGY ANAL. USE REMAR.KS & REFERENCE s 
Deg Min Sec Deg Min Sec Feet GPM of ot Rock Structure Control 
Type 
16N/5S-I Od 39 IS ss 115 45 4S 6600 Qal 
16N/S5-16d 39 IS 10 115 47 20 Pancake Sp r -6960 Qai -Tv 
16N/55-20db 39 14 25 liS 48 05 Little Nevada Spr -6]oo Tv-Pls C? 
16N/55-21 co 39 14 10 115 47 25 Soda Spr -6800 Tv-Pis C? 
16N/5S-22b?a 39 14 50 115 46 05 Hillside Spr -7040 Oal-Tv 
16N/55-22bcc 39 14 30 115 46 30 P.yeQrass Spr -7040 Tv 
116N/56-15cb 39 15 10 115 39 45 Hoppi Spr Oal 
16N/56-2Iabd 39 14 40 115 40 10 nal-Tv 
16N/S7-4ca 39 16 so 11S 34 05 Ailan Spr 7040 P1s f F 
16N/57-7ca 39 15 55 115 36 10 -6600 Oal 
16N/57-7dc 39 15 40 liS 35 so Buster Spr -6700 Oal 
16N/57-15cb 39 IS 10 115 33 00 Se 1 i gman Spr 8960 Pis F F 
16N/S7-IS 39 IS 00 11S 32 30 Monte Cristo M i m pr Pis F7 F? usually fails in mid summer,Snyder?t63,p~ 34 
J6N/57-20da 39 14 10 115 34 15 Monte Cristo Spr 7760 35E 9/19/65 Qa1-P1s F F 
16N/57-2laa 39 14 40 115 33 15 Hoppe Sp r 9160 Pis 
16N/57-2Scb 39 13 10 115 30 45 7800 Oai-Pls' F1 F1 
i6N/57-36bc 39 12 40 115 15 45 7640 Oal 
16N/57-36d 39 12 20 liS 15 20 7440 Oal-Pls at Shermantown 
' ' 
I 
SPRING NO. NORTH LATITUDE WEST LONGITUDE NAME AL T !TUDE DISC. TEMP. DATE I HYDROGEOLOGY ANAL. USE REMARKS & REfERENCES 
Oeg Min Sec Oeg Min Sec Feet GPM of oc Rock Structure Control 
Type 
17N/43-13b 39 20 30 117 05 55 7760-8400 5 sprs 
17N/4 3-ISbad 39 20 35 117 07 50 6800 
17N/43-16cb 39 20 10 117 09 20 6880 
17N/43-2laa 39 19 40 117 08 35 7520 
17N/43-23aa 39. 19 35 117 06 05 8240 
17N/43-23cd 39 19 05 117 06 45 7680 fioor of Cottonwood( n•.z. 
17N/43-23da 39 19 20 117 06 05 8320 hd Corra I Canyon 
17N/44-17a 39 20 20 117 02 40 -6900 nr mth Tar Crk 
l7N/44-29a 39 18 35 117 02 50 -GBOO n r mth Rock Crk 
17N/44-32da 39 17 25 117 02 50 Gilli'T'ian Spr 6400 170R 54 12 9/29/14 Meinzer. 1917 
17N/45-13ddd ~>m 19 31i 116 51 27 Main Spe~cerHotSor 5660 6R 14'< 62 Tv-Pu F F R,C B Meinzer,1917,spring 
ry,now a flowing wel 
?I]N/45 1/2- 39 20 15 I IIi 50 30 Old Rock CabinSpr 260R 6/30/14 Pis F F 
l3ddP) 
17N/45 1/2- 39 19 50 116 51 14 Spencer NorthSpr 5680 117 47 Tv-Pis F F Meinzer,1917, now a 
14d (P) flowing we11 
I?N/45 1/2- 39 19 38 116 51 18 Spencer CenterSp 5680 Tv-Pis f F 
23a (P) 
I?N/45 1/2- 39 19 16 116 50 52 Spencer East Spr 5720 Tv-Pis. F F c Melnzer,19t7, no flc 
24da(P) nowaweil 
,w, 
SPRING NO. NORTH LATITUDE WEST LONG I TUOE NAME ALTITUDE DISC. TEMP. OATE HYDROGEOLOGY ANAL. USE REMARKS & REFERENCE s 
Deg Min Sec Deg M~n Sec Feet GPM oF oc Rock Structure Control 
Tvoe 
?17N/46-7 39 21 30 I 16 49 35 Schmidtletn Spr Qal 6 mi E Birch Crk Rch 
17N/48-13bb 39 19 10 II& 31 10 7880 Qa1 F? F? on saddle nr hd 
Wallace Canyon 
17N/48-2lb 39 18 OS 116 34 00 7000 Qal l/2 mi up Wallace C,., y. 
17 I /2N/48- 39 22 25 116 30 35 7920 Tv F F 2 sps 1/~ mi apart 
125ac 
17 1/2N/48- 39 22 15 116 32 50 "7380 Tv F F 2 sprs 1/3 mi NE VAE 
?27a Woods 8115 
M 
17 1 /2N/48- 39 22 00 116 32 50 7480 Tv F F 2 sors 1/2 mi SE VAE 
?27 Woods 8115 
M 
17 1 /LN/48- 39 21 35 116 33 10 laKque Spr 7690 Tv F F 
34b 
l7N/49-3a 39 22 50 116 26 10 8240 Tv F F 
17N/49-3b 39 22 40 116 26 30 8600 Tv F F 
17N/49-3c 39 22 25 116 26 40 8600 Tv F F 3 sprs at hd of Ced~ 
Crk 
17N/49-29a 39 19 1{) 116 28 20 "8400 Tv F F 
17N/49-33 39 18 05 116 27 35 8000 Tv F F l/2 mi S\¥ S Fork Pas 
1 7N/49-134bb 39 18 30 116 26 55 Bald Mtn Spr 8COO Tv F F 
I?N/50-!Bb I 39 20 55 116 23 20 7040 Tv At mth Hodges Canyon 
17N/50-30ba 39 19 20 116 23 05 6800 Qa l-Tv f F Ardans Rch 
17N/50-30ca 39 18 '<5 116 23 15 6840 D_oi-Tv On Morrison Rch 
,. 
SPRING NO. I NORTH LATITUDE WEST LONG HUDE 
Deg Min Sec Deg Min Sec 
17N/50-31abc 39 18 20 116 23 05 
i ?N/52- I I aa 39 21 55 116 Ql, 35 
or 12bb 
17N/52-Ildc 39 21 15 116 05 00 
17N/52-l4bc 39 20 •s 116 05 35 
I?N/56-Sacd 39 22 20 115 41 20 
l7N/56-8aba 39 21 35 115 41 IS 
17N/57-34db 39 17 40 115 32 30 
I]N/57· 35c 39 17 35 115 31 45 
IBN/41-20db 39 24 30 117 23 15 
18N/42-22bc 39 24 •s 117 14 so 
IBN/42-22d 39 24 30 117 14 15 
18Nt42-23b 39 2" 50 I 17 13 "5 
IBN/42-2 3cc 39 24 25 117 13 50 
18N/42-27ac 39 24 00 117 14 20 
ISN/42-27d 39 23 30 I 17 
"' 
10 





NAM£ ALTITUDE DISC. TEMP. DATE 
Feet GPM o, oc 
Sullivan Spr 6835 <:ZOE 62 17 12/21 !66 
Dave Keane Sp r 7480 
{?Clover Spr) 
Rock Spr 7840 
MarteletH Spr 8200 
Shale Sor ·noo 
Si Jver- Pot Sor .7000 
Ell'lmigrant Spr 7360 small 









Rock Structure Control 
Type 
Qal-Tv f F 
Pd-Pcl F F 
Pcl-Pls C1 
Pel 
Tv F F 
Tv-P 1 s C? 
Oai-Pis F 
' 











REMARKS & REFERENCES 
see Humphrey,1960,o. 
see Snyder,i963, p.4 
anal.,see Eakin.anc 







SPRING NO. NORTH LATITUDE WEST LONG I TUOE NAME ALTtTUDE DISC. TEMP. DATE HYDROGEOLOG-Y ANAL. USE REMARKS & REFERENCES 
Deg Min Sec Deg Min Sec Feet GPM oF oc Rock Structure Control 
Type 
18N/44-1 ab 39 27 25 116 58 40 Blackbird Sor 7360. 
18N/44-3ad 39 27 05 117 00 35 Jims Sor water forBobScott 
camp gd. 
18N/44-4bb 39 27 30 117 02 25 8000 
18N/44-6aa 39 27 30 117 03 55 7600 
!BN/4o-6cc 39 26 •o 117 04 50 7120 5M L,g 10 9/11/67 Pis J J s North floor S. Veach &,ly. 
!8N/q4-6cdd 39 26 45 117 04 30 Veach Cyn.Spr.#2 
18N/44-6da 39 26 55 117 03 55 7280 
!8N/44-23dbd 39 24 15 116 59 30 Goodyea rSp r 7000 
(?last Hope Sor) 
!8N/l,5-5cc 39 26 35 116 56 45 Reader Spr 6640 
18N/45-9cc 39 25 55 116 55 45 Lower Reader Spr 6320 
18N/4S-l8bb 39 25 40 116 58 05 6600 on Blackbird Rch 
18N/45-? 1Bd 39 24 55 116 57 20 -6240 onUS 50 lmi NW Fron ;.,. 
18N/46-2a 39 27 25 116 45 10 6590 
IBN/48-lad 39 27 25 116 30 25 Jackrabbit Spr 6600 flai-Tv 
18N/49-5cb 39 27 45 116 29 IS 6640 lia1-Tv rptd very sma11 
IBN/49-6dd 39 27 35 116 29 25 6640 Oal-Tv at Wi I lows Rch 
IBN/49-IOcd 39 26 35 116 26 35 Hillside Spr 7240 Tv 
18N/49-Ilda 39 26 50 116 24 55 6720 Tv F F may be Hillside Spr 
SPRING HO. I NORTH LAT lTUD£ WEST LONGITUDE NAME 
Oeg Min Sec Deg Min Sec 
I BN/49-12abc 39 27 15 116 24 15 Paroni Spr 
18N/49-21dd 39 24 55 116 27 15 
IBN/49-22dc 39 24 so 116 26 20 Dc-gget Sp r 
1BN/49-28aa 39 24 45 116 27 10 
1BN/49-29cd 39 24 DO 116 28 55 
18N/49-29da 39 24 15 116 28 30 
l8N/49-30dd 39 24 05 116 29 25 
1BN/49- 32aa 39 23 45 1!6 28 20 
!8N/49-32bd 39 23 30 116 .28 55 
18N/49- 32da 39 23 30 116 28 25 
18N/49-33da 39 23 30 116 27 20 
18N/49-34 38 23 20 116 26 30 
18N/S0-6cb 39 27 45 116 23 35 Twin Spr 
IBN/50-IIaa 39 27 15 116 18 20 Bradford Spr 
18N/5D-28dbb 39 24 20 116 20 50 1'Cold 1 Spr 
IBN/5D-28dbb 39 24 20 116 20 50 Klobe Hot Sprs 
I 
18N/51-18ba 39 26 25 116 16 35 Antelope Spr 
I 
ALTITUDE DISC. TEMP. 1 DATE 





8480 l 8200 
82t,O l 7880 







6340 0 70 21 
~338 49M 156 69 12/21/66 
6140 
HYDROGEOLOGY 




Tv F F 
Tv F? F? 
Tv F F 
Tv F F 
Tv 
Tv F F 
Tv 
Tv 
Tv F F 
Tv F F 
0a1 
Oal F? F? 
O.a l 
Oal 




REMARKS £ REFERENCES 
in Hickison Pasture 
2 sors nr hd Fuikner 
a sprs 
2 sprs 
see Rush & Everett, 1 
eep,well drilled in 
well drilled in spr, 






SPRING NO. NORTH LATITUDE WEST LONGITUDE NAME ALTITUDE DISC. TEMP. DATE HYDROGEOLOGY ANAL. USE REMARKS & REFERENCES 
Deg Min Sec Oeg Min Sec Feet GPM of oc Rock Structure Control 
Type 
18N/52-23(P) 39 25 00 116 04 . 50 McCulloughs Spr 7480 Qa}-Pcl 
18N/52-25ad(P 39 24 00 116 03 10 View Spr -sooo Pel 




l8N/53-I ca (P) 39 27 35 115 57 25 7320 IM .9 10 8/23/67 Tv-Ph c 
IBN/53-Idb(P) 39 27 25 115 57 05 Lucky Spr(lower) 748o .5M 50 10 8/23/67 Tv c 
i8N/53-I dca (P 39. 27 20 liS 57 00 lucky Spr(upper) 748o 0 50 10 8/23/67 Tv-Pis c 
l8N/53-2ccc 39 27 10 115 58 so Windfall Sprs(als 7680 *SH 47 9 8/23/67 P1s ,, e 
lefroni or Geddes pr) l le 
I 
18N/53-2dd (P) 39 27 15 liS 57 50 Gebell ini Spr #1 -7l!OO Pu 
i8N/5}- 3adc (P 39 27 50 115 59 00 Clarks Spr 7840 -3E 44 7 8/23/67 Pel F F D p 
18N/53-4cac(P 39 27 25 116 00 45 Wildcat Spr -7520 Qai-Pcl F F 
IBN/53-6d(P) 39 27 30 116 02 15 Josephine Spr 7920 0 56 13 8/22/67 Pel 
' 
18N/53-9ac 39 26 55 116 00 30 -a,6o >.ljM 44 7 8/22/67 Pel F F i 
IBN/53-9acc 39 26 50 116 00 20 Suprise Spr 8400 Pel F F 
18N/53-10ad (P 39 26 55 115 59 00 7920 <IE 50 10 B/23/67 Pis F F r 
i8N/53-ll bc(P 39 26 55 115 58 45 Affranchino Spr Pu 





1BN/53-l2bb(P 39 27 OS 115 57 40 GebbeJJ ini Sp-r#2 -7640 Tv-Pu C? 
. l 
'' ' ' 
SPRING NO. NORTH LATITUDE WEST LONGITUDE NAME ALTITUDE DISC. TEMP. DATE HYDROGEOLOGY ANAL USE REMARKS & REFERENCES 
Deg Min Sec Deg Min Sec Feet GPM oF oc Rock Structure Control 
Type 
18N/53- 13aa {P 39 26 10 115 56 45 7200-7220 17 8/23/67 Pis s ' ny. 
181'1/53-13cb{P 39 25 45 115 57 40 Wh i terock Spr -7500 Tv-Pu C? 
18N/53-13dd(P 39 25 30 115 56 55 Dale Canyon Sor -7500 Tv 
18N/53-14aa(P 39 26 10 115 57 50 Broy Spr Pu 
18N/53-14ba (P 39 26 15 ll5 58 30 Murray Spr 7800 8. 1Jol lt9 10 8/23/67 Pis s 
18N/53-15db (P 39 25 45 115 59 15 Secret Canyon Spr -8100 Pu-Pcl f F 
!8N/53-16dd {P 39 25 30 116 00 00 Upper Ratto Spr 7880 <5E 50 10 8/24/67 Pcl-Pls F f s I ny. 
? 18N/53-23ddb 39 2 .. 45 115 57 55 KcCullough Spr Pu 
18N/53-27ac{P 39 24 25 115 59 30 Sierra Spr{upped ]340 .37M 59 15 8/24/67 Oa 1-Pol s 
18N/53-27ba (F 39 24 15 115 59 20 Ratto Spr(lowe.r} 7 .. 40 IM 51 11 8/2V67 Tv-Pet c s 
!SN/53-27db (P 39 24 05 115 59 20 Sierra Spdlower) 7280 00 Qai-Pcl 
18N/5lt-2b 39 27 50 115 51 45 Rose Spr 7000 Tv 
i8N/54-3ab 39 28 00 115 52 35 Red Rock Spr 7000 Tv 
i8N/54-6aa 39 27 55 115 55 40 Stone Cabin Spr Pis 
i8N/54-6bb 39 27 55 115 56 30 Highway Spr -7200 Pu 
ISN/54-Gcac 39 27 25 II 5 56 20 South Sp r 7280 <IE B/24/67 Mel s tiO' 
' 8/24/67 ISN/54-Gcba 39 27 35 115 56 25 Middle Sp-r ]280 .2M 50 10 Tv-Pu C? s 
IBN/54-6cc 39 27 15 115 56 35 7400 3R l;f66 Tv-Mel C? D ter 
' ' 
SPRING NO. NORTH LATITUDE WEST LONG I TUDE NAME ALTITUDE DISC. TEMP. DATE HYDROGEOLOGY ANAL. US.E REMAFKS & REFERENCES 
Deg Mln Sec Deg Min Sec Feet GPM of oc Rock Structure Control 
Type 
IBN/54-6cd 39 27 20 115 56 15 Summit Sp r -no~ • 3M 67 19 8/2./67 Tv-1'!\cl C? s iJ ter 
18N/54-7bd 39 26 45 115 56 05 Slack Pitch Spr 7240 .9M 57 14 9/23/67 Tv s 
I BN/54-1 Oda 39 26 35 115 52 20 Angelo Beilo Spr 7080 Pis 
1BN/54-16ba 39 ,z6 10 115 53 55 9xyoke Spr ]240 Pu 
1BN/54-17bd 39 26 00 115 55 00 Evans Spr -7100 Qa1-Tv 
IBN/54-17b 39 26 00 115 55 15 Pinto Spr 7000 l. 15M 57 14 9/24/67 Tv s !U y. 
18N/54-18d 39 26 30 115 ss 45 6980 l. 12M 57 14 9/23/67 Tv s 11 riy. 
lBN/54- 30db 39 24 00 115 56 40 Wi i low Spr "6800 Mcl-Pu F F 
1BN/55-6ca 39 27 20 115 49 30 6200 0 7/12/66 Oal-Pu Is Rl 
1BN/55-6cb 39 27 25 115 49 50 6240 Oal-Tv Is 
IBN/55-7cd 39 26 15 115 49 25 Barrel Spr 6!60 Oal 
?lBN/56-lOcc 39 26 20 115 39 50 Pancake Sprs Pu F F lz 
J8N/56-l6cc 39 25 25 115 ~0 •s Sulfur Sprs 6360 Oal-Pu F F 
1 BN/56-22bb 39 25 15 115 39 45 -6600 Oal-Pu 
1BN/56-2Bba 39 z• 25 115 ljQ 20 Rock Sp r 6800 Pu-Pc 1 C? I F 
!8N/56-33bb 39 23 30 115 ljQ 50 -6800 Tv-Pu F F 





SPRING NO. NORTH LAT I TUDE WEST LONG I TUO£ NAME ALTITUDE DISC. TEMP. DATE HYDROGEOLOGY ANAL USE REMARKS & REFERENCES 
Oeg Hin Sec Oeg Min Sec Feet GPM oF oc Rock Structure Control 
Type 
19N/41-9bb 39 31 40 1 I 7 22 40 Wood camp Sp r 6800 I 
19N/4J-16cc 39 30 25 117 22 45 Mount Airy Spr 6900 .25M 9/5/65 
19N/l,l-17db 39 30 35 117 23 30 Cert Spr 
19N/42-35bc 39 28 15 I 17 13 40 5680 RWT I~ 
I 9N/44- I 3c 39 30 20 I 16 58 55 6560 
19N/44-18ddd 39 30 00 Ill 03 40 ~~ r-
19N/44-27bb 39 29 05 117 OJ 15 Dishrag Spr '7400 
19N/44-29ad 39 28 55 117 02 40 7280 R,C 
19N/44-30ca 39 28 35 117 04 15 6730 6.75M 52 12 9/11/67 Ml s 
19N/44-30cb 39 28 35 117 04 40 6600 0.9M 9/11/67 Ml s 
19N/44-32ad 39 28 00 I 17 02 40 7680 
19N/44-32bb 39 28 17 117 03 30 7200 I, ny, 
19N/44- 32db 39 27 45 117 03 05 7720 
19N/45-1ad 39 32 25 116 51 25 
19N/45-lda 39 32 15 116 51 30 1-tackamo re Sp rs 
19N/45-4 39 32 15 116 55 15 Sox Spr 6740 
•' . 
SPRING NO. NORTH LA Tl TUDE WEST LONG ITUOE NAME ALTITUDE DISC. TEMP. DATE HYDROGEOLOGY ANAL. USE REMARKS & REFERENCES 
Deg Min Sec Oeg Min Sec Feet GPM oF oc Rock Structure Control 
Tvoe 
I 9Nt"5- I 7aa 39 30 so I 16 55 55 Streshley Spr 7160 
l9N/45-20c 39 29 25 I 16 56 45 6600 
19N/45-22ac 39 29 45 116 54 05 Hindlass Spr 6440 
19N/4S-34b 39 28 10 116 54 30 6180 
19N/45 I /2-71> 39 31 45 116 51 15 Bull rush Sp r 6580 
19N/46-1bb 39 32 45 116 44 45 7560 l 19N/46-2 39 32 25 116 45 25 7440-7600 2 sprs 
19N/46-3c 39 32 20 116 46 55 801,0 l 19N/46-10ba 39 31 55 116 46 45 -aooo 
19N/46-14ba 39 31 05 116 45 45 7040 l 19N/46- I 6ca 39 30 30 116 47 50 Ory Creek Spr 6960 
19N/46-17ad 39 30 45 116 48 20 long Sp r 6720 
19N/46-27bb 39 29 20 116 47 10 6920 
19N/46-28ac 39 29 00 116 47 40 Tro-ugh Spr -6720 
19Nflj6-35cc 39 27 40 116 45 50 A eke rman Sp r 6600 
19N/49-8 39 32 25 116 26 50 ?Woods Sp r 3 6160 Qal RWT 
19N/50-5aa 39 33 30 116 21 30 Hot Sprs -6140 lOR 107 42 Oal F1 F1 flows from tufa moun 
(Ba,tine Hot Sp;s see. Warin9 l965,p.3 
d, 
5 
19N/50-10c 39 31 55 116 20 10 "6075 Oal RWT 
19N/50-l8ba J9 J 1 40 116 23 10 Warm Sprs 6120 Oal 2 sprs 
l 
SPRING NO. NORTH lATI TUD£ WEST LONG I TUDE NAME ALTITUDE 0 I SC. TEMP. DATE HYDROGEOLOGY ANAL. USE REMARKS & REFERENCES 
Oeg Min Sec Deg Min Sec Feet GPM oF oc Rock Structure Control 
Type 
19N/50- I Bbd 39 31 35 116 i3 20 Cold Spr 6120. Qal RWT 2 sprs 
l9N/50-18cc 39 31 15 116 23 30 Twin Sprs 6120 Oa1 RWT 
19N/50-20bb 39 30 so 116 22 20 Clover Spr 6120 nat RWT 2 sors 
19N/50-20cb 39 30 25 116 22 35 Shamrock Spr 6120 Oa1 RWT 
19N/50-33cc 39 28 30 116 21 25 Warm Spr -6280 Oa1 
19N/51-26b 39 29 55 116 12 20 Pastorino Spr 6360 Gal 
l9N/53-l3bc 39 31 15 115 57 30 The Consolidated$ r flat-Tv 
l9N/53-25acd 39 29 20 115 56 55 Florio Spr -6760 OR 13/63 Oal D J.Morrison-Eureka Wa Supply Map 
ta-
l9N/5}-251c 39 29 15 115 57 20 Gorman Sp r 6900 12R 13/66 Pu 0 J.Morrison-Eureka Wa Supp1y Map 
19N/53-25dab 39 29 15 115 56 50 Sunburst Sor -6780 5R 3/66 Oal D J.Morrison-Eureka Wa (Cherry Sp.r) Supply Map 
ter 
ter 
19N/53-25d 39 29 05 115 56 55 Fred Sp r -6780 4R 3/66 Qal D J .Morrison-Eureka Wa ter Supply Map 
19N/5J-26dcd 39 28 55 115 58 OS 7020 .95M 53 12 B/23/67 Pu-Mcl F F s w side of Gorman Hi 1 1-
geol. is Cretaceous 
clastics 
19N/SJ-35acb 39 28 35 115 58 10 ]160 > 1. .ljz 49 10 R/22/67 Ti-Pu F F,C s in New York Canyon 
19N/5J-J5db I 39 28 20 115 58 10 7340 24M 5' 12 8!22!6 7 Ti-Pu F F,C s 
19N/SJ-36ccc 39 28 00 115 57 40 7~80 .61\ 60 16 B/23/6 7 Ti-Pu c s S\J Coni ca 1 Hi l 1 
l9N/S4-1d 39 32 25 115 so 1 s 8080 
Pcl-P 1s C? 
'. ' 
SPRING NO. I NORTH LATl TUDE WEST LONG I TUOE NAME ALT I TUOE DISC. TEMP. DATE I HYfJROGEOLOG"' ANAL. USE REMARKS & REFERENCES 
Oeg Min Sec Deg Min Sec Feet GPM OF oc Rock Structure Control 
Type 
19N/54-2bb(f) 39 32 50 115 51 55 Sheep So r "7400 nal 
19N/54-3a(F) 39 32 55 115 52 30 Dry Canyon Sor "7200 Pal 
19N/54-9dd 39 31 30 115 53 25 6840 fial-Tv 
19N/54-10ba 39 32 15 115 52 50 South Reg 1 i Sp rs -7240 Oal 3 sors 
19N/5"-12ad 39 32 00 115 50 05 Poison Spr 7680 Pcl-Pls C? 
19N/54-14 39 30 50 115 51 35 7200 Mel in Green Canyon 
l9N/54-15ac 39 31 05 115 52 35 6840 Tv-Me I C7 
l9N/54-l5dc 39 30 40 115 52 35 De Paoli Sprs "7000 Tv-Me 1 C? 2 sprs in Canyon bot ton 
19N/54-19cb(P 39 30 05 115 56 30 Richmond Spr 7360 Tv-Pu C? 
19N/54-19c(P) 39 29 55 115 56 30 8ullwhacker Spr 7440 lOR 3/66 Tv-Pu C? D J.Mor-rison-Eureka \Ja ta-
Suop ly Map 
19N/54-20aa(P 39 30 30 115 54 30 7040 Tv 
19N/54-20ba(P 39 30 35 115 55 OS 7240 Tv 
l9N/54-20bdd( ) 39 30 20 115 55 00 7400 Tv on floor Cottonwood C-,n 
l9N/54-20ca (P 39 30 10 115 55 20 Cottonwood Sp r -7800 Tv 
19N/54-20dd(P 39 29 45 liS 54 40 Shirt Creek Spr Tv rptd little water 
19Nf5"·2Ddc(P 39 29 50 liS 54 55 Big Rock Sor 7400 Tv 
l 
19N/54-2lcc(P 39 29 55 liS 54 25 Hole Spr 6960 Tv 
19N/54-22b 39 30 20 115 53 10 S-imps on Sprs 6880 Tv 2 sprs 
l9N/S4-22db 39 30 OS 115 52 30 7040 Tv-Pls 07 
SPRING NO. I 1 NORTH LAT I TU{)E WEST LONGITUDE NAME ALTITUDE 0 IS C. TEMP. I DATE ! HYORCGEOLOGY ANAL. USE REMARKS & REFERENCES 
Deg Min Sec Deg Min Sec Feet GPM oF oc Rock Structure Control 
Type 
19N/54-23c 39 30 05 liS 51 55 7160 Mel-Pis C? 
19NI54-25ca 39 29 15 115 50 45 Mikes Spr 6920 Mel-Pel F F,C? 
19N/S4-26a 39 29 30 115 51 25 Mud Spr 7200 Mel 2 sors 
19N/54-26d 39 29 00 115 51 25 Pinto Creek Sprs 6920 Mel 
19N/54-27cb 39 29 10 115 53 15 Simpson Spr No.2 Tv 
19N/54-28bb(P 39 29 35 115 54 25 Spanish Gulch Spr 7160 Tv 
l9N/54-29bd 39 29 25 115 55 10 Cottonwood CreekS r -7400 Tv-Pls C? 
19N/54-30ac 39 29 25 115 55 45 Rich Creek Spr Tv 
ISN/54-JOc 39 28 55 115 56 35 Milk Ranch(lani)S r -6900 12R 3/66 Tv?-P1s7 D J~M.orrison-Eureka Wa t..-
Supply Map 
19N/54-3lda 39 28 25 115 55 35 Seepage Spr -7200 l"c 1-Pls C? 
19N/54-32cd 39 28 05 115 55 20 Pass Creek Sprs -7520 Pls rotd littie water 
19N/55-6aa 39 33 00 ll5 48 50 Water Canyon Spr Pel 
19N/55-6dc 39 32 30 115 49 15 Head Sprs Pel 
l9N/55-7ab 39 32 10 115 49 10 7600 Pcl-Pu C? hd Mining Canyon 
l9N/55-31a 39 28 40 115 48 55 Muchacho or Ston~ 6280 2R Pu s Snyder,1963,p.431 
Cabin Sor 
l9N/55-Jldd 39 28 10 liS 49 00 Indian Sor 6200 2R Oal-Pu s Snyder, l963,p.~31 
l9N/57-J4ab 39 28 45 115 32 30 White Hilt Spr 6440 Pu 
SPRING NO. NORTH LATITUDE WEST LONG I TUDE NAME ALTITUDE DISC. TEMP. DATE HYDROGEOLOGY ANAL. USE REMARKS & REFERENCES 
Oeg Min Sec Oeg Min Sec Feet GPM oF oc Rock Stru~ture Control 
Tvoe 
20N/41-8ba 39 37 10 117 23 30 Indian Spr 6900 
20N/41-1Sb 39 36 00 117 21 25 6350 
ZON/41-16ba 39 36 10 117 22 30 6500 
20N/4t,-J3c 39 35 30 116 ss 55 7240 
20N/44-24ad 39 35 OS 116 58 10 Burton{Barton)Spr 7040 
20N/44-24cb 39 34 45 116 59 00 7400 
20N/44-zl,cd 39 34 35 116 ss 40 7200 2 sprs 
20N/I,l,-25bb 39 34 25 116 ss 55 7200 
20N/44-26da 39 33 55 116 59 15 7080 
20N/4I,-J1bbd 39 33 30 117 04 30 2 sprs soo•· aoart 
20N/44-35ba 39 33 30 116 59 50 6900 
20N/45-3bb 39 38 05 116 54 40 Cottonwood Spr -6920 dry 1/4 mi down stre am 
Rush & Everett, t 966 
20N/45- 3ca 39 37 20 116 54 15 6760 
20N/45-22cd 39 34 35 116 54 20 6590 
ZON/45- 31d 39 32 55 116 57 10 661,0 On Grass Val ley Rd. 
ZON/45-36dc 39 32 55 116 51 50 Rye Pat-ch Spr 6280 
20N/46-IIcc 39 36 20 116 46 05 7160 
' 
SPRING NO. NORTH LATITUDE WEST LONG I TUDE NAME ALTITUDE DISC. TEHP. DATE I HYDROGEOLCGl' ANAL. USE REMARKS & REFERENCES 
Oeg Min Sec Deg Min Sec Feet GPM of oc Rock Structure Control 
Type 
20~/46-13ba 39 36 15 116 
"" 
35 7400. 
20N/ 1,6-ISdd 39 35 40 116 46 10 8080 
ZON/'<6-21bc 39 35 05 116 48 15 Confluence of 2 spr 
on Crooked Crk 
20N/46-25 39 34 10 116 43 55 8400 hd N, Fork Steiner Crk 
20N/46-27cc 39 33 45 116 47 05 8040 
20N/46-28c 39- 34 00 116 48 00 7280 2 sors 
20N/46-28dd 39 33 50 116 47 15 7880 
20N/46-33cd 39 32 55 116 lj8 00 7450 
20N/46-35a 39 33 40 116 45 15 Bates Mtn Spr 8120-8440 3 sors 
20N/46-35db 39 33 15 116 45 25 7880 
20N/lj]-ldd 39 37 20 116 37 20 Dickinson Spr -7520 
20N/47-2da 39 37 40 116 38 30 7920 
20N/47-6da 39 37 35 116 "2 55 7080 
20N/47-7aa 39 37 05 116 42 50 7360 
20N/47-10bd 39 36 55 116 40 05 7240 
20N/47-10dc 39 36 35 116 39 "5 7200 
' 20N/47-1I,dd 39 35 35 116 JB 30 6800 On floor Cow Canyon 
20Nfl,7-16ad 39 35 55 116 40 40 (Sprin9 No.1) 7320 
SPRING NO. NORTH LATITUDE WEST LONG !TUDE NAME ALT lTUDE DIS C. TEMP. DATE HYDROGEOLOGY ANAL. USE REMARKS & REFERENCES 
Deg Min Sec Deg Min Sec Feet GPM o, oc Rock Structure Control 
Tvoe 
20N/47-16cb 39 35 55 116 41. 25 (Spring No.2) 7640 
20N/47-21a 39 35 15 116 40 40 7280 
20N/47-27da 39 34 00 116 39 30 6680 
20N/47-29a 39 34 30 116 41 55 7680 
20N/47-31ac 39 33 30 116 43 15 8000 
20N/47-3ldc 39 33 00 116 43 15 7600 
20N/48-18bb 39 36 10 116 37 00 6800 
20N/48-18ca 39 35 55 116 36 45 6680 
20N/49-33ab 39 34 25 116 I. 27 30 Alma Woods SprNo.J 6140 Qa1 RWT 
20N/49-33dc 39 33 45 116 27 35 Qal RWT 
20N/49-33ddd 39 33 50 116 27 20 Alma Woods Spr.Nc .2 '6142 Oal RWT 
20N/50-7bd 39 37 40 116 30 00 Oat 
20N/50-13ac( 39 36 45 116 17 30 Lone Mountain Sp 6080 Oal 
20N/51-6dd(P 39 38 10 116 16 55 Mud Spr '6130. Oal a seeo 
20N/51-36ac 39 34 15 116 10 40 Highway Spr '6200 Oa 1-Ph 10-foot well 
20N/52-19ad 39 3" 55 116 08 45 6040 Oal RIIT 
20N/52-20db 39 3" 50 116 07 55 6040 Oal RWT 2 sors on Hay Rch 
20N/54-3ba 39 37 55 115 52 55 6440 20M 50 10 9/28/65 .Mcl-P Js C? c 
20NJ5q-4ac 39 37 45 115 53 45 6240 Oal F F 
' 
. '
SPRING NO. NORTH LATITUDE WEST LONG I TUDE NAAE ALTITUDE I DISC. TEMP. DATE HYDROGEOLOGY ANAL. USE REMARKS & REFERENCE s 
Deg f1in Sec Deg J1in Sec Feet GPM oF oc Rock Structure Contro1 
Tvoe 
20N/5~-II be 39 37 00 115 52. 02 Stone Cabin Spr -672!J Mel 
2DN/5l,-ll de 39 36 25 115 51 30 Dipping Corra1Sp 7000 Mel 
20N/54-12dd 39 36 3D 115 50 05 Red Rock Spr 7800 Oai-Pcl F F 
20N/54-13ad 39 36 05 115 50 00 S_awmi 11 Sprs -7800 Mcl-Pls C1 
20N/54-13ca 39 35 50 115 50 35 Cottonwood Sor 7820 Mcl-Pls C7 
20N/5~-13da 39 35 55 115 49 55 -7800 Mcl-Pls C7 
20N/5~-l3dd 39 35 35 115 50 05 8000 Oal-Mcl f F 2 sprs hd Cottonwoo dCrk 
20N/54-15cb 39 35 45 115 53 00 66~0 Mel 
20N/54-22ad 39 35 10 115 . 52 Ul 6920 Oa1-Mcl 
20N/54-23ac 39 35 10 115 51 25 7520 Mcl-Pls C1 
20N/54-23dd 39 )I, 55 115 51 10 7480 Oal 
20N/5•-24cc 39 Jl, 35 115 50 55 7640 na1 
20N/54-25ab 39 3~ 35 115 50 15 8120 Oal-Pls F F 
20N/54-25dc 39 33 50 115 50 25 8040 Oa1-P1s F F above Torre Flat 
20N/54-26dc 39 33 50 115 51 25 7640 Qal on Clierry Crk 
20N/54-28ca 39 34 10 115 53 50 6680 Qal-Mcl on Banks Rch 
20N/54-28cc 39 33 so 115 54 20 Four-eyed Ni cksS1 rs 6600 O_al on EunIce Rch 
20N/54-33bd 39 33 20 115 53 50 Four-eyed NicksSt rs6800 Qal 
20N/54-33ca 39 H 20 115 54 10 Four-eyed N:icksS rs 6ROO Qal 





SPRING NO. NORTH LATITUDE WEST LONG !TUDE NAME ALTITUDE DISC. TEMP. OATE HYDROGEOlOGY ANAL. USE REMARKS & REFERENCES 
Oeg Min Sec Oeg Min Sec Feet GPM oF oc Rock Structure Control 
!Y!>_e 
20N/54-35cd 39 33 05 115 51 35 7400 Qal 
20N/54-36dc 39 33 05 115 50 20 Cash Spr 8300 Pcl-Pls F F 
20N/55-3b 39 38 15 115 46 20 -se6o Qal F F.RWT >12 sprs at toe Qai 
slope,SE Eldridge R h 
20N/55-3cad 39 37 50 115 46 00 5840 Qal RWT 
20N"/55-4c 39 37 45 115 47 30 -6520 Qa1 2 sprs 
20N/55-5<l 39 37 40 115 48 05 Robinson S-prs 6720-7000 OaJ-Pc1 lt sprs 
20N/55-8ab 39 37 30 115 47 55 7000 Oa!-Pcl 
20N/55-9ab 39 37 25 115 46 55 6400 Oal-Pcl 
20N/55-9bb 39 37 25 115 47 25 6640 Oa 1-Pc.i 
20N/55-l0ab 39 37 30 115 45 50 5860 0a1 F F,RWT on DeBernardi Rch 
20N/55-14cc 39 35 50 115 45 15 5860 <25E 7/12/66 Oa1 RWT spr at Ci rcle(Labar ry) 
Ranch 
20N/55-15add 39 36 15 115 45 25 5860 Oa1 F? F7 ,RWT 
20N/55-17bc 39 36 15 115 48 30 8600 Pc1-P1s C? 
20N/55-22da 39 35 15 115 45 30 5860 <5E 71!2/66 Oa1 F? F?, RWT 
20N/55-22d 39 35 00 115 45 40 Handley Sprs 586o Qa1 F? F?, RWT 2 sprs at toe Oal s op> 
20N/55-23bba 39 35 45 115 45 15 586o <5E 64 18 7112/66 Oa1 RWT 
20N/55-23bca 39 35 30 115 45 10 5860 50E 60 16 7/12/66 O.a1 RWT 
20N/55-23bdb 39 35 35 115 45 05 5860 IOOE 62 17 7!12/66 Oal RWT 
' 
,, 
SPRING NO. NORTH LATI"TUDE \JES"T LONGITUDE NAME ALTITUDE DISC. TEMP. DATE HYDROGEOLOGY ANAL. USE REMARKS & REFERENCE s 
Deg Min Sec Deg Min Sec Feet GPM OF oc Rock Structure Control 
Tvoe 
20N/55-27ab 39 34 55 115 45 45 S86o. Qal F? F7 ,RWT 
20N/55-29dc 39 34 05 115 lj8 10 (s tore7)Stone-
house Sp r -8400 Pel 
20N/55-34ab 39 33 55 115 45 45 5860 Oa1 F7 F?, RWT 
20N/56-!0dd 39 36 50 115 38 45 6320 fla l-Pcl I 
20N/56-26bb 39 34 55 115 38 30 Barrel Spr 5929 <5E Oa1 R\JT also, see Snyder,l~ 63, 
o. 431 
20N/57-6ac 39 3B 00 115 35 40 Beck Spr 6680 Oal-P1s 
21N/42-4bac 39 1t3 00 117 . 15 40 Murphy Spr 7200 
21N/42-8a 39 42 15 117 16 15 7000 
2lN/42-11bac 39 42 10 117 13. 30 Garden Spr 6000 
2lN/42-28bc 39 39 35 117 16 00 7100 
21N/44-3cd 39 42 30 117 00 50 Laborde Spr -7000 
21 N/44-6 39 43 00 117 04 10 China Spr 6200 
21N/44-l2dd 39 41 40 116 58 00 8700 hd N Fork S 1 1 ver Cr k 
2IN/44-23dd 39 ltO 00 !16 59 15 7800 
21N/44-24c 39 40 00 !16 58 40 (7Upper Laborde) pr 7560 
21N/44-26da 39 39 20 116 59 05 Lower Laborde Sp 7040 On Silver Crk 




SPRING NO. NORTH LA Tl TUDE WEST LONGITUDE NAME ALTITUDE DISC. TEMP. DATE HYDROGEOLOGY ANAL. USE REMARKS & REFERENCES 
Deg Min Sec Deg Min Sec Feet GPM oF oc Rock Structure Control 
!Ype 
21N/4S-9cd 39 41 45 116 ss· 20 756(). 
21 N/45-9dd 39 41 40 116 54 40 -7200 
21N/4S-16bbb 39 41 35 116 55 20 7800 In Charl te•·s Canyon 
21N/4S-16cc 39 40 so 116 55 40 7160 
21N/45-17dd 39 40 50 116 55 45 7200 
21N/45-20bb 39 40 40 116 56 50 8000 On Char1 ie Crk 
21N/47-12ab 39 42 20 116 38 00 6800 3 sprs 
21N/47-12ac 39 42 10 116 38 00 Cottonwood (?Pony 5pr6840 
?21N/47-13bc 39 41 15 116 . 38 35 6600 
21 N/47-13ca 39 41 05 116 38 25 Allen Spr 6700 
21N/47-13da 39 41 05 116 37 40 7600 
21N/47-26bb 39 39 40 116 39 45 6700 
21N/47-26cb 39 39 25 116 39 45 6840 
21 N/47-27dc 39 39 10 116 40 20 -6960 2 -Sprs 
21N/47-27dd 39 39 00 116 40 05 7000 On Indian Rch 
21N/47-31ad 39 38 35 116 43 15 6520 
21N/li7-31tac 39 37 10 116 40 35 7160 
21N/lt7-34dc 39 H 10 116 40 20 liberty Spr No.2 7400 
21N/47-34dd 39 37 00 116 40 20 liberty Spr-.No.l 7300 
; . 
' 
SPRING NO. NORTH LATITUDE WEST LONG I TUDE NAME Al T ITUOE DISC. TEMP. DATE HYDROGEOLOGY ANAL. USE R£MARKS & REFERENCES 
Deg Min Sec Deg Min Sec Feet GPM or oc Rock Structure Control 
Type 
21N/48-2ad 39 43 00 116 32 15 6480- Oa1 
21N/48-2bb 39 43 15 116 32 55 6880 Qai-Tv 
21N/48-5ca 39 42 50 116 36 OS 7120 W side Shagnasty Ba~ ;n 
21N/48-8ac 39 42 05 116 35 55 7200 
ZIN/48-8 39 42 00 116 36 25 7400 Tv-Pu C? 
21N/48-IOca 39 41 50 116 33 45 Wi n-drn i i 1- Fe rguso 6600 Q_al-Tv 
Springs 
21N/48-15aa 39 41 35 116 33 10 6486 Qal 
21N/48-29aa 39 39 45 116 35 35 Grub Canyon Spr .2 6880 Tv On Indian Rc.h? 
21N/4B-29ab 39 39 45 116 35 55 6950 Tv 
21N/!o8-30ab 39 39 50 116 36 50 Upper Grub Canyo pr 7400 in O:ubbs Canyon(Grut: 1 
Canyon) 
21N/!o8-30ac 39 39 30 116 36 50 7520 
21N/52-?3bb 39 43 10 116 06 45 Stinking Spr 6280 flai-Pw 
2W/52-14ac( ) 39 41 10 116 05 00 Lone Wolf Spr 6000 Oal 
21N/52-25cc 39 38 55 l\6 O!o 30 Trap Corral Spr 6440 Oal-Ti 
21N/52-26bd (F ) 39 39 25 ll6 05 30 Hash Spr 6440 Oal-Ti 
21N/52-2f.db (f ) 39 39 15 116 05 05 Ra i 1 road Spr 6640 Qal-Ti 
21 N/54-1 db 39 42 45 115 50 15 Mahogany Sp-r 7800 Pcl-Pls C1 
21N/54-12db 39 42 00 ll5 50 20 ?Nigren Canyon Sp -7600 Pel-Pis C? 
' ' ' 
SPRING NO. NORTH LATITUDE \lEST LONG I TUDE 
Deg Min Sec Deg Min Sec 
21N/S4-13add 39 41 20 1!5 50 DO 
21N/54-13dc 39 40 so 115 so IS 
21N/54-25da 39 39 20 115 50 15 
21N/54-26bcd 39 39 30 115 51 55 
21N/54-26ca 39 39 25 115 51 35 
21N/55-10ad 39 42 25 115 45 40 
21N/5S-l6cc 39 41 05 115 47 30 
21N/55-17ba 39 41 50 115 48 15 
21N/55-17bb 39 41 50 115 48 45 
2lN/55-17cb 39 41 25 115 48 40 
21N/55-20bd 39 40 40 115 48 20 
21N/55-20dc 39 40 25 115 48 05 
21N/55-22bc 39 40 50 115 46 30 
21N/55-22c 39 40 25 115 46 25 
~ IN/55-27cb 39 39 40 liS 46 30 
21 N/55-27cc 3~ 39 15 115 46 30 
21N/55-34ca 39 38 45 115 46 15 
21N/S6-1a 39 43 20 ll5 36 35 
21N/S6-Sac 39 43 20 115 41 30 
. 
NAME I ALTITUDE DIO.C. TEMP. 
Feet GPJ-1 o, oc 
Black Point Sor 7960. 
7600 
Rock Sp r -7500 
Hogback Sp r -6600 
Little Wiliow So 6720 
5840 
Rock Ouarry Spr 6420 
Willow Spr 6760 
7240 
7340 
Oak Sprs(SmithSp #I )7240 
M.au Sp r 6ROO 
5860 
Spring Valley Sp S86o 
Strawberry Spr#3 5860 
5860 
-sa6o 








Qai-Pcl F F 









Qal-Pcl F1 F?,RWT 
Oal F7 F7 ,RWT 
Qal F1 F1,RIIT 
Qal F1 F1,RWT 
Qal n F?, RWT 
Tv 
7/12/66 Oal RWT 
ANAL. USE REMARKS & REFER~N 
rptd seep-no flow 






SPRING NO. NORTH LATITUDE WEST LONGITUDE NAME ALTITUDE DISC. TEMP. DATE HYDROGEOLOGY ANAL. USE REMARKS & REFERENCES 
Deg Min Sec Deg Min Sec Feet GPM OF oc Rock Structure Control 
Type 
ZIN/56-IOoc 39 42 20 115 39 35 Buck Spr No.1 (o 6480· 175E 52 II 7/12/66 Pel c I,S also,see Snyder, 1'63, 
Buck Spr or Buck p.431 
Station Spr) 
21N/56-1Sc 39 41 10 115 39 35 -6500 Oal-Pc1 3 sprs 
21N/56-15dd 39 40 55 115 38 55 7000 Pel 
21N,/56-16ddd 39 41 05 115 39 50 Buck Spr No.2(or 6300 f1al-Pcl 
5 tonehouse Sp r) 
21N/56-22a 39 40 50 115 38 55 6880-700 Pel 3 so rs 
21N/56-27dd 39 39 20 115 38 50 -7300 Pel 2 sprs 
21N/56-33ac 39 38 55 115 40 10 Bry sacker Sp r 6200 Oal-Tv 
21N/56-36a 39 39 15 115 36 40 Rock Spr 7680 Pcl-Pls F f 
21N/57-4ab 39 43 35 115 33 35 Woodchuck Spr 6880 Oal-Pcl F F rptd goes dry early in 
season 
21N/57-6ba 39 43 20 115 36 00 Little Willow Sp 7960 Tv-Pel C7 
21N/57-8ba 39 42 30 115 34 55 Wi I low Spr 7040 Qa1-Pcl F F 
